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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this project was to try out a new model for delivering

teaching competency instruction to inexperienced vocational teachers. In

recent years,.they have been hired in large numbers by Vocational Schools

which have. started new programs or expanded the old ones. This rapid

growth of vocational education has been based on community demand for

occupationally qualified people.

In recent years, many books and articles'have been written and quite

a few research projects have been conducted in Performance (or Competency)

Based Teacher Education. Many definitions of PBTE have been developed.

One of them can be found [44] in Schmieder, 1973:

1. A system of teacher education which has its specific
purpose the development of specifically described'
knowledge, skills, and behaviors that will enable a
teacher to meet performance criteria for classroom
teaching. Presumably, each competency attained by the
preservice teacher is related to student learning and
can be assessed by the following criteria of competence:

a. knowledge criteria that assess the cognitive
understandings of the teachereducation student,

b. performance criteria that assess specific teaching
behaviors,

c. product criteria that assess the teacher's ability to
examine and assess the achieVement of his or her pupils.

2. Any teacher education program having the following characteristics:

a. Competencies (knowledge; skills, behaviors) to be
demonstrated by the student which are:

1) derived from explicit conceptions of teacher roles,
2) stated so as to make possible assessment of a stu-

dent's behavior in relation to specific competencies,
3) made public in advance.

b. Criteria (to be employed in. assessing competencies) are:.
1) based upon, and in harmony with,sp cified

competencies,
2) explicit in stating expected levels of master under

specific conditions,
3) made public in advance.



c. Assessment of student's. competency:
1) uses his performance as the primary source of evidence,
2) takes into account evidence of the student's nowledge

relevant to Planning for analyzing, interpreti
evaluating situations or behavior; and

3) strives for objectivity.
d. The student's rate of progress through the program `is,

determined by deMonstrated competency rather than by
time or course completed.

é. The instructional program is intended to facilitate
development and evaluation of the student's achieve-
ment of specified competencies [p. 52-53].

The delivery system tried out in this project followed the definition

of PBTE stated above.

The project staff thanks the following institutions and groups which

helped this research project to be realized:

Vocational Division, Minnesota State Department of Education,

External Advisory Committee,

Internal Advisory Committee,

Dakota County Area Vocational Technical Institute,

Oakland Vocational Center,

Anoka Area Vocational Technical Intitute

The thanks of the project staff go especially to the students-vocational

teachers who willingly completed many questionnaires and evaluative' forms

for the purpose of this research.
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1. PERFORMANCE BASED VOCATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION MODEL

In developing a model for the delivery of vocational teacher education,.

the, project staff utilized several avallatIle_resources. Vocational- teacher

competencies have been identified in several previous studies and the

external and_internal advisory committees assisted in the interpretat, .on

of the project objectives and identification of teacher needs and evaluation

criteria. Project VITAL, conducted at Temple University, is an operational

competency baled vocational teacher education program which was observed by

the project staff.

The terminology in this project was taken from the publication of the

Teacher Education'Developmental Service: Glossary of Terms, Competence -

Based Teacher Education.

1.1. Systems Approach Used in This Project

A systems approach has been adopted by the project staff for structuring

the delivery of vocational teacher education. This project in its complexity

was considered as a hybrid system of people, technidal means and communication

channels with many flows of information and feedback connections. This

system provides a means of examining vocational teacher education for the

purpose of maximizing the improvement of teacher's instructional competencies.

At the beginning (before the system was actually implemented in

vocational schools), the projeCt staff carefully planned every step of the

procedure. In view of the systems approach, the structure of the projeCt

can be illustrated in a block model in Fig. 1.1.
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Evaluation

Feedback loops

Fig. 1.1: The systems approach to the project

The following sections describe each block in more detail.

1.2. Statement of Objectives

The broad objective of the project was stated as follows:

The Department of Vocational Education of the University of Minnesota

O

will provide special teacher education services to 'selected vocational

programs in Minnesota.

This objective was further specified:

1. A course for beginning vocational teachers will be
developed to help them achieve basic teaching
competencies.

2. The course will be provided by an off-campus delivery system.

3. Competencies to be achieved in the course will be developed
for the needs of post-secondary and secondary vocational
teachers regardless of their occupations.

4. Instructional materials necessary for the course will be
prepared.

5. a. Assessment criteria for student competency improvement
will be worked out.

b. An evaluation approach to the whole project will be
established.

1.3. Performance Based Teacher Education Literature

Over 50 research reports, articles and books were searched in order to

find different lists of competencies, their prioritization, kinds of

delivery systems and other information7related to performance based teacher

10
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education and especially to vocational teachers' education (see

Bibliography).

Also, other materials (learning packages, tapes, films and others)

which could be eventually used by students, were searched.

1.4. Vocational Teacher Needs

A comparative method was used to compile a comprehensive list of the

competencies identified in 3everal previous studies. The following lists

of competencies, prepared by different institutions were compared:

Department of. Industrial Education, University of
Minnesota (1973)

Department ofIndustrial Education, University of
Wisconsin - Stout (1972)

Human Resources Research Organization, Texas (1973)

Center for Vocational and Technical Education,
Ohio State University (1970)

Texas Education Agency (1972)

Cornell Institute for Research and Development in
Occupational Education, State University of New York,

Ithaca (19/3)

United States Department of Hea.lth, Education and
Welfare (year of publi,ation is not given)

Department of Vocational and Applied Arts Education,
Wayne State University(1972)

The list of competencies, developed by the Center for Vocational and

Technical Education, Ohio State University was finally chosen as the

single most complete list.

.

With the cooperation of the Internal and External Advisory Committees,

.the prioritization of competency categories (category is a group of related

competencies) was done. From 10 categories, the following three were given

the highest priorities in terms of the needs of vocational teachers:

11
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2.. Execution of Instruction

3. Evaluation of Instruction

The';'e three categories include 95 competencies (See Appendix 1). From

these, the External and Internal Advisory Committees chose 38 most important

competencies for beginning vocational teachers. _These 38 competencies

served as'-the original basis for planning the instruction which was provided

for vocational teachers through this prOject

Due to limitations in the time available within this project, it was

necessary for the project staff to further reduce the number of com-

petencies included. These reduced competendies are divided into two

basic categories:

1. Planning of Instruction

2. Execution of. Instruction.

The competencies to be accomplished.by students in the course follow:

Category: Planning of Instruction

Competencies:

1. Formulate objectives for a course.

2. Select and develop instructional content for a course.

3. Organize the sequence of learning tasks.

4. Determine instructional units for a course.

5. Determine in- school learning experiences (classroom and/or lab).

6. Construct a lesson plan.

7. Plan the introduction and summary of a lesson.

8. Select teaching techniques and methods.

9. Select and'develop instructional content for a lesson.

10. Determine instructional bedia and aids for a lesson.

. 12
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Category: Execution of Instruction

Competencies:-

11. Introduce a lesson.

12. Obtain a summary or closure for a lesson..

13. -Employ the technique of oral questioning.

14. Reinforce learning.

15. Demonstrate a manipulative skill.

16. Present a concept or principle through a demonstration.

17. Present information by use of the problem-solving method.

1.5. Delivery System

An off-campus, self-pacing delivery system was suggested by the

project staff. Students did not need go to the University campus and

they studied at their own pace. This delivery system is of great advantage

for students-beginning teachers with full time work loads.

The VocatiOnal Education Course VoEd 5-100, Special Topics in

Instruction <Performance-Based Education) was offered. The description

of the course follows:

This course is structured around the use of learning packages
(modules) which are designed to permit individualized instructional-
pacing. The course will be conducted at your school.

Following is the content of the course divided to six modules:

Module No. 1 Audio-viSUal equipment and materialS
Module No. 2 Writing behaviorally-oriented objectives
Module No. 3 Overview of development and planning a course
Module No. 4 Construct a lesson plan
Module No. 5 Plan and execute an introduction and summary for a

lesson
Module No. 6 - Select and execute the different teaching strategies

(conducted in group sessions):

University resource people and resource people from your school will
be available for consultation while you areenrolled in' this course.

13
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-
he deliverylsySlem waS,,,strUctured", with three studentl-beginning

_ . .

.
. .

teachers advised by a'local resource person ,(the qualifications and role
. ,,, '

w

i' Cf.the'lotal,retogrce;person are described in Chapter 2).
.., i

I -.0q.e'Ilniversity resource person was assigned to work with one local

resource Terson and his three students. Weekly visits with the students

and the, local resource person were,made by the University resource--Person.

The students were encouraged to call their local resource person and/or

University resource person any tiMethey needed help.

The task of the University professors was to

and to teach two group sessionssin every school.

supervise thisAysten
,

°,

It was necessary to write specialized materials as learning packages

(modules), matched with the outline- of the course an& with its delivery

system. The modules developed e.g. by Ohio State University or other

institutions were not available' for this course.

Six modules which covered the content of this course were developed.

= Each module included anintrOduction to the module, performance-objectives,

references, equipment and materials needed to complete the module, direc-

tions related to What and how to study, resource information about the,

topic of the module, learning activities for. student practice and test

questions and CheCklists for student self-evaluation. At the end of every

module, questions for the student's evaluation of the module were included.

1.6. Evaluation of the Project

Evaluation of this project was based on inputs from students, local

and University resource persons and the project staff. The following

factors were considered:

A. The students' evaluation of:

1. .his/her own learning efforts (the self-evaluation
is included in each module),

14
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2. the delivery system,

3. the modules,

4. the local resource person,

5. the University resource person,.

6. general aspects of the complete course,

B. The local and'University resource persons' evaluation of:

1. students' learning'efforts (the test is included'in
eachmodule),

2. complete course in general based on continuous observation.

C. The project staff made observations of the project in progress.

1 5

o
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2. FIELD TESTING

2.1. .Teacher Education Institution

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA SITUATION

The Vocational. Department of the University of Minnesota has five

Divisions, each with a curriculum leading to certification in the areas

of Agriculture, Distributive Education, Trade and Industrial, Home

Economics and Business Education.

Each curriculum contains credit courses providing instruction in all

of the element' of teacher preparation. The content of the combined

courses of each of the curricula Indicates that nearly all of the identi=

fied competencies considered essential for teaching, are dealt with in

some manner. Methods of instruction in these courses include lecture,

discussion and student performance. In all cases, students meet in a

classroom situation at specified times. Individualization is limited to

the classroom organization.

2.2. Institutions Served

The participating schools were identified by the project staff with

the assistance of the Vocational Division of the Minnesota State Depart-

ment of Education. They were:

1. Dakota County Area Vocational-Technical Institute.
(Dakota County AVTI)

Oakland Vocational Center (Cakland V.C.)

.3. Anoka Area Vocational-Technical Institute
(Anoka AVTI)

At. Dakota Co. AVTI and Oakland V.C., local resource persong were selected

who met the qualifications identified by the project staff (fully certified
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vocational instructor with several years of teaching experience). At

Anoka AVTI, no local resource person was identified. The role of the local

resource person was described to the selected resource persons by the pro-

ject staff. They were also given a list of suggested equipment, materials,

and books necessary to complete the course (see Appendix 2).

The project staff obtained information about local staff development

plans in each of the participating schools. All of the schools were

active in staff development although only one of them had a formalized

plan. In this case, the plan was laid for two years. The focus of

. the first year was on preparing the staff to identify content and struc-

ture it for instruction. During the second year staff competencies in

the delivery of instruction will be developed. This staff development plan

will include the use of resource persons from the State Department of

Education, teacher education institutions, other AVTI's, as well as staff

development personnel, audio- visual specialists and other faculty members

from the-local school. Since this school was in the curriculum development

,stage of its staff development, this project did not precisely fit their

needs. Much of the instruction in this project concerned the development

of instruction, but some of it dealt with the execution of instruction 'or

the teaching/learning process.

There was a wide variety of local resources available in the partici-

pating schools to support staff, such as audio-visual specialists. In

another school, there was a centralized library of 3000-4000 books. Of

these, about 100 were related to the process of instruction. In addition,

there were about 120 periodicals and 800 audio-visual materials: Video

tape,-audio tape, slide duplication, sound on slide and other audio-visual

equipment was available. There was a librarian'and audio-visual specialist'

to support staff.memberd as well..

17c
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There was a problem in securing the specific books used as resources

for the instruction. conducted in this project. They were not immediately

available for purchase at the beginning of the course and the existing

libraries in the participating schools did not have the needed references.

2.3. Local Resource Persons

There were three local resource persons who participated in this

project.. They were selected from- within the participating schools because

of their responsibilities fox staff development wiVhin their school. In

agreeing to serve as resource persons for this project, each of these three

individuals accepted these ''duties:

1. To provide the immediate, practical aid the teacher (or student)

needs. .

2. Must be available when the teachei'needs aid ibefore school,
after school, evenings, etc.).,

3. Develop,a good working relationship with the teacher.

4. To help the teacher gain the maximum amount from the material
and learning experiences.

5. To encourage the ?teachers when they feel discouraged.

6. To assist the teacher with audio-visual materials and
equipment(e.g. when the teacher. requests,help).

7. To participate in the assessment of a particular competency
with the teacher and the University resource person.

8. To participate in the assessment of this entire program upon
completion.

9. To work with University resource people in evaluation of
participants' performance in each competency and in the
entire program.

Each of the local resource persons was employed in a position in which

he had staff development responsibilities. Master's Aegree and. education

toward doctor's degree'in Vocational education had been completed by"each

resource person. \ One individual had three years of secondary vocational

18
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teaching experience while the others hachfour and seven years. Additional

experience in education had been acquired by two of the three resource

persons.

2.4. Students Served

Students who expressed an interest in the course were selected by

their supervisors in cooperation with the local resource persons. All

together, there were 12 students chosen, who completed registration forms.

Of these, three were secondary and seven were post-secondary vocational

teachers. Two Others were not teaching, but were preparing for .vocational
-;

teacher certification. The average teaching experience for the 12 students

waS 1.5 years. One student bad 4 years of teaching experience. There

were teachers from each of these vocational fields: Agriculture (1),

Business and Office (1), Health Occupation (4), Home'Economics (2),

Trade and Industrial (3), and Distributive (1). A mean of 15.5 years of

occupational employment had been' Completed by the 12 students with the

range of experience from 3 to 28 years. All of the students were high

school,graduates and five had completed less than 2 years of college while

four had completed more than 2 year's of college. The age of the students

ranged from 28 to 58 years with a mean of 38.5 years.

19
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3. FIELD TESTING RESULTS

During the field testing data were gathered about several aspects of

the program for the purpose of assessing outcomes and providing a basis

for recommendations for future delivery of vocational teacher education'

services.

3.1.. Student Progress

The progress of students was measured primarily according to the rate

at which they accomplished the objectives in the learning modules. There

were differing levels of achievement of the objectives by students, but

each student performed each competency to a predetermined level before

progressing to succeeding objectives. Fig. 3.1. is a flow chart indicating

the progress of students relative to the total course.

There was a total of six modules of instruction in the course. The

completion week for each module for each of the seven, students is shown in

Tab. 3.1. The average number of weeks required for completion of all six

modules was 16.

Students estimated their level of proficiency for each of the competencies

in the course prior to and after completion of each module. The six levels

of proficiency used were:

5 - excellent

4 very good

3 - good

2 - possible to teach, improvement necessary

1 some

0 - none

20
LI



SHOWED.
INITIAL INTEREST

13

NO FURTHER
INTEREST

Y

STUDENT INFORMATION
FORM FILLED IN

12

NOT REGISTEREDFI alFOR TIME
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STUDIED

ICOMPLETED

Fig.

{ 7
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NOT COMPLETED

_401

NO REASON
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I FAILED'

.1: Flow Chart of'Student's Progress During the Course
,
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Student

WEEK #

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 1 2 6 3 4 5

2 1 2 6 3. 4 5

3 6 2
3
4

31
4

5

1
.

6 2

5
.

1 2 6

3

4

5--

6 1 2 6

3

4

5

.-

7
,

1 2 6
3
4

5

Tab. 1: Modules Completed During Weeks of Instruction
(Numbers identify individual modules. Module 6

was presented in group sessions.)
<5.

Before studying the'modules, the mean self-rating of.all students on

all-modules which they began was "possible to teach, improvement necessary. "'

After completion pf these modules, the mean self-rating was "very good".

Students were also asked eo estimate'the amount of time required to

,complete each of the modules. The range and mean time required to complete

each module are shown in Tab. 3.2.

Module # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Toter

Time Range 2-4 0.5-5 6-20 175 1-5 3-4 0.5-20

Mvan 3.43 2.64 10.86 3.21.- 2.36 3.57

10
Total Mean 4.345

Tab. 3.2: Mean Time and Time Range Estimated for Completion of
Each Module (in hours).

22.
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The progress of students within the instructional program is given

perspective by examining-the other time commitments of the students.

According to self-reports, students enrolled in this instruction had

mean time commitments of 50.5 hours per week including teaching, other

job duties, public activities, enrollment in other courses, and other

activities.

3.2. Resource Persons' Inputs

.a. University Resource Persons

At the beginning of the project,. the University resource persons

.(members of the Project Staff) were engaged in designing the course, as

described in Chapter 1. This represented approximately 20 percent of

professors', working iime and 50 tp75 percent (part-time contracts) of

regular working time for.research fellows for a total of 6 to 8 months.

During the field testing, however, the professors were involved

directly bnly in introductory lessons and in the teaching of module No. 6

(group sessions). -These activities required approximately 42 hours

for two of them, plus time necessary for preparing the lessons. Besides

this, of course, the professors have been permanently involved in super-

vising the University research fellows and local resource persons, as

well as in evaluating the progress of the course.

The University research fellows were instrumental throughout the

field testing providing direct consulting help to the students and

assisting local resource persons in solving problems.

This direct, every-week involvement was important to the success

of the field testing,program. The two of them 'spent a total of 160 hours-

directly in selected schools, an average of 10 hours per week. These

figures.do'not include necessary driving time, which in geographical

23;
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conditions of the greaterMinneapolis-St. Paul Metro Area represents

about 2 hours for each visit (from and to the U of M campus).

b. Local Resource Persons

Local resource persons helped each.student for an average of 2 hours

weekly. Their help as available almost anytime, except for scheduled.

activities (school meetings, etc.).

3.3. Evaluation of Modules
o

The students were asked .to evaluate the modules. A questionnaire

developed by the Project Staff was enclosed in every module. The

questions were answered by all seven students who successfully finished

the course

In general, the students were satisfied with the modules except

for Module No. 3. This module dealt with the course introduction and the

course development for group and individualized instruction. The con-

tent of this module was too difficult. This module is the only one

(out of six) which consists of three parts (three\"Learning Experiences"

and only this one was considered to be too difficult and too long. Two

students stated it was not written clearly. The students' suggestion

was to.break this module into three independent modules. They hlsb

suggested more meetings and discussions with resource persons about the

content of Module No. 3. It was the Project Staff intention to.learn

the acceptance of one module with three related parts. The other five

modules (6th was executed in a group) were evaluated positively. Most

students expressed that the modules were interesting to them, written

clearly, of appropriate length, and that the content of modules was

directed to the most important learning pOints. Most students expressed

their appreciation of the recommended books, video tapes and other aids.
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In this matter, hoWever, some of them thought that the books did not help

them. Loo much. In some cases,. the checklists were not considered helpful..

All materials gathered from the students have been filed so the modules

can be corrected accordingly.

The most important and positive conclusion is in answer to the

question "Did you learn from this module what you had expedted?" This

,question was answered "yes" in every module by all students except for

one "no" inJqodule No. 3.

3.4. Course Evaluation

All data for the course evaluation were gathered froth students by

means of questionnaires, developed by the Project Staff. Further, more

information was obtained from students and local resource persons in

personal discussions.

Evaluation data and opinions can be divided into evaluation of:

a, course by.students

b. local resource persons hy students

c. University resource persons by students

d. course by local resource,persons

Evaluation of, the Course by Students

All seven students who successfully finished the course answered the

questions related to the whole course evaluation. The questions asked

and answers given are summarized below.

Q: Did you learn in the course the most important topics which
you need immediately?

A: YES 7, NO 0, NOT SURE O.

Q: Whith topics would you add to the course?
A: The suggested topics were: test preparation, grading scales

(addition to Module 6); and lecturing in the front of real :

,people. But no additions were suggested, if the course were
intended exclusively for first -year teachers.
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A:

Q:

Which topics would you omit in the course?
There was no suggestion presented.

Why did you attend the course ?.

A (YES):

1. Necessary for certification or
recertification.

4

2. Opportunity for salary improvement.

3. Required by district, state, etc. 1

4. Personal choice. .

S. Recommended'by supervisor,
administrator, etc.

6. Part'..of'a degree program. 2

7. Other (specify) , 1

3-7

The students answered "yes" .to as many reasons as applied to them.

The most ftequent answer (six studentS) was that the course was

recommended by a supervisor or administrator. In addition, some of them

attended the course because of their personal choice and, necessity for

Certification. For two students, the course was a part of their degree

program. One student attended the course because it was required by a

district.

Q: Was your participation in this course rewarding to you?
A: YES - 7, NO - 0, NOT SURE = O.

-Q: Have you used any information, knowledge, materials or
skills acquired from the course to improve your performance
(inithe classroom) or your program?

A: Five students answered that they plan on it and two
students had already used it.

Q:

A:

Would you recommend this course to your colleagues to
help theM improve themselves and their programs?
YES - 4, NO 0, NOT SURE 3.
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c .

Evaluation pf,Local Resource Persons by Students

Again, ali -even students who successf4ly --finished thecourse
4

answered the questionnaire.

).

Did, your resourceerson help you
studying the course?

5', .NO -'0, NOT 'MUCH 1- 2.

while you were

4

= Did you need your resource person's hell)?
A: YES - 5, N-0"- 0,'NOT MUCH -.2.

.

Q: Was the relationship between you andr:your resource .,

: yerson gOod?
.. .

.
. - . - , 3

, ' '

.
. :

. A: YES - 7, NO - 0, , NOT SURE O. . ' ., ,.

0 0

e
P,

'Q:,:Di.d yourresourcperson'encourage your'efforEs? -.
, ,.

.

A.: 'E - .7', NO - 0, NOT SURE -.-0,.
I

.

.,. .

..
, , %,,

In their comments, two students, epree'sed'that,it Wal.F difficult fojs'. .
,

A

3-8
a

.

.. .- 3

them. to meet with their,16Cal.resource persons because ":they were not
, .

. ..,
ander.dne roof.' Anotherstudent expressed t he'opinion

tha'

t the ideal
.

. . ,

P 'i,.,.
week to seeif:everything.is going*O.k. :In-general, 'the.-students were

'satisfied with'their(local resource persbns and appreCiated their willing-

c
p

reboure%persbn should chetk,brief1y with students a cdUple times a

ifiess to help. them any time.

-

'..Evhluation'ol University Resource Persons,b 'Students
1.0

2
Listed ,below are'the questions and answers, comments and requirements

by'all seven successful students.

Q: Did the University resource persdn help you while you were
studying the course?

A: YES 6, NO.- 0,NOT MUCH 1.

Q: Did you need the University resource person's help?
A: YES - 6, NO 0, NOT MUCH 1.

Q: Was the relationship between you and the University
resource person good?

A: YES - 7, NO 0, NOT SURE - 0.
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Q: Did the University resource person encourage your efforts?
A: YES - 6, NO - 0, NO OPINION 1.

Q: If you were not successful in the assessment, did the
University resource person help you identify your
further le --Ing needs?

A: YES 4, NO 0, NO OPINION - 3.

their comments, the students appreciated the personality, patience

and knowledge of their University resource persons. SOme of them empha-

sizedtheir ability to explain and answer any question clearly and simply

and to motivate diem. Generally, the direct consultations with University

resource persons were classified as most helpful and beneficial in the

whole course: Individualized instruction was considered by one student

to be "superb".

Some students requested more firm scheduling of the course with

obligatory deadlines for finishing each module, and one requested that a

University resource person call him by phone twice a week to check how

the study is going. -

The University professors' approach to the students was appreciated

by all of,them. All students considered the group sessions led by

University prblfessors at the best ones.

Evaluation of the Course by Local Resource Persons

The local resource persons were asked to write an evaluation, which

is summarized below.

Concept The rationale behind a modular, self-paced,
individualized teacher training concept was well received
by all instructors. They regarded the course content as
being valuable, but were more appreciative of the availability
of resource persons and the self pacing aspect.

Delivery System The method of implementing this course
certainly has the potential of being the accepted way of
obtaining teacher certification credits, especially for
out-state teachers and less than class size groups of
teachers. The relationships which necessarily develop

2 8
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between local resource persons and University personnel. is
a very healthy one, for open and direct communications. The
system also provides a less abrupt confrontation to University

bureaucracy for the beginning teacher.

Effectiveness of Program - The total effectiveness of the program
can only be evaluated after the instructors have had an oppor-
tunity to put their acquired knowledge into practice. From
the reports of instructors, after a very brief exposure to the
information, they agree unanimously as to the increased pro-
fessional growth they anticipate from the program.

The local resource persons' recommendations for planning a similar

program in the future were also issued in a written statement (4.8.).*
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the field testing the following conclusions and

recommendations are presented for use in future planning of delivery

systems for vocational teacher services:

4.1. Delivery System

The delivery system of the instruction:

a. should he performance-based,

b. can be a type of off-caMpus course study,

c. should be studied by self-pacing method by the help of
special instructional materials, local and University
resource persons,

d. should include some group sessions led by University professors.

sf

4.2. University Activity Before the Course Starts

Several months beTore a course is offeted by the University, it is

necessary to;

a. assign professors who are interested and experienced in
off-campus activities to be responsible for a course,

b. select University resource persons who are experienced
teachers and able to advise in the solution of teaching prob-
lems related to the occupations of their students-vocational
teachers,

c. organize and plan the course in time.

Before the beginning of the course, it is advisable to:

a. Arrange for a course at. least two months in advance and let
schools. have time for selecting local resource persons and
students Tor this course. The school should have enough
time for ordering required books and other necessary
resources which should be available before the course starts.

b. Make sure that the variety of subject content is'broad enough
to fit local staff development plans.
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c. State the time limitations for the end of the course.
Otherwise it could be prolongated to several months by students.
Three months for the course will be necessary.

d. Arrange a.session with local resource persOns to discuss their
roles in this particular delivery system. The resource per-
sons should be kind of model teachers for students taking the
course. The resource person should be released from his
school duties for at least two hours per week per student.

4.3: Starting the*Course

All students taking the course should attend an orientation session

for the pUrpose of gathering student information and registration, and

explanation of the delivery system. Students need intensive help at the

beginning of the course (first two weeks) in order to get fully acquainted

with the course, to develop motivation and start working at full rate..

Otherwise, students can easily lose the first month without accomplishing

anything.

Students should be'encouraged to seek help if they have any problem.

It is important in this teaching-learning situation to develop the

trust of the students-teachers and their advisors. Success of this type

of study depends,on good relations very much (see evaluation in 3.4.).

4.4. Localization 'Problems

This delivery system appears to work best when students-teachers are

working (teaching) in the same building as their local resource person..

In this'situation they can be easily superyised by a local resource person.

Needed equipment, materials, and books should be easily obtainable in the

building in which they teach. The situationis not easy when students

and local resource persons are working in different schools even though

in administrative unit, because they have -: to spend. time driving to meet

with local orTniversity persons and to.use needed aids.
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4.5. Students' Background and Occupation

As it was tried out in this project, the content of the course and

this delivery system worked quite well:

a. even for non-teachers who sought teaching certification,

b. for teachers in different occupational fields,

c. for teachers teaching in secondary and post-secondary vocational
schools:

During the face-to-face student conferences with local or University

resource persons, the occupational specializations of the teachers have

to be realized and direct application to their current (or future)`

teaching programs should be emphasized.

4.6. Instructional Materials

The instructional materials should include learning padkages (modules)

with recommendation of-books, tapes, video tapes, and films (if possible).

Modules should be written briefly, clearly and easy to read. It is

recommended that modules have a one terminal objective (a module with one

terminal objective may include several enabling objectives). As was

found in Module No. 3 (see Appendix A3-3), the students were confused

studying three learning experiences in one module.

The acceptance of the group sessions iu this project suggests the

inclusion of small group sessions in an individualized, self-paced course.

From an instructional point of view, the best time for a group session is

after every student has completed the self-pacing program, i.e. at the

end of the course in order to summarize student accomplishment. However,

the varying rates of completion by students of self-paced modules make it

difficult to find a time which is equally desirable for all students.

3')1.4
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4.7. Visitations and Consulting

Weekly visitations of students by University resource persons are

necessary to solve student learning problems, answer questions and evalu-

ate students at the end of every module. The evaluation can be done

cooperatively with a local resource person. Each visit by a University

resource person will average about one hout per student. It is recommended

that a local resource person spend about two hours per week per student.

As shown in section 3.2., the average time spent by the local

resource persons and the University resource persons was approximately

three hours per week plus driving time ofthe University resource-persons.

Professors' time while leading the group sessions and their driving time

-should also be added. This is expensive compared to courses conducted by

group teaching methods. The question is whether or not the learning

results'are better and the students need less time to accomplish the

required competencies compared to results and time spent using a group

teaching delivery system.

4.8. Other Recommendations

For an Individualized self-paced delivery system of vocational

teacher education'to be most effective a commitment of time for a local

resource pergon and instructional resources for the teacher engaged in

tle teacher education is required of the school employing the teacher.

Local resource persons' recommendations-for planning a similar

course:

1. Such a program should be scheduled closer to the beginning of

a school year (October'- .February).

2. Some intermediate time guides should be stated to prevent,

too many stragglers.

3. The final module should be an accumulation of the other modules

'and, in fact, be the final evaluation of the program.
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There is no substantial difference between recommendations and

conclusions of local resource persons and Project Staff, except that

the final module pf this particular set of modules may need to be

altered if the number of modules in a given set of modules is increased.

3
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APPENDICES .

Most materials of informative and statistical-character (data on

students, evaluation results, etc,) are cited or mentioned throughout

the-text of the report.

Therefore, in this chapter appear only the most important materials:

Al - Prioritization of Competencies

A2 - Suggested Equipment,, Materials and Books

and complete texts of all six modules XA3-1 through A3-6).

However, all forms and Other important documentation developed for

the purpose of the cours'e have been filed and are available to facilitate

designing any simifar course in the future.

a
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Al

Name

0

Position

School.

Prioritization of Competencies in

Vocational-Technical Teacher Education

Planning of Instruction High Medium Low
Priority Priority Priority

1. Organize an Advisory Committee. °

2. COnsult,the advisory committee for program
planning Information.

3. Make an occupational analysis.

4. Make.a task or activity analysis.

5. Determine student needs and goals.

6. Formulate objectives for lessons, units
and/or courses.

7. Select and develop instructional content for
a course.

8. Select and develbp instructional content
for a lesson.

9. Determine in-school learning experiences
(classroom and/or lab).

10. Select teaching techniques and methods.

11. Select tools and equipment.

12. Determine instructional media and aids.

13. Organize the sequence of learning tasks.

14. Determine instructional units.

15. Construct a lesson plan:

16. Plan the introduction of a lesson.
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Planning of Instruction High Medium Low
Priority Priority Priority

17. Develop instructional material^ (information,
sheets, transparencies, bulletin board
materials).

18. Identify Out-ofschool learning experiences.

.19. Determine need for and identify resource persons.

20. Determine appropriate library resources.
,

,21. Develop a system for recording and filing subject
matter information.

Analyze skills (operations, procedures)
relevant .to course planning.

Pj
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Execution of Instruction High Medium Low
Priority Priority Priority

23. Introduce a lesson.

24. Direct a group discussion.

25. Conduct a field trip.

26. Direct a student manipulative skill demonstration.
4

27. Direct role playing.

28. Demonstrate a manipulative skill.

29. Present a concept or principle thfough a
demonstration.

30. Give a lecture.

31. Give an illustrated talk.

32.. Moderate a panel discussion.

'33. Present a lesson by the developmental method.

34. Employ the technique of'oralquestioning.

35. Recognize, interpret and utilize student
actions and behavior (cues).

36. Reinforce learning.

37. Present study techniques.

38. Develop standards for student attainment.

39, Obtain closure for a lesson.

40. Give an assignment for outside work.

41 Present information with the assistance of .a
resource person.

42. Reproduce instructionalinaterial with a
spirit' duplicator.

43. Reproduce instructional material with a
mimeograph machine.
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Execution of Instruction High .Medium Low

Priority Priority Priority

44. Reproduce instructional (hard copy and,
transparency) material with a thermo or

photo copier (3M, xerox).

45. Set up display materials for instructional
purposes.

46. Present a lesson with overhead projector
and/or opaque projector.

47. Present an illustrated talk with 35 mm film
strip or slides.

48. Present a lesson with silentAor sound motion
picture film.

49. Present a lesson with 8Mm single concept
film (individualized instruction).

50. Present a lesson with videotape recordings.

51. Present a lesson with audio tape, disc
recording or radio receiver as resource.

52. Direct.programmed instruction (teaching
machine or text.

53. Present a lesson with closed circuit TV.

54. Present a lesson with the aid of a.flannel
board and/or flip chart:

55. Present a lesson with the aid of a chalk board.

56. Present a lesson using a prepared skit (stan-
dardized, teacher.or pupil written).

57. Direct.student laboratory experiences.

58. Conduct 1sits to the student's home for
instructional purposes. .

59. Engage one's self in role playing.

60. Present information using authentic 7wiels,
materials and equipment. .

61. Present information through team teaching.



Execution of Instruction

62. Present information with exhibits or displays.

63. Present information using an logies.

64. Provide individualized instruction for
students.

65. Draw upon student experience in presenting
instruction.

66. Supervise student planning and presentation
of instructional information.

67. Orient,students to the instructional phase of
the course or program.

68. Present information by the use of the problem
solving method.

69. Present information by the use of simulated
experiences.

70. Present information by the use of the
project method.

71. Present information by the use of the case study
,method.

72. Utilize unplanned classroom or shop incident as
a basis for presenting related information.

High Medium Low
Priority Priority. l'riority:-
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Evaluation of Instruction

73. Evaluate text and reference materials to
meet course objectives.

74. Establish the evaluative criteria for lessons,
units or courses;

75. Select measures appropriate to the evaluative
criteria.

76.. Formulate essay test questions.

77. Formulate,true-false test questions. /

78. Formulate completion test items.

79. Formulate matching test items.

80. Devise laboratory performance tests.

81. Administer tests.

82. Formulate a system of grading consistent with
school policy.

.

83. Direct student self-evaluations.

84. Evaluate student's progress in class, home and
laboratory assignments.

85. Evaluate one's own techniques and methods of
teaching.

86. Devise case-study problems.

87. Interpret evaluation data for students and
for parents.

88. Formulate multiple-choice questions.

89. Establish criteria and methods for classroom
or shop-laboratory performance.

90. Determine if evaluative criteria exists.

t.
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High Medium Low
Priority Priority Priority



Evaluation of Instruction

91. Evaluate available standardized tests.

92. EstablishEstablish criteria for student self -

evaluation.

93. Evaluate student performance with standatdizcA
tests.

94. Evaluate classroom facilities and equipment.

95. Base student performance standards on
available equipment and supplies.

47
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Suggested Equipment and Materi -als Needed to Complete the Course

1. Oyerhead projector
Opaque projector
8mm and 16 mm film projector
Slide projector
Video tape playback and recording eq uipment
Microfilm reader
Filmstrip projector
Tape recorder

Models (e.g. engine, etc. specified by the Occupation of our students)
Flat pictures (specified by the occupation of our students)
Materials like

slides, blank tapes, recorded tapes, filmloop, microfilms,
transparencies, etc. to be used or the explanation to our
students of how to operate the euipment above.

2. Video tapes: "Designing a Vocation 1 Course".
"Planning a.Vocational Course"
"Execution of Instruction"

3. Dale, E. Audiovisual Methods in Teaching. (3rd ed.) New York et al: The
Dryden Press, 1969.

Mager. R. F. and Beach, Jr., K. M. Developing VociatiOilal Instruction.
Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 1967.

Mager, R. Developing Attitude Toward Learning.
Fearon Publishers, 1968.

Mager, R. Preparing Instructional Objectives.
,Fearon Publishers, 1962.

Palo Alto, California:

Palo Alto,,California,

Pucel:D., and Knaak, W. Individualizing Vocational and Technical Instruction.
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,' 1975.,

Frantz, Jr., N. (Ed.) Individualized Instructional Systems for Vocational
and Technical Education: A Collection of Readings. Athens, Georgia:
Vocational Instructional Systems, 1974.
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Module No. 1 Title Page.

Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials

,PrereouiSites: None

Dfrections:.

1. Read they on p". 2.

b. Read the Performance Objectives on p. 3.

2. If you think you are prepared for the assessment without
studying this module, see p. 10 for the test and p. 11 for
self-evaluation.

. If you have successfully completed the test and self-
evaluation, proceed to the next module.

4. If you were not successful or-if you choose not to
assessed now, proceed with this module.

a. Read the References listed on p. 4.

b. Read the Learning Experience on p. 5.

.Note:: Your resource person is available to help yoU while
you are studying.this mOdule.,
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Introduction

Audio-visual equipment and materials are needed to assist students in vocation-

al education learningiexperiences. Vocational instructors need to know what equip-

ment and materials are available and how 1'0 use these resources advantageously.

Your school has invested time and money in audio-visual-equipment and materials

and you should spend some time in becoming familiar with these resources. You will

become condifent and proficient' in your ability to operate equipment and help

develop materials as a result of your experiences. You will learn to use the

resources which your school has made available within its limitations (money, per-

sonnel, time, etc.) and you should learn to plan your instructional activities within

these Ipmitations.

This module will be important to you -Las you progress through the,other modules

in this teacher- education program. Other modules will require the use of audio-

visual,equipment for their successful completion.

5 941.1
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Performance Objectives

Upon completion of this module, the terminal performance expected- is expressed

in the .

Te-rminal Objective:

In your occupational specialty you will select and use the audio- visual
equipment and materials necessary to assist you and the students in

`accomplishing the learning objectives of your program.

The performance expected as a terminal objective is further clarified in

Enabling Objectives:

1. Develop an operational competence in the use of A-V equipment:

a. 16 mm projector.
b. Slide projector.
c. Filmstrip projector.
d. Opaque projector.
e. Overhead projector.

2. Establish and maintain communication With the A-V department in your school.

3. Evaluate audio-visUal equipment and materials you are now using to deter-.
mine their effectiveness.

5 3
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References, Equipment and Materials Needed
to Complete'This Module

1, Mager, R. and Beach, K. M. Jr. Developing Vocational Instruction.
Belmont, California: Fearon Publishers, 1967.

2.- Dale, E. Audio-Visual Methods ig Teaching. (3rd ed.) New York: The
Dryden Press, 1969.

Resource material attached to this modille:

a. Guide for evaluating projection equipment and materials.
b. Guide for operating projection equipment.
c. University of Minnesota Communication Bulletins and Information Service.

4. Equipment Needed

a. 16mm projector and film.
b. Carousel slide projector with tray and slides.
c. Filmstrip projector and filmstrip.
d. Opaque projector.
e. Overhead projector and transparency.
f. Screen.

o
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Learning Experience Performance
Objective and Directions

Objective

In amour occupational specialty you will select d use the audio-visual

equipment and material necessar to ss s o . the stud nts ccOm lishin

the learning objectives of .your program.

Read: 1. Mager, R. and Beaa, K. M. Jr. Developing Vocatidnal Instruction,
(reference No. 1, p. 75-83).

2. Learning Experience - Information Sheet on'.p. 6.

Practite:

3. Resource material attached to this module, (reference No. 3, p. 15).

4. .Dale, E. Audio Visual Methods. in Teaching, (reference No..-2, pp.
107-111).

Follow instructions in Teaming Activities on p. 9.

Evaluate: 1. Complete the self-administered test On p. 10.

2. Do the prattical, performance test on p. 10.

3. Complete the checklist on p. 11.

4. For your evaluation discuss your writtenanswers and your performance
with yoOr resource person.

5. If you were successful` in your evaluatiOn, proceed to the next
module. ,

5 5
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Supplements

Module No. 1: Audio - Visual Equipment'and Materials
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Learning Experience Information Sheet

The information contained In this sheet and in the attached material on p. 15

will assist you in the selection, use,and evaluation of the audio-visual equipment

and materials that you should use in your instruction.

Selection of Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials,

According to Dale's Audio-Visual Methods In Teaching (1969), '1Cone of Experi-

ence" (Mo.dified and diagrammed on p. 8)-there exists a wide span of available

experiences you should consider.when selecting instructional media. In selecting

audio-visual equipment and material, you shodld carefully examine the learning

objectives you are attempting to accomplish and ask yourself the question, "Will

this equipment' and material make it easier for my students to learn the behaviOr

specified in the objective?" For example, a motion picture will probably not help

a student to learn how to play a piano. On the other hand, an audio recording of a'

piano performance may help the student to learn some aspects of piano playing.

lase 'of the Selected Equipment and Materials

One you have $elected equipment and materials your next step is the effective

use of the medium. Media selected or produced with no specific purpose identified

will add little to the teaching-learning activity.

Successful use of media depends upon carefully planned pre and post-activities.

Prior to using the media you should prepare yourself by previewing, reading, listen-

ing and making notes on materials to be presented.. You should prepare your students

by:

1. Stating the purpose of materials you are using.

2. Explaining the relationship of these materials to past experiences,

students' needs, etc.
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3'. Giving the students specific ideas, skills, techniques, etc. to watch.

or listen for.

Following the. use of materials, you might emphasize a particular point'or

evaluate the students' comprehension of materials. You could also have small

group discussion, solve problems requiring transfer of concepts presented or you

could have students demonstrlate skills'or procedures presented. You should always

use some follow-up activities to evaluate the effectiveness of the media.

Conclusion

A great '4^9l of research has been conducted to determine the processes by

which people learn and the factors by which they retain what they have learned.

The implications*of these studies for you as'a vocational educator are as follows:

1. Good instruction requires the use of a variety, of materials and methods.

2. To maximize learning you must properly involve students before, during

and after the presentation of materials.

3. You are responsible for preparing yourself, the equipment and materials,

your classroom or lab, presentation of materials, and follow-up activities

for your instruction.

4. You should make a personal evaluation of all audio-visual equl_pment and

materials that yoU present to students..

Many commercial sources can provide good audio-visual materials. Your crea-

tivity and the capability of the audio-visual department in your school should be

utilized to produce those materials you are not able to secure.
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Doing

Symbolizing

Observing.

words.

written
. or
oral

ABSTRACT-

Books, tracts, pamphlets,
maps, charts, chalkboard
diagram, lecture

Recordings, still pictures,
motion pictures, exhibits,
globes, specimens

ContriVe'd and

(made up) activities

Field trips,
demonstrations;
dramatic parti
cipation (role
play

Real life experience

CONE OF EXPERIENCE 1

CONCRETE

1

D le, E. Audiovisual Methods in Teaching. (3rd ed.) New York: The Dryden Rhess,
1969. "Cone of experience" has b-e'on modified to assist the vocational edUcator
in understanding the interrelationship of materials and experiences in the learning
process.
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.Learning Experience - Le6rning Activities

`1. After spending some time studying this module, you should be able to evaluate

the audio visual materials you are using.

a. Take a book or some duplicated materials you are presently using and

compare them with the criteria contained in this module (attached resource

material on p. 15). Put your evaluation of their contribution toyour

instruction on' paper and discuss this with your resource person:,

b. Select two other audiovisual materials (not books or duplicated materials)

you are using and compare them with the criteria contained in this"Module

(attached resource material on p. 15). Write your evaluation on paper and

discuss it with your resource person.

2. The use of many of the audio-visual materials-requires the operation of equip-

ment. This module contains the description of operating procedures and

operational steps which you can use while practicing the operation of equipment

(attached resource material on p. 15).

a. You should practice the proper set up, operation and put-away of the

following equipment:

a. 16 mm movie projector.
b. 2" x 2" slide projector.
c.. Filmstrip projector
d. Opaque projector.
e. Overhead projector.

Note: Your resource person will be available to help you. In addition you could

request some help from your audio-Visual department in your school.

GO
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-Learning ExPerience - TeSt

Answer in brief written form test item No. 1.

Perform test item no. 2.

Test items:

1 Describe the criteria that would be used to select the appropriate
audio-visual equipment and materials.

2 Demonstrate to your resource person the proper set-up, operation and put-
away of the following equipment:

a. 16 mm movie projector.
b. 2" x 2" slide projector.
c. Filmstrip projector.
d. Opaque projector.
e. Overhead projector.

After you have finished this test and the checklist on p. 11, distuss your answers
and performance with your resource person.

6 1



Learning Experience - Checklist

Directions: You will use this checklist for your own evaluation. Please answer
the folldWing questions by circling one of three possible responses:

1. In selecting audio-visual equipment and materials are you able to evaluate:

a. propriaty of them?,

b. quality of them?

c. their advantages?

d. their disadvantages?

yes not certain no

yes not certain no

yes not certain no

yes not certain no

2. After completing this module can you set up, operate and put away (without damage
to Material or projectors) the:

a. 16 mm projector? yes not certain no

b. \ slide projector? yes not certain no

c. filmstrip projector? yes not certain no

d. opaque projector? yes not certain no

e. overhead projector? yes not certain no

Level of Acceptance:

If you answered either no or not certain to any question above, you will decide

cooperatively with your resource person what part of this module you should study

again.
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Module No. I - Teacher' -Eva!uation

Teacher's evaluition of the learning process offered in this mOdule.

Dear Colleague:

We would like to have some of your impressions of this module. We need these

impressions for the evaluation of our program which you are now studying.

Would you, please, answer the following-questionaby circling one of three

possible responses? Thank you for helping us.

The Program Authors

63
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Evaluation of This Module

Questions

Was this module interesting to you? yes not much no

Was this module written clearly? yes not much no

Was, this module too short? yes not much no

Was this module too long?

Was this module directed to the most important
learning points only?

Did

yes' not much no

yes not much no

you understand the objectives of this module? yes not much no

Did the books and/Or articles recommended in this module

a. relate to the content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

-the--v-I-dea tapos, tapes dnd/or other aids recommended
n this module

'yes not much no

yes not much no

a. relate to the content of this module? yes not much no

b. help you in the achievement of objectives? yes not much no

Did the learning activities

a. relate to the content of this module? yes not much no

b. help you in the achievement of objectives? yes not much no

Were the test and checklist items

a. worded clearly? yes not much no

b. concentrated to the most important points of
your learning? yes not much no

Did the checklist help you in your evaluation? yes not much no

Did you learn from this module what you had expected? yes not much no
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Your special comments:

What do you think should be improved in this module?



;-

Module No. 1 - Resource Material..

6 6

/



University of Minnesota Commuh4ation
'-

Bulletins and Information Service

4.
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1n.titt:te of Agriculture,

One picture isn't always 'worth a thousand
words." But one good picture, properly used,0 can
make clear a l'oiriTTEat,readers otherwise might
miss.

A graph is simply a pictorial device.to help
--visua:lize an idea. One well conceived, well pre-
Pared graph can be worth many cvarcl._(:11._x_plan.a-
Lion. Moreover, there,.are several types of graphs
.you can use effectively. ,

Graphs are charts of a special. kind. Poor
graphs distort, confuse, or obscure; good ones are
self-explanatory. GraphS consist of lines or draw-
ings (sometimes u.ven photographs) or a combina-
tion ofthe two used to present information. Graphs

. can be useclin many ways- -as part of a chart, in

INFORMATION SERVICE SERIES NO. 20

Visuilizing With GraPhs
GERALD R. Mt AY and JOHN J. FUCHS

Department of Iformaiion and

Who holds life
insurance Today?

39% *Men

WomenWomen

Children

Single bar graph

ta

U.S. Produci-ion, 1936-
1

1.
_60

5

Illllllllllll

io

0

Multiple bar graph

s rues ormotion pictures, to help illustrate a- pub-
lication, or as props on a television show. What-
ever their use, the purpose of graphs is the same-

(to help tell a story that is difficult to tell with
vords alone.

The most common kinds of kraphs arc:, single
bar and.rmiltiple bar graphs (used horizontally or6
vertically); circle graphs (the familiar pie charts);
line graphs; cosmographs; and pictorial graphs
(pictog raphs).

Kinds of live-stock ,1°60,

Circle graph

7.

Population 21 years or older
(1960 census)

Cosmograph

Rural
Nonfarm
(310.0r 01

Urban
tiAcomp

,

Rural

(125.. "C') AAAAI
,

*Each symbol eciuois 100,coo

Line graph

Where people live*
(1960 census)

AAAA

AAAAAAAAAAA

I

Pictograph
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PRINCIPLES OF GRAPHIC APPROACH
c.

Keep these four principles in4nind when you
visualize with graphs:

Ycill can present graphically any material
that is quantitative or factual.

You must have your data selected and at
hand before you start planning the graph.

You should write a descriptive paragraph
before you lay out the graph. Writing the para-
graph will help you organize'in your own mind the
idea you want to visualize.

You can tell only one story at a time. Try
to tell. it simply and make the graph interesting to
look at.

Also remember that bar and circle graphs
generally are more easily understood than line
graphs. And pictographs generally are more easily
understood than graphs with only lines or numbers.

WHICH TYPE OF GRAPH IS BEST?

The type of graph you should use depends on
the kind of story you expect your graph to tell and
the inform'ation yoil're visualizing. Here are some
general tips on choosing appropriate graphs.

To Show trends over a period of time or to
show frequvncies (growth, (hange., or cycles))0ie
a line graph,

To show simple or multiple comparisons
and some kinds of trends and frequencies, use a
bar graph.

To show the relation of a whole to its parts
or to show breakdowns, use either a circle g];aph



(Ine ehart).or a cosinograph:'

To show simple coMparisons between items
that lend,,ihemselves inctorial treatment (man-
,,,,ver, transportation. inlildings, money, grain,

),use a pictograph,

PLANNING EFFECTIVE GRAPHS

A, .pith all'. other visua4. teaching device, how
to use a crap}} will affect your planning

paration'. With careful planning; you can
g4iplijs oral ways.

For 4.ample, a multicolor graph designed
1 m.,- make an effective color slide,

c rite it hst as it is. Or the same graph in
olo :nag make a useful black anti white slide

at , used as engraving copy for an illustra-
i,rinted publication. Remember that

usuall must be reduced for slide.
aiion-ise, and 'onsider that fact in your

altenate 'ises in mind when you port ra\
LLrapIlicall.,-. But always consider your

,r; rst. Pruner r preparation for your
ma; niaky and: alternate use iirprac-

sa, rifice yffective prcsentationjust
,t,. ,,ro(11,-- a mul'Ap:_trpose graph.

l r, urc- soi-c s,',Lig.:stions for planning graphs
rpo;c:

t ., h,,unan interest c a.ptioas that answer the
.%-ho? what ?.why ? when? where ?

when you plan a graph..

I r.: sevcral solntiOns to a graphic problem
tells the story, most clearl and

Atte'r +tp!,, cot er all
..:ate al s, it tnt smbols

11 o .r

PREPARATION AND USE

In general, the rules for-preparing%a graph
a are the same as those for preparing a poster.

Rough out your-work in pencil first. Keep good
balance; don't crowd.' Avoid colors that clash'
Finish lettering. neatly. with a speedball pen (large
sizes only), s'howeard brushes, or felt -tip pens.
Yob can use colored gummed tape to make bar or
circle graphs.

For Classroom-or Meeting UseGraphs for
these purposes' usually are part of a chart., Ke'&p
them as simple as possible. Make letters and
numbers large enough so people in the back of the
room can read them easily. ,,For example, if the
back row is 7.5 feet away, yot-ir letters should be
at least 1 inch Ifigh. Use mostly lower case letter:

For. Publications-:-If at all.possible, consult,
your editor before you plan graphs. He can ex-
plain mechanical limitations such as whether or
not you can use Color andlte may be able to give yc
some timesaving hints. For example: he may be
able to have graph information set in type' so yout
won't have to have it handlettered; he may suggest
that you use, Zip-a-tone for indicating different
items in a graph; and he can tell you what printed
symbols are available for use in pictographs.

Keep in mind: (1) Graphs seldom are prihted'
original size in bulletins or periodocals. Usually,
they must be reducatd to fit existing page or colum
size. All lines and letters also will be reduced, Si
make them large, clear, and legible enough so-the
can be read easily after the graph is reduced. (2)
Precise variations such as points on a mathernati'-
callY plotted curve cal only be approximatedon
graph. (3) Light blue guidelines can be filtered out
by the engraverrs camera. .(4).You should give an
artist or draftsman a detailed sketch and a. clear
explanation of what the graph should show. The
better your sketch; the More satisfactory the
printed result will be.

For 2-by 2-inch-SlidesMake the vertical to
horizontal ratio of your graphs two to three. Use',
a simple let to rink style. Show only one idea on a
graph. Use colored 'gummed tape in.preparing
graphs.

For IV and Motion PicturesUse a three to.
four ratio of vertical to horizontal dimension in °
your graphs. Keep them simple, using as few line
and words as possible. Use a moving part to show
change or comparison: Bar or circle graphs 'with
movable parts or animated line graphs are good.
Use color when the end product will be in color.
ALva,..s use materials with matte (dull) finishes
ratherthan those with glossy ones.

fhe inforrnatioi given herein is. supplied.with the understanding.that
no dtiscrimination is> intended and no endorsement is ell% 1M-7 -66
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How Effective Are Your Visuals?

DC) your visuals
acttially help .ott com-
municate at meetings,
at demonstrations, or
on TV? Do ycni get
your money 'S N.V01111?
PSyl:th011tgiStS have
suggested tests to
a-pply as you plan. pre-
pare.. and use visuals.

te,cting the su, C ess
at -our visuals are
thest. tactors:

and
Appaard.a - stri.ctue. clarity,

appaal

A. cu v ti ali;ty . ;1!1(' t rad iii I it y

Appr''"':L-- t"ct").'"

ICI

E..

I), NCI.: Y

Ot ottrtit., a 1111.1.tit 1)0 t", ttlIbittit-r
r,-div' .1.'11(1 I t)

C' C- &CO,. I ia",.-,11,1;11 your 1 5 'C V. ii u ifitr
sinttlo r lea! . IL itlt2 bt.tHt.t11,i1..

I.eLt t tt" !it- ca-,tal. with !! \.,; ,

a dapands CI Its bpat :V.I. and ...c1011
af hit Ina:, s!! !hal tha ,lit '! ;vidic-,:a-a
can see yeti. inatenal. Mal!c. latter, at least 1

inch in height a-,ary H taet ot distance to the
tarthet

Spa.. t(),,
1!gatha r arc ut IF 1 liht SpIlt
a 1),,,it I

spa! a lallcr, `..11-(I Mitre Alt`t ttvaIvwutii
\,ttutt t ,,;. IF a `111,-r be(

idti! - a;.,t

Ha- ot lines in letters.
SC-IC It-S. tt' ttl.lttrAt/16 t CC thin nor too

also Casa
ICtters- (without E Et, hit' simple to make,

at,..11 the ,VI' nut. 1*,, anci are easv to read when
bold, I . .ani. V III. all',

GERALD R. McKAY AND RAYMOND WOLF

I(R\-er case letters an he read laster
lipper case. Navarthelasf-, use capital le.!.r,
ampliasis and variety.

IZelativa brightnes's gradttati,,ns Cu I it 1'1

your sl1,,u1c1 C.
easV viewing. Avoid extremes liatv'een light ah('1
darl, areas. rait .sitre that there
trast the.. axistino t/It

tat i,1.11(1 it hard (t) see,

and %%lilt,. dra\vih2s orovida'a ItCh

inum.of contrast :harts pro [o, ted slides.
. Photographs. especiallv,thqse III (,,lor. lia.N.e
.contrast and require pore Aight. Whet: pro.octita
photographs on It screen, y'ou vill need a clarl:a!Acl

By choosine the cois're( t size proje, tttr
jamp or by acliti-stitie room light, vou.hava soma
conti-'01.o\-er brightness.

Color variety can place emphasis, give con-
tinuity, shov. relationships. ittili4e a.ttitudos -0,(1
c\periantas. and attrac-t, attantior. rot' 0.,antple.

rill colors:. particularly lirm.vns. are tiva
II prasai,ting harvest theMas, parallelism

sulna( I matter. ywi L an ;Ise shades of ttIll t (tIttr.
111C 101111111 gttlatt-t1111,* C an distin,,dsb

of t ttlOr ttlt

A PIZEA ItA NC - -I

Stra. tura reteri,, ill, his ti-ilait intl nalf..r-
ials in spat a and time, to uhity an#1 .,aititiviv. It

the construction 0: a isua.; prsenlatie,.,
and the rolati<aiship between its elements. Strut t

orasen'tatiorts, rnay.involva:

1)1,1,Q1.1.71:1-Ji. bit be
St'l.S h,t Vl/U ajil it t,1

Gronpint4 la( linicities that-(111.1b, yttli i, St,
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i.'isual elements as belorigimg. together. Grouping
is accomplciFilied by the praximily, sinrilarily,
continuity, closure, or.Jommo movement of the
elements or t s.

Similarity Common movement

SepilYating techniques that cause you to see
visual eleMents as separate parts. Separation is

-..accomplished by ..-ontrast (in shape, brightness,
size). figu're-ground, depth cues, or overlap.

0

Contrast
Figure ground

Depth cues

Integrating technicaes
that c,-.111St, ecru to see
individual elenients- of
objects inter v;oven into
a single < oberent

Overlap

APPEARANCE-CLARIT y

°A visual's clarity- refers to the ease with
which people. can understand it or "see through'.
it ri. viewers "get the point" flitickly? A booth
would rate high in clarity if you «ild get its
message by merely observing it While walking past.
A booth would rate low in clarity. if you have to
study it to get its message.' A .graph with appro-
priate pictures on its lines would rate higher than
one- with inst words.
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Although interest- getting cdevises may scirm---1
times defeat their purpose, you must try to rapture
attention. Anything that is different, sndderi,ov
proYocative draws the eye An effec<tive-caption
or label on booths, posters, window displays,
charts, and,even the \chalkboard can appeal to

'41jdience. A good caption is. brief, suggests
action, and makes the viewer feel that it was
written just for him,

Unusual size, shape, color, or use of white
space also attracts. attention.. When Other appnals
fail, an element of mystery or suspense usually
keeps an audience alert.

Motion, mechanical or with lights, draws
attention. Flashers used,ima functional wayllit 1p
tell your story. as well as appeal to viewers. tut
don't use flashing lights fOr the main. illumination
of a visual.

ACCURACY- FIDELITY

Fidelity refers to *reality or realism. Does
your visual strictly adhere to the truth? Is it an
accurate or honest presentation-of an object or
idea? 'For example,. is the size' of the stove in
proportion to the other equipment in a model of a
kitchen? The best way to gel realism is to use
actual materials or real objects whenever poSsible.
Show food, cloth,. or wood instead of pictures of
therm:

ACCURACY-VALIDITY

A visual's validity refers to its soundness.
Is it scientifically \veil grounded?

A set of slides desc.ribin a reconimendedpat
variety would havni considerabli.valichty if the`,
pictures showed that the variety had been tested

.seVeral years throughout the slate in-many locations.,

Or, by changing the lighting from above to
below, you can make two equally factual pictures
of a person give the impression of either crime
or heroism. Judgment in this case centers on the

. question of validity.

ACCURACY-CREDIBILITY

If it is believable and apparently authentic,
a visual has credibility. Does your informatio\n
come from a reliable source? For example., a
drawing of an insect by a University entomologist
would have more credibility_than one by' a'cartoOn,
ist. Be some your inferences are not impossible,
absurd, or improbable..

7

APPROACH-TACTICS-

If you plan your approach to ii*the ,needs



of a particular audience, you are using good
tactics. Your own objectives also help you de-
cidewhat tactics are best. Your tactics in plan-
ning and using visuals greatly detttrmine the
success of your communication.

For example, at a meeting on soil testing,
you could use the 'same slides that your audience
recently saw on TV. The impact of the message
on TV ,would reinforce your message,

When ,vorking in a community \vhere attitudes
are,,unfavorable to your Program, your visuals
might shoW suc itess stories in other parts of the
county. This tactic would be better than simply
telling the people that they arc wrong.

'TECHNIQUE

The methrid of presenting a visual affects its
communication value. If lights must be turned
on and off several times during your talk, your
audience 'may be irritated,and missthe message.
Or, if several people are needed to operate your
equipment, your audience may become; more in-
terested in them than in you.

Complicated gadgets and stunts intended to
capture interest actually may divert attention.
People may wonder what makes a light turn red
instead of listening to you..

Don't interrupt your talk to find and set up
visuals. Good technique means smooth and
-seemingly effortless presentationdeliberati and
concentrated practic is necessary.

ECONOMY

i

/

Your visuals may cost only a feV riotstuts- or
( many dollars. But economy depends : on more

factors than money, Iii number of times you use
a visual betorl.!it is out. of dateor Wort'. ont is

impor4.nt. The cost of transporting large visuals
like exhibits also may be' relevant.

The number of copies you need and can make
from an original or a master affects the economy
of a visual. Althougha,l,minute television film
may cost $80 to produce, the second print might
be only $1.40. Postei=s printed by the offset pro-
cess may cost $L each for the first 50, but the
next 500 may be only 15¢ each. q.

Often you can present the same message with
different visuals, some expensive and Others., just
as effective, relatively cheap, Hand-lettered
posters, charts, and. exhibits are usually high
priced. However, for only, a few cents, you can
type the same message on paper andtransfer it to
a transparency on a copying machine.

Economy of time is also a factor. Your
secretary may be ableto prepare a usefnl visual
more economically than you or an artist can.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
0

The broad criteria we have discussed-providi2
a basis for evaluating visual presentations, but
other major factors also are involved.

Be sure that your visuals are audience - oriented.
Plan,Visuals at the educational, cultural, and
experience levels appropriate,to the particular
views of your audience. There's no point in show-
ing pictures of crop-breeding techniques to farm-
ers who.knoWt nothing about plant reproduction.

Also, rencember that visual techniques are
only the means to an'end. Effectiveness of visual
aids usually can be assessed only in terms of total
communication- -not just visuals alone: A visual
may rank high on all criteria and vet not be.wellt
Coordinated with other information media used 'in
a program. A carefully scheduled sequence is
essential with certain visuals.

Four principles summarize this philosophy of,
using visuals effectively:

Correlate visual communication efforts
with other teachitng materials.-

Use visuals to support the subject being
taught.

Relate visual messages to audience ex-
perience in order to reinforce other messages:

(ITest visuals for response andelffectivene*ss.

Of course, all criteria can't be applied, to
every visual. A visual may have poorappeal but
still be effective. You may be completelyjusti-
lied in using visuals that rate high in only one or
/two .categories.. The number of ideas' they help
you communicate is what 'really counts.
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If your message is to reach-its target, you
must aim it accurately. This is true no matter
what channel you use booklets, slides, posters,
,-speeches, etc: But before you can determine how
to launch your-message, you have to make several .

iimportaht decisions.

Four main questions, all.concerned with your
`goals, are involved. But you cannot answer them
until yOu know:who is- -and where isyour audi-
-ence. The sui7cess of your communication depends
upon how correctly you answer these questions:.

1. What are the specific needs of your audience
and how did they-arise? -

What goals and results do you hope to achieve
with your visual presentation?

What obstacles or particular problems will
you encounter as your message is
and Sent to the audience?

4. Can yo-u test your visuals on a different.audi-
C1147(2 before preparing large quantities of ma.-
torials,?

Of course, you
cannot decide on your
visuals until you de-
termine what you
want to accomplish.
Consider the ends
first, then the means--
including visual
means. Otherwise,
you are putting the
cart before the horse.

. Planning a communication is similar to plan-
ing a trip. You .must decide if the trip is neces-

sary, if it will serve your purpose. Then you must
ecide.whereyou are going, what route to take,
nd how to get there.

- Occasionally, you may have, plenty of time to
Ian a communication and to consider deliberately
ach question. Often, you will have to answer "off
he cuff," keeping the questions in your mind as
ou plan your strategy.

KNOW THE NEEDS OF YOUR AUDIENCE

1 What arc the Specific needs of y-cy a.ud-.

lern e and how did they arise?

1St ppose your message co, corns the ilemOdel-
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Decisions To Make

Before You Visualize
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ing of a kitchen to save labor: .4 iaV that
your audience is composed of y.%io live ilk
farm houses at least 10 years old. in this ca,k,
the specific need arose with your audience .a..
recognized by them.

A survey may be necessary to determine tile
size of your audience. Tliis factor affects thy
promotion needed to create interest.. Yost must
also remember that the specific need may rn' rely
indicate a large problem. Perhaps installation of
water and sewer systems must preced kitche
remodeling.

Once you know the speCific need, duty rinif-e
whether a similar problem exists in other t.:ountios
and states.: If so, pertinent'visual aidsmay be
available from other people.

2
YOUR GOALS ARE .GUIDES

What goals and result:3 do youhope to
achieve with your visual presentation?

Your long range goal in the kitchen example
might be to have 50 percent of the old kitchens re-
modeled. However, your short range objecti%e
may be only to create a favorable attitude or to
make actual drawings for a few kitchens. With
this select audience, a strategically pla-ced exhibit
might help you reach your goal better than would
a television show.

You must also decide what mastery of skills
you will expect within 1 week, 1 month, 1.year,
or 5 years. For the message to be effective, arc
formal ins truction.periods required? If so, will
scheduled meetings be for large or small groups?
This type of information can help you determine
the need for. posters.

Will you want your audience to identify things,
follow fixed procedures., learn manual skills, under-
stand concepts? Printed bulletins may answer
some problems. Or, you may want to copy cer-
tain drawings on slides.

When you-want people to remeniber figures,
such as cupbbard sizes, flashcards arc Useful.
For layouts and shelf arrangements, you can use
models or mock-ups.

All these references tospecific visuals mere-
ly point out'the importance of knowing your goals
before deciding on communication channels and
particular tools.



OBSTACLES MUST BE MET

-What obstacles or special prOblems will
you encounter as your message is visual-
ized and sent to. the audienCe?

First, be sure that your program'scost is
.feasible for 'in-lost of your audience. Then dis-
cover what prejudices or adverse at-itudes you
have to overcome. Is your audience complacent?
Does their'background discourage the improvements
you are promoting?.

Does your audience lack certain skills neces-
sary for accepting your message? Then charts,
flashcards, and slides can help teach them. Do
the women know how to read blueprints., figure
bills of materials, select floor and counter cover-
ings? If you must teach blueprint reading, for .

example; an overhead or opaque projector is an
excellent visual tool.

Are meetings to be held out -of -doors ? Then
I rojected materials may be inadvisable. And
television would be of little help..jf your audience
is only a small-percentage of the total population.
If you have to move from one place to another,
small window displays. might be better than exhi-
bits. .

0.
Other obstacles may be the lack of time or

money to prepare, present, and distribute mater-
ials. Can you spend most of the yearly budget on
this project ?" Axe you or your -4aff free to prepare
the needed visuals? Can these visuals be profes-

. sionallY prepared for a reasonable cost?

If you have an immediate deadline, use home-
iuudu tlipOarts. But if. time is ample, art work
copied on slides might be better. Perhaps you
can borrow needed materials from other-counties

or states; And lumber and applianCe dealers
might assist you either financia.11yor with teaching
materials. The kinds and number of visuals yau
can use will be affected by these considerations.

Finally, you-must know how to capture the.
attention of your audience. If some attitudes are
not favorable, an indirect approach may be more
successful than a direct one. Motion pictures are
effective when attitude change is needed. If the
audience is not even aware of the problem, you
could use a window display .Or portable exhibit.
Perhaps you can call .attention to -your message by
.working with an organized group that holds regular
meetings. 0

PRETESTING HELPS

Can you test your visuals on a dir'erent
audience before preparing large quanti-'.
ties: of materials ?

Testing a training device with sample -groups
'often results in significant improvements in the
final product.. Errors in organization, clarity,
and production economy can be detect-ed..

Your test group should be as similar as
possible to your intended audience. 'instead of
farm worriei, try a 4-H Club or ladies aid. Hold
this "dry run" far enough in advance to allow for
evaluating, revamping, and producing final visuals.
You may even decide to switch to other communi-.
cation channels completely.

:!t

The decisions. made on these four questions
will largely determine what visuals you will pro-
duce. Consider each aspect seriously.



The words flannelgraph, flannelboard, and
"feltbArcl identify teaching aids based on the prin-
ciple 6.6 one piece of cloth material sticking to an-
other. Flannelgraph usually means the sum total
of pieces puton a background. Flannelboard refers
to the background material, which may be flannel,
felt, or any other cloth that has enough nap for
pieces to stick to

The pieces may be. Made from cloth, .paper, or
anything backed with material like sandpaper or
flocking that will stick to the background.

HOW TO MAKE A FLANNELGRAPH

A 3- or 4-foot wide flannelgraph is a good site
for classroom use. Construct the background of
plywbod, masonite, heavy cardboard, or some
other hard board. Slope the board backward at -a
15'7 to 20'. angle.

Then stretch flannel or a similar material
tightly over the board. Cotton flannel and terry
cloth are good cloths to use. Even better are coat
linings with heavy naps. Choose colors such as
mediunigray, bale, maroon, or black.

For the backing for pieces you
put on the flannelboard, use inch-
wide strips of medium.grain sand--
paper, flocked paper, or small piece's
of flannel.

Apply rubber cement to both the
strip and the .piece and allow them to
dry before you put them together.
Place strips diagonally about 3 inches
apart on the back of each piece.

WHAT ARE ITS ADVANTAGES ?

Youcair use aflzinnelgraph as a chalkboard
fur lasting ,'orris, showing diagrams, or solving
matlu problems. It is More flexible. than
a. chalkboard liec'ause you can shift pieces around
and show various arrangements. Of course, you
do' have Lo prepare your materials in advance.

A flannelgraph has-these advantages. It:

.Enables yoti to develop your story by show-
ing one step at a time.

Is relatively inexpensive.
Is easily kept up-to-date.
Can be adapted readily to many subjects.
is simple and easy to make.

I Provides continuity or sequence in ydur
presentation.
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Teaching With Flannelgraphs
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Enables your audience to form a visual
image of your message.

USE IT EFFECTIVELY

Keep' your flannelboard
and pieces in good condition.
The backing strips and the nap
on the flannel must have. timugh

%grip so they will cling to each
other..

Ifthe naP becomes worn
'or flattened out, you can re:-
juvenate it with a pocket comb
or fine bristle brush. B.e sure
to keep the flannel stretched

tightly:. over the board.

ace the flannelboard high enough so the bot-
tom is level with the heads of your aaint e. Make
sure th' pieces are large enough for ever011t to
see. IV inimum letter height should be 1 int!, for
each t 5\feet to the farthest viewer.

Takk a minute to explaini=how.a flannelgraph
works if 'your audience is seeing one for tl,e first
time.

Use your hands to give emphasis, not just to
place pieces on the board. Point to the .vord or
symbol you're discussing or sweep your hand over
the group. The Inaximum interest point for each
piece is the moment
it is first ex.pos&d to
view. When you
move froM one stage
of your visualization
to the next, review
what ypu have said
as you take the pieces
off.

Bring the audience into the
act by making them think about,
what your nextpoint he.
Just before you put your final
point on the board, palise,. The
suspense should einpirasizt?0e
point in the minds .01 audience
members.

. \
Capitalize on change of pace.

After moving along thrOugh your
presentation at a slightly. a..:celer,_
acing rate, pause fur a moment
and ask for duestio,ns. Another

way to emphasize a point is to lift a piet..0 off the
flanne.1.1?oard and /take a step or two toward your



audience with it facing them.

Us'e attractive color combinations for lettering
and artwork on your flannelgraph pieces. Good

. combinations are black oil yellow; dark green, dark
.blue, or red on'white; black on white; or white on
.black. Make the pieces as IP-rp and as bold as
you can. Try to have a pleasing arrangement on
the board when you` re through. The fewer pieces
you can use to tell your story, the better your
story will be and the better your flannelgraph'will
look.

Put a floodlight near
your flannelboard unless it
is by a window or there is
some other illumination in
the room. The light from a
slide projector is quite
effective.

Be sure to rehearse with
. .

the flannelgraph before
meetings. Then you will have everything in order
and you wi LL know how to arrange the pieces on the
board most effectively;

AVOID THESE MISTAKES

Listed below are seven pitfalls that trip some
folks. You can avoid themby watching yourself
as you rehearse.

I. Symbol waving. The 'speaker grabs a
visual ---or a handfulusually with an ax-handle
grip. Speaking vigorously, he chops or jabs at
the-audience with the visuals as his weapon. He
way "tease" his listeners with glimpses of the
visuals.

Di:;carding. The speaker brings more
symbols than he can use and doesn't sort them out
before the.meeting. He looks over the stack,
studies a symbol briefly,- decides not to use it,
tossi.s it aside, studies. the next, and so on.

Anticipating. The speaker lets his hand
.anticipate his voice. In this contest, the voice
doesn't have a chance. The instant the speaker
reveals the symbol, every. person in the audience
registers its meaning. And almost certainly
.everyone misses what the speaker is saying.

4. Backsiding. The speaker, turns away from
his audience as if more fascinated by the artistry
of hi-, handiwork than by the personalities he is
Irving to reach. No one, of course, can arrange
symbols' in a good pattern without mbrnentarily
turning toward the board, but you should keep loss
,of eve ,.onta.t to aminimum.

5. Blocking. The speaker
stands in front of his flannelgraph,
blocking all or part of the View. If
you want to change to another sub-
ject for a minute, blocking may be
a good technique. *Otherwise:don't
do it.

6. Troweling. The speaker
not only plaCes each piece carefully on the board,.bl
fondly smooths and flattens it with sensitive gestur

7. Telescoping. The speaker jams one
sythbol on top of another in such rapid sequence
that no one has time to think about them.

OTHER FLANNELBOARD POSSIBILITIES

Many teaching materials will.stick to a
flannelbOard. Rubber insoles to indicate steps,
artificial rubber sponges for building blocks or
graphs, and plastic foam for letters or figures
a re 'examples. II

Some masonite will stick to
flannel backgrounds., You can cut
it into all sorts of designs.
Slices of bread and most kinds. of
cloth will.stick to flarinel also.
Suede-finish.ed paper is/easy to
use on a flannelboard.

If you place thin sheet iron
or screen beneath the flannel,
magnets also will stick to the
hoard. Then you will have a
magnetboard as well. as a flannel-
board. A magnetboard will hold larger piues
than a flannelboard: 'You can use three-dinien-:
sional models of buildings, furniture, or farm
machinery effectively on a magnetboard.

WHERE TO GET MATERIALS

Your local dry goods store carries flannel
or other satisfactory material. Lumber yards
handle masonite, plywood, and other similar hard1
board from which you can make good backboards
for flannelgraphs. Variety or dime slorc.s handle
shoe insoles, rubber sponges, etc. Sonic school
supply and stationery stores carry readymade
flannelgraphs.or the materials from whieli you can
'make, one.

4

You can get a list of commercial sources of
readymade flannelgraphs by writing to: Depart
of Information and Agricultural Journalism,
Institute of Agriculture, University of .Minnesota,.'
St. Patti, Minnesota 55101.



Did you ever need a projector to showa type-
written sheet or a diagram on a Screen? If you
want everyone, in a room to see a page, you need-
a machine tG3 project it. Either an opaque or an
.overheall projector could do this job. .Each has
advantagesand Limitations, and both machines
have a place in an agriculture classroom or county.
en:tension office.

Both Machines can handle full-page material.
The opaqueweighs 25-30 pounds-- about 10 pounds
more.than the portable ,,.verhead. Both are in the
saine price range $175 to $350.

The basic difference between them is the
methOd by which the machine projects,..' An over-
head projector accominiodates only transparent
materials such as acetate sheets. As its name

:indicates, the opaque projector handles only
materials through which light,does not pass such
as book pages or photographs. Little or no prep-
aration of material is,required when you use the
opaque.

THE' OPAQUE PROJECTOR

This device has been on the market for many
years under several trade names such as Jleflecto-
scope, Delineoscope, and Balopticon. It is made
in various sizes, from a postcard model to one
handling 81- by 11-inch material.

retitntiv, light output of all opaque pro-
ji tors \vas relatively low.. Although improve-
im,nts have increased projection efficiency, you
61111 need 4 colnpietely darkened room for effec-
tr..

.The opaque projector has a short focal length
lens. Therefore: it must be closer to the screen

FRONT SURFACE
REVERSING MIRROR

SECONDARY MIRROR ---

OBJECT BEI NO
PROJECT E0-

PROJECTION ANASTIONAT
OBJECTIVE

"..!CNEEN IMAGE

PARABOLIC
REFLECTOR

PROJECTION LAMP

Essential parts of the opaque projector.
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An Overhead or
any Opaque Projector?
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Effective seating arrange-
ment for either the over-
head or the opaque projec -.
tor. The machine is out
of the audience's view.

LECTURER

PROJECTOR

0 0 0 0
0 0 0

.cARn .n n
than an ordinary 2-by 2-inch slide -projector.
Image brightness is increased by moving clos'er
but image size is reduced. Most opaques cannot
be focused ifthey are less than 6 feet from the
screen.

A large screen is desirable with an opaque
projector. If you show a typewritten sheet or
book page, the screen image may have as many .

as 40' lines of type. Since letters on the sLreen
should be 1 inch high (at a minimum) to be read
at 2.5 feet, the screen should be at least 6 feet
square. With a group of 10 or less, you can use
a slightly smaller screen._ By showing only half
a sheet-at a time and moving the projector back;
you can make items appear large on the screen.

Keep the bottom of the screen level with the
heads of your-audience. To prevent a keystone-
shaped image, use a projection table at least 4
feet high. Some opaque projectors have built-in
pointers that direct a small beam of light to a
spot on your screen. You can then stand near the
projector and point to a particular item as you
discuss it. A hand elec'.ric flashlight pointer also
works well.

Some skill is required for maneuvering
material in an opaque to cover certain areas of
the screen. Shov.ing paper forward in the pro-
jector lowers it on the screen. Moving it to the
right makes it appear to move left. Some opaques
have rollers for rolling material in one side and
out the other.

An advantage of the °pave is that it shows
natural color,..s as they appear on you'r material,.
Theoverhead projector also shows color, but it



Fite opaque projector shows pages from
,00ks and magazines or fit,- by 11-inch
typed sheets.

ot.'ist be transparent color that you apply. For'
opaque projection., choose the brightest colors you
t an find.

Ellis projector can also show a variety of
lat articles such as paper money, cloth, seeds,
a'.s leather, photographs, and charts: Obyects.

-x.th a significant third dinaensiorT are difficult to
.)t_:cause the limited depth of focus causes

;1 of the material to be blurred on, the screen.
Liquids and even chemical reactions can be

with the opaque projector. For example,
.1.1; show your audience how crystals accumulate

a-nnbstani,:e dissolves by using a shallow
t!, :!1_,_!ht ;,an with an opaqu., light-colored bottom.

THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

This machine only projects materials on a
transparent base --a base through which light
easily passes. Any line dr Mark on this base pro -
jects- as a -shadow or dark area. Like the opaque,
it has a short focal length lens. Most models ac-
commodate transparencies 10 by 10 inches in size.
Some older models also will project 7 by 7 inch
material. Two important advantages of the over-
head, as compared to the .opaque, are:

parts th overhead projector,

SCREEN HIGH AND TILTED

LINES O VISION
(SPECTATOR

-
- ---- .7-7- --

.

0

PROJECTOR 'LOW

A good arrangement for using the overhead
projector.

1. You can,face your audiencel as you operate
the machine.

2. You can draw or write on the transparency
as you talk.

Furthermore, the Overhead works well Diu
room that is only partially darkened. in fact, unlesit
a direct light falls on the screen, you can ciftcn
leave on room lights. Therefore, you can see 'yout
listeners and they can take notes.

With the overhead, you can also use overlays,
either transparent ,or opaque. You can acid or -sub-
tract sections of material and cover or ion over
parts as you talk. I

As with the opaque projector, you need a screeli
at least 6 feet square if your back row is 25 fe.et or
more away. To prevent distortion (kc..! y stoning), tilt.
the top of the screen toward the projector until its
surface is perpendicular to the axis of light. You
can control, the amount of distortion by the screen
angle. Place the projector on a table about 2 feet
high; then its writing surface will hle at a convenient
level and the projector will be out of the vieyiers' wa,

A simple., common use of the overhead is as: a
chalkboard. You simply write on a clear sheet'of"
a transparent material as it is being projected on
the screen behind you Use either wax pencil bra
pen'with quick-drying ink (in any color). You can
also use opaque or transparent adhesive tapes for
lines. Clear liquids can be shown with. this projector-
too. The dish must be shallow and trarrsparent.

There are several inexpensive reproduction
methods for transparencies including photographic,
oiazo, lift-off, and reflex.

MECHANICAL UPKEEP

These projectors, like all mechanical equipment
must be kept in good repair in order to give seyvj4,
Both have powerful lamps and fans and other
parts. Keep mirrors clean and in place, make strre
no obstruction stops al r.circulation. When maclizia
are carried in' automobiles, motor mountings, trrir
fastenings, and other adjustments may shake 1.00$%,'
Check these items frequently to make sure that Uzi*
are in good operating condition.

New machines arc being. developed which wihl
be more efficient, lighter in weight, and easier to
use than present Modells. Aggressive educators,
particularly in the field-of agriculture, ate using
both opaque a41-overhead projectors at an increa.e.,,
ing rate.

Use of commorc I names does not endorse those Mentioned nor criticize those not:
named.



Institute of Agriculture

Overhead projection is a dramatic method of presenting
facts and ideas clearly, concisely, and effectively. I t was de-
signed to help a speaker communicate with his audience with
maximum impact. Its unique advantages over other methods
an making it the choice of an increasing number of businesses,
schools, and other educational organizations.

Advantages

*Since the instructor
faces and talks directly to
his audience, he maintains

. continual contact.

*Room lighting is
critical. Projected images
can hp seen clearly with
enough room light for
students to take notes.

*The instructor controls
the equipment with a switch at his fingertips.

*It is simple and easy to use, and materials forit are
relatively easy to make.

Making Visuals
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Preparing Materials for the
Overhead Projector
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Overhead visuals first must be put on a transp.arent
In this respect, the.overhead projector differs from the opaque
projector, which will show a printed page or other opaque
material directly.

The 111os1 popular size overhead currently is 10 b.y 10
niches. This means that the stage on which material is placed
is I() inches square. The actual transparency, however, shouldn't
exceed 91/2 by 91 inches.

Materials Used

. Several kinds of transparent base-materials are on the
market. Your-choice will depend on how you wish to present
your Message and the copying process(es) you have available.

If You use the overhead
in place of a blackboard,
clear cellulose acetate sheets
or a roll .005 inch thick is
all you need. Sheets are
easier to hatidle if they're
mounted in cardboard frames.
A china-marking pencil or
any of several brands elf special

pencils made for the purpose will enable you to write or draw
on the acetates. You can get these pencils as well as a number
of brands of inks in many colors. Most of the pencils and some
of the inks can be washed off easily, but some are permanent.
Acetate sheets als6 are made in several colors.

Colored transparent tapes are available in different widths,
are inexpensive, and facilitate making graphs and charts.

Transparencies with cross
Section lines make it easy to
draw graphs skowing statistical
Materials. As a rule these trans-
parencies should be prepared in
advance of a meeting, although
it is simple to write or draw in
front of a group.

Rc.tdvmade transparencies like
this aria a val :11*(10

Another useful tool for on lip% 1,, 111/1C V..
handmade transparencies is the
air brush or aerosol bomb that enables you to shade and produce
other effects. You also can type on certain transparencies with
!special carbon paper or a special typewriter ribbon. --

A reverse-image transparency can be made easily by
writing, drawing, or typing on a sheet of carbon-coated clear
film. This gives the appearance of a negative on the screen,
and your message will show up brightly and clearly through a
dark background.

I

Machine Copiers

A more Circe tivc method of putting typed material on a
transparency is with one of several kinds and makes of dupli-
cating machines. These include the photographics, heat pro-.
cesses, electronic copiers, and tliazo process-machines. They
all make a finished transparency the same size as the original.
Trade names like Thertnofax, Transparex, Xerox, and oth.eis
are contrtion in this field.

In using copying de-
vices of this type, you must
use a-transparency material
fora specific .machine.
Clear untreated-acetate
will not.work with any
of them. The material,
made for usc'with Ther-
molax machine will not,
work in one of the electro-
static machines, andice

mversa. And if you must



increase or decrease the size of your material, a photographic
enlarger is necessary.

Most copying machines make transparencies from a
master of either typed material or art work. In some cases
an intermediate negative is used to make the finished product.
The cost qt. transparencies made from original materials is
currently from 15 to 15 cents each. Those prodfted by
pltotograph le enlargement cui.renil, cost several I itilCS this
:mum

The diato process, which frequently involvd names
like Teciii fax, Ozalid, Ilioning;Viewlex, and others, will make
transparencies in a half doien or more colors. In th-is process,
the masterlinuSt be on either a translucent or clear base.
Tracng,,paper is commonly used for the master copy. The
treated transparency material is exposed through the master
to ultra violet-light. Color in the clear or unprotected areas
is destroyed while the protected areas retain their original
color. Ammonia development then brings this color out and
makes it permanent.

Paste-on letters are con-
_venient to use in making the
masters on tracing paper..
These usually are combined
with art work or other pasted-
on.material to produce the
desired message on the trans-
parency.

Infrared copy machines will make transparencies directly
on sensillie&material or can be used for the first step in the

lansparex-' process. Thishil ter transparent material is run
dining!' a water bath after being exposed to infrared heat and
will make transparencies in several colors.

Transparencies made on ally of the machines can be
mounted one above the other: Each overlay is hinged to a
different edge of the cardboard fraine and can be used to
build a message one slop at a time. Or, in this manner, a
complicated picture or
concept can be taken apart
by removing the overlays
One bv one.

thole arc other ways
of adding color to t ranspar

Translucent sheets
Sheets of Zipp-a-tone, Craflone,
lionrgess, or other brands of
paste-on color sheets can be used
effectively. Quick drying colored inks such as Magic Ma
and Ilinirgess are effective in adding color to clear ,or hl
and'elear sheets.

ker
ek,
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Watch Size and Layoht
.

Sincemost duplicating machines will.copy a full size
8h-by 1.1,inch.page,there is a tendency to try to make_ the
transparency include a full page of typewritten material.
Physically this can he done, but it's almost always a poor
policy to put more than 12 to 15 lines of typewritten ma-
terial on a page because your audience will not be able to
read i t.

. True, if you use a 10.- or 12-foot screen, people sitting
in the back might be able to see the words, but most screens
are more like 5 or 6 feet wide.

One way to make your material larger is to use so-
called "sightsaving type," which is about twice the size
of that in the ordinary typewiiter.

Sometimes the projector.can be moved back from the
screen to enlarge the image so everyone can read. However,
this may mean placing the projector in the diddle of the
room, which is not desirable.

The best solution is to make letters and drawings.
large and keep the pages uncrowded. Usinga variety of sizes
and styles of typefaces or lettering also makes the visual
easier to read and more attractive. Underlines, check marks,
or stars are useful for emphasis..

Keep series of transparencies uniform in size. If the
overall size varies, the projector will have to be moved for-
ward or backward to keep the screen image uniform. This
is inconvenient as well as time- consuming.

Transparencies for the overhead projector are no more
difficult to make than work you might put on a chart, poster,
or blackboard. With a little practice you can make them quick-
ly and at a reasonable cost. They tan be among your most
effective visuals.

Trade names are used for convenience; mention of a product
does not imply endorsement, and no criticism is implied of products
not mentioned.

(Revised October,1973)



Guide for Operating Projection Equipment

PROBLEM AREA: Motion-picture projectors (8 rim and 16 mm)

PROBLEM: What procedure should be followed in operating a sound motion
picture projector?

INTRODUCTION:

Sound. controls on motion-picture machines are identical with those of
simple record players.

Film moves through a motion-picture projector in much the same way
that it passes through a filmstrip projector. '

Sound is carried on a track at the edge of the film. The film must
move smoothly past the sound drum--the point where sound is picked up from
this track.

Motion pictures are.txpically from 400 to 2000 feet long (unlike filmstrips,
which are about 5 feet Ion0. This length produces special problems of
film storage and handling.

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Place projector on stand..

o

2. Attach the speaker and
power cords at the
projector and to the
wall receptacle,

3. Turn on the amplifier
switch.

4. Attach reel arms and
reel drivelpelts.

1.1 Open the ptojector cases.
1.2 Place the'speakers at about the

. ear level o-f the listeners.
1.3 Extend the speaker cord to the

projector.
.

1.4 In most projectors the speaker is
an integral part\of,the machine.
Extra speakers are used for large
audiences.

2.1 Secure cords to the projector
stand legs (make loose knot in
cords where the power cord and
extension cord join.)

3.1 Secure electricity to run through
the amplifier.

4.1 Make sure the spring-wire Cables
are attached properly and NOT .

twisted.

.5. .Turn on the motor. , 5.1 Turn on the lamp after the motor
has been running fora few secondS
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STEPS

6. Adjust the projector. 6.1

6.2

7. Clean the channel
and pressure plate. 7.1

8. Thread the projector. 8.1

8_7;2

8.3

4

8.4
8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

KEY POINTS

Elevate the front of machine and
move projector toward or away from

screen until-the light fills the

desired area. If the projector

has a zoom lens, make this adjust-

ment instead.
Focus the light.beam by turning
the ];ens barrel until the beam
edges are sharpSTOP THE PRO
JECTOR.

Open the film channel and clean
both the chanael and the pressure
plate with the film-channel brush.
A very soft bristled brush.may be
used as a substitute.

Lock the full reel of film firmly

on the feed spindle.
Remove any tape that may be on the

end of the leader.
Engage the'film leader on the first

sprocket wheel. IMPORTANT: The

sprocket teeth fit through the
sprocket holes in the film.
DOUBLE CHECK THIS OPERATION.
Insert the film in the film channel.
Close the gate carrying the pres-
sure plate--establish the upper
and the lower-loops according to
the guidelines on the projector.
Thread the film around the sound
drum and, stabilizing rollers.
Continue around the lower spi,'ocket

wheel. Be sure that there is some
tension on the film as it passes
around the sound drum. The drum
must be turned by the film as it
passes through the projector.
Run the film under a snubber
Toiler before threading-it on the
take-up reel.
Insert the film leader in the reel

-.slot--rotate the reel until a full
turn or more of leader is wrapped

on.



STEPS KEY POINTS

-9. Operate the projector. 9.1 Set the sound-vOlume dial-about
1/3 or 1/2 on the scale.

10. Close the showing.

11. Rewind the film.

12. Store the projector.

O

9.2 Set tone at normal or mid -point
on the scale.

9.3 Have someone turn off the lights
in the room.

9.4 Turn on motor.
9.5 Turn on,lamp as filp nears a

picture.

9.6 Adjust focus the instant an image
apPearS,On. the screen.

'9.7 Adjust volume, then tone.
10.1 Turnoff lamp as the end title

fades.
10.2 Turn the volume down to zero as

the sound fades or ends,
10.3 Turn off motor when call the film

is on the'take-up
.10.4 Turn off amplifier. if no more

films are'to be shown.
'11.1 Insert the leader on the tail end

of the,film in the slOt,on,the
Supply reel.

.11.2 Engage rewind drive.
11:3 Touch the !side of spinning reel

with, fingers to stop rotation of
reel!--reels #ust.turn opposite to
the direction they turned when
projecting.

12.1 Disconnect all cords.
12.2 Coil all cords and place them'in

the sraces provided. °

12.3 Dismantle the machine and put the
reel arms, cables, and spare reel
in the positions provided for
storage.

12.4 Retract the elevating mechanism.
12:5 Turn off all switches--place all

levers in normal, forward operat-
ing position (NOT in reverse or

° rewind.)
12.6 Close and lock all lids firmly.

REMEMBER

Stay with the projector during'the entire showing to
1. correct focus, if becessary4
2. adjust sound, if necessary.
3. shut off machine immediately in case of faulty operation.
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PROBLEM AREA: Carousel slide projector

PROBLEM: What procedure should be followed in operating a carousel
slide projector

INTRODUCTION:
a

The carousel slide projector-is-relatively simple to operate
and may be set up rather quickly. AutOmati-Slidechanger divices
are provided on most models today, and a remote contiOl-device
allows the teacher to stand at the front or back of theclass and,guide
the discussion. .

STEPS KEY POINTS

. 'Place the projector on
a stand

2. Insert the lenses.

3. Insert the slide
tray

4. Insert the remote
control cord at the
rear of the projector.

1.1 Connect the power cord to wall
outlet. The cords may be tored

in a compartment on the b ttom
of the machine or in the projector
case.

2.1 The lenses should be stored se-
parately and must be placed in the
projector.' Match the notched track
with the spocket in the machine
and turn the sprocket so that
lenses,move in and out easily.

3.1 The slide 'tray-has a notchedarea
at number zero and this. should be
matched:with the arrow on the
machine.

3.2 The tray will not flt on the match-
ine unless these notches are in
line.

4.1 The male plug must be aligned with
the outlet on the machine: Note
the colored dot must be up for
remote control to work properly.

5., Turn on the lamp and insert a
;slide 5.1 Turn on.the switch on rear of

machine.
5.2 Press the remote control forWard

button for one slide change. The

"select" button will allow you to
rotate the tray to any position.

5.3 Adjust the height of the image on
the screen.

5.4 Focus the image by pressing the
focus,button.

. 5.5 Adjust the size of the picture by

8 4
, turning the lenses barrel if the
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STEP'S KEY POINTS
projector has a zoom lens.

6. Turn off the lamp.

7. Store the projector.

6.1 Turn the switch to the fan posi-
tion so that the fan will cool
the lamp before storage.

7.1 When cool air blows out around the
bulb.

7.2 Remove the slide tray (it will
only come dff when set back at
zero), remote control, and the
lenses.

7.3 Place equipment in case carefully.
Do not store the cords so that
they will scratch the lens.

8
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PROBLEM AREA: Filmstrip Projectors

PROBLEM: What procedure should be followed in operating a filmstrip

projector?

INTRODUCTION:

Film projectors are similar in their general operating characteristics,:

to standard slide projectors.

STEPS

1. Set the projector on
a stand

2. Adjust the projector.

Insert the filmstrip
in the carrier.

4. Operate the projector.

........

86

KEY POINTS

1.1 Remove dust cover.
1.2 Connect power cord.
1.3 Turn on lamp.

2.1 Tilt the projector as required.
2,2 Uove the projector toward or away

from the screen to obtain.appro-
priate image size.

2.3 Focus the light beam on the screen
to sharpen edges of the white-
light area.

3.1 Keep fingers off picture surfaces;
filmstrips are susceptible to
scratching. Handle only by the
edges on the blank leader.,

3.2 Face the screen, read the film-
strip title, turn the filmstrip
(left or right) head down, push
the filmstrip gently into the
channel until it stops.

3.3 Continue to push gently and at the
same time, begin to turn the
oneratina knob.

4.1 Focus until the image is sharp
when a picture, title, or focus
frame appears on the screen.

4.2 Adjust the framing control, if the
image is split between two frames
or is "out of frame".

4.3 Rotate the filmstrip--advance le-
ver to change the picture on the
screen. (Make the changes firm
and quick; DO NOT "inch" the
picture slowly.)



STEPS

1

5. Store the filmstrip
projector.

-7-

KEY POINTS
1

5.1 Turn off the lamp first and then
let the fan run a few'moments to
cool the lamp.

5.2 Disconnect the, power cord.

5.3 Coil the power cord and store
neatly.

5.4 Retract the front lens and level
the machine before replacing the
lid.

5.5 Make sure that no filmstrips have
been left in the case and that no
accessories or spare parts are
omitted from the case.

CORRECT METHOD FOR HANDLING FILMSTRIPS:

1. After a fAmstrip is used, it will be,in a loose coil, too large
to put in the can.

2. The correct method is to roll the filmstrip into a coil small-enough
to fit the container.

3. Never cinch a filmstrip to reduce the size of the coil. Cinch-
ing will produce scratches on the film.

1

1
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PROBLEM AREA: Opaque Projector

PROBLEM: What, procedure should be followed in operating an opaque
projector?

INTRODUCTION:

Flat, printed, or drawn pictures or other materiaTh, and some
three-dimensional objects may be projected in opaque projectors.

The opaque projector operates with reflected light. The lamp
illuminates the material; the image is reflected by a mirror through
the lens to the screen.

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Place projector on stand.

2. Place material to be
projected on projection
platform.

3. Turn on motor and lamp.

4. Focus' on the screen.

5, Operate the projector.

6. Store the opaque
projector.

1.1 remove duct cover.
1.2 Connect pOwer cord.

2.1 Place materials on the platform
face up, with the bottom of the
picture toward the screen (as the
operator faces the screen).

3.1 Adjust the tilt and level by ex-
tending the legs.

4.1 Move the 1rojector toward or away
from the screen to obtain satis-
factory picture size.

4.2 Correct the focus until image is
sharp.

5.1 Operating the opaque projector in-
volves only the proper insertion
of materials in the desired se-
quence.

5.2 Use small adjustable lighted arrow
to point out specifics on the
screen.

6.1 Detach the power cord.
6.2 Cover machine with the dust cover
6.3 Remove the projector from the stand..

13
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PROBLEM AREA: Overhead Projector

PROBLEM: What procedure should be followed in operating an overhead
projector?

INTRODUCTION:

Some advantages of overhead projectors:
1. The operator is able to face his audience.
2. Permits successful operation in a lighted room.
3. The operator can point out features appearing on the screen

by pointing to the materials at the projector itself.
4. A wide variety of techniques may be used to prepare materials

for use in it.

STEPS

1. Set up the.projectOr. 1.1

1.2
1.3

1.4

2. Adjust the top mirror. 2.1

2.2

3. Place the material on
the projector stage.

3.1

3.2

4. Adjust the focus knob. 4.1

5. Practice pointing to items
on the transparency.

5.1

5.2

6. 'Install the plastic roll
over the projection platform. 6.1

KEY POINTS

Place the projector on a suitable
stand.
Connect the power cord.
Adjust room lighting for optimum
viewing.
Keep all glass surfaces clean.

Tilt the top mirror and adjust the
light to proper screen height.'
Make a rough focus.'

Dirt on the stage glass will pro-:
ject as a screen imag,e.
Check screen to see if material
is positioned on the stage cor-
rectly.

Focus on printing or letters if
possible.

Press the pointer tip firmly on
the material.
Keep your body out of the light
beam.

Make sure rollers are engaged
firmly and that the plastic rolls
across the projection platform
freely.

f
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STEPS KEY POINTS

7. Practice drawing
end lettering on the
plastic roll.

8. Shut the machine off.

REMEMBER:

7.1 Make frequent checks of the writ-
ing by looking at the projection
screen.

7.2 Practice using slides and trans-
parencies to obtain smooth transi-
tions from picture to picture.

8.1 Turn off the lamp first and then
let the fan run a few moments to
cool the lamp.

8.2 Disconnect the power cord.

Keep all glass surface in overhead projectors clean!! Check manufacturer's
instructions for cleaning materials. Clean surfaces with clean, soft, lint-free
cloth.
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Guide for Evaluating the Equipment and Materials

I. Books

A. Quality books should:

1) Deal specifically with subject matter.

2) Contain current content.

3) Be well organized.

4) Emphasize main points.

5) Contain good summary phrases, for example, end-of-chapter summaries.

6) Include pictures, diagrams et cetera to further clarify difficult
points.

7) Not contain so much.excess material that the basic content is lost.

8) Be selected for the age and background of the student.

B. Advantages in the use of a book:

1) Rooks are readily available to the student either through purchase or
the library. '

2) No special equipment is needed to read a book.

3) The student can stop, continue or reread the material at any time.

4) The student can skim the material or vary his speed of reading
according to his ability.

5) 'Notes can be taken in the margins or underlining car be done when the
student owns his own copy.

6) Material can be read aloud or shared with others.

C. Disadvantges in the use of a book:

1) The content may confuse the reader and further explanatiOn cannot be
immediately obtained.

2) Poor readers may not grasp the material.

3) pending leaves much to aly,l-ractinterpretatiOn.

4) The philosophical approach may not be consistent with-that of your
program.

9
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1

5) The material.may be too simple or too advanced for the level of the

student.

D. The instructor can increase learning by:

1) Emphasizing the important points during the lecture or discussion,
but should not repeat the book verbatim.

2) Relating readings to specific course objectives.

II. Duplicated Materials

A. Quality duplicated materials should:

1) Be clear and readily readabl.e

2) Be specific material the student cannot secure elsewhere.

3) Bo relevant to area of study.

B. Advantages in the use of duplicated materials:

1) The student may read or reread at his leisure.

2) When only one copy is available it can be duplicated for each student.

3) A student may take notes, underline or use as desired.

4) The student can build a file of material.

C. Disadvantages in using duplicated materials:

1) Some materials do not make clear and readable copies.

2) Copyright laws should be considered.'

D. The instructor may increase learning by:

1) Conducting a discussion after the student has read the material.

2) Asking questions on the important points.

3) Requiring thelreading of an important article.

4) Underlining or emphasizing special points.

III. Overhead Projector and Transparencies

A. Ouality transparencies should:

1) Have a single idea or minimum of ideas.
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2) Be simple and uncluttered.

3) Use color where appropriate.

4) Be neat and carefully lettered, if handmade.

5) Contain print or images which can be seen in any part of the room.

6) Contain material that needs visualization.

B. Advantages in the use of an overhead projector and transparencies ,

1) The teacher can:

face the class
write in a normal position
create while talking
point to stage rather than the screen
indicate a point without loosing eye contact
write what is appropriate at that particular moment.

2) The room need not be darkened.

3) The overhead projector requires little skill to use.

4) Magazine pictures, in color, can be transferred to a. transparency.

5) The order of content can be changed and material presented as the
moment dictates.

6) The teachers can quickly create their own material rather than rely
on ready made materials.

C. Disadvatages in the use of the overhead projector and transparencies:

1) Some single ideas can be over-visualized.

D. The instructor can increase learning by:

1) Using color to emphasize ideas.

2) Revealing material in small segments.

3)1 Showing material in ar appropriate sequence.

4) Adding material, via overlay, in small segments.

) Writing on a prepared transpFlrency.

(;) Having the ',tuaent make hir; own transparenciP--
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IV. paque Projector

A. A quality opaque projection should:

1) Be large enough to be readable when projected.

2) Fit the floor of the projector.

3) Be clear enough to project well.

4) Be flat so that all of the image will be clear when projected.

B. Advantages1 in the use of opaque projection:

1) Any printed material or picture can be projected.

2) Material can be projected and the enlarged image can be traced for
other used.

3) The opaque projector allows a large class.to see book or printed
material that otherwise only a small group could see at one time.

C. Disadvantages in the use of opaque projection:

1) The room must be entirely dark for adequate viewing.

2) The projector can burn materials.

3) The opaque projector is difficult to focus if your material is not
completely flat.

4) The opaque projector is large and cumbersome making moving difficult.

5) So much light radiates from the projector that some students may find it
difficult to see the screen.

D. The Instructor may increase learning by:

1) Having the student make the presentation.

2) Using actual material's rather than simulations.

V. Visual Symbols Graphs, Charts, Diagrams, Cartoons, Posters, Drawings.

A. Quality visual symbols should:

1) Be neat and not cluttered.

o
2) Utilize color where appropriate in most formats it adds a (1mi-if der11.-

3) Be rich with meaning for the learner.

4) Speak directly to the point.
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5) Use complimentary colors which are pleasing to the eye.

6) Not contain so much material the reader must constantly turn back
to the key.

7) Have a title or caption which draws attention and/or explains purpose
clearly.

8) Be appropriate size for the in+ended purposes.

9) Be relevant to the learner and enable him to see
ships without.confusing details.

10) If presenting data, give the source and date.

11) Use an appropriate' scale or key.

B. Advantages in the use of visual symbols:

the major relation-

1) Visual symbols can be simple and not extremely artistic --
you are merely suggesting not reproducing.

Visual symbols can be put on other media (e.g. transparencies, film-
strips, slides, etc.).

3) .Visual symbols can offer new approaches to material.

4) Some topics are timeless and never outdate.

C. Disadvantages in the use of visual symbols:

1) Their use, unless on projected media, is restricted to a small area
or small group at one, time.

2) Many aspects of your program material can be better shown by using the
real thing.

P. The instructor can increase learning by:

1) Emphasizing important ideas.

2) Using visual symbols on or with other media.

7,) Introducing the material gradually rather than all at once.

4) Using larger materials and limiting the amount of information.

Involving the student in preparation.
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VI. Recorded .Materials

A. Quality recorded materials shOuld:

1) Have good technical qualities;

i.e. voice clear
adequate recording level
absence of mechanical noise
no background, interference
no distortion

2) Utilize a voice which sounds good when recorded.

3) Leave adequate spaces if responses a=re required.

4) Include only pertipent material, not irrelevancies.

5) Avoid the passive-voice and use direct forms of address.

6) Limit the amount of new material, particularly new terms, which
require much stopping and repeating. These can be presented in
other ways.

B. Advantages in using recordings:

1) Recordings are easy to prepare and use.

2) Recording tape is inexpensive and can be reused indeflnitely.

3) Repairs are easy to make.

4) Material can be presented with space left for student response.

5) Recordings can be used in combination with most other media'.

6) Recording equipment (i.e. cassette recorders) can be easily trans-'
ported to any area.

Disadvantages in using recordings:

1) Recordings are an abstract medium when used alone.

2) Retordings can be extremely dull depending on voice, content and
length.

D. The instructor can increase learning by:

1) Limiting the length of time the student must listen to a voice 'pre-
.

sentation.

2) Planning other activitio which give the studen=t a break from
recording.

9 Id



3) Interjecting TecohOd 'Material rather than always runrting it parallel
.

with other' media. r;
:0

.4) Speaking distinctly and at an appropriate rate (comprehension of simple
material is Most effective at.approximately 160 wordt/minute.

VII. Flat Pictures

A. A quality picture should:

1) If backed (this is' preferable), be neatly dpne (i.e. no wrinkles or
glue lines).

2) Be'suitable for the age and background of the student.

3) Be in an artistic grouping when several are used.

4) Convey the teacher's ideas clearly to -ffie viewer.

5) Be a size suitable for a specific purpose.

6) Represent actual size or be so labeled.

7) Contain a limited number of cue values -'for response.

8) ,Be within the visual vocabulary of the intended audience.

B. Ad\iantages in the use of flat pictures:

1) The student may view a picture as long as he chooses.

2) Pictures are often free and easy to obtain, since hundreds are
available.

3) Cartoons and printed materials may also be utilized.

4) Flat pictures can be wet mounted for permanent preservation.

5) Flat pictures used in a display or. flipchart can be readily available
so 'student need not go to a book.

6) Flat pictures can be used to convey emotions..

7) Flat pictures can be incorporated in other types of media.

C. Disadvantages in the use of flat pictures:

1) There is no depth 'perception since pictures have only one dimension.

2) Flat pictures can only be used by a small grouror one person at a time.

3) Flat pictures without verbal information can,be misleading and open to
much interpretation based on past experience, since this is an abstract
medium.
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4) Flat pictures require Much.spate for storage.

-Sli'des

A. Quality slides should:

1) Have an uncluttered background so attention is fooused-on content.

2) Show the real thing.

3) Contain only one main idea.

4). If printed'material is used, be easily readable when projected.

5) Provide some means of identifying the actual size of the photographed
material.

6) Have good technical qualities,

- readable print
good lighting
clear image

B. Advantages in the use of slides:

1) Slide presentation can be updated, rearranged, individualized for the
group involved.

2), Slides, when produced, need not be taken in sequence.

3) Slides can be meaningful without narration.

4) When learning a skill, each step can be viewed and practiced indefinitely
before moving on.

C. Disadvantages in using slides:

1) Slides do not show motion.

. The instructor can increase learning by:

1) Showing both the right and wricing aspects.

2) Showing the slide for an appropriate length of time, not too rapidly
or too slowly, for the intended audience.

3) Combining slides with other media.

i.e. Audiotapes
Transpsarencies

Super 8mm filth.loops

4) PlannJng for learner participation.
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5) Good coordination of the slides and any narration.

IOC. Filmstrips

A. A quality filmstrip should:

1) Be clear and use closeups when appropriate.

2) Use live subjects in areas where needed or available.

3) Use color to distinguish the diff4.ent tiparts'of a diagram.

4) Have a logical sequence.

5) Have a written script in addition to the record, where this is
appropriate.

6) Provide the teacher some means of keeping the correct picture with
the correct narration if the projector is not automatic.,

7) Utilize cartoon's if they are more effective in makiu the point.

8) Utilize a musical background, when it helps in emphasizing a subject.

B. Advantages in the use of a filmstrip:

1) Filmstrips can be viewed on a small viewer while reading the script,
(preferred by many students)'

2) Filmstrips can be used at any pace..

3) Filmstrips can be used without narration for test purposes.

'4) Filmstrips can be easily onverted to a slide sequence.

'5) Filmstrips are a step-by-istep skirl sequence which can be used
instead of slow motion.

6) The teachers can replace the commercial narration with their own
information, if desired.

C. Disadvantages in the use of a filmstrip:

1) Filmstrips quickly show the effects of handling and Tisuse.

2) Filmstrips are difficult, to repair and a splice is always visible.

3) Filmstrips cannot (unless cut apart) be edited or changed. This then
makes the recordnarration unuseable.

4) There is a decrease in flexibility since the sequence' is always the same.
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5) Filmstrips are not suitable if.motion is required.

D. The instructor can increase learning by:

1) Stopping at points during the filmstrip to discuss the material.

2) Having the student provide narration.

. 16 mm Films

A. Quality films should:

1) Have their content organized and well coordinated.

2) Contain pertinent material, with a mirTmum of -extraneous material.

3) Be relatively current:

i.e. clothing
cars
content

4), Ideally contain color, since it is preferred by learners.-

5) Contain printed titles or words since they increase teaching
effectiveness.

6) Identify the main idea or purpose early in the film.

7) Show quality in the technical aspects:

i.e. sound and picture synchronization
clear, IrfelT-e-gtititiUtratk-----7-
sharp picture

8) Identify changes in actual size (i.e.: in a closeup).

9) Be seen from the view the. learner would see it.

B. Advantages in the use of films:

1) Fi:ms can reproduce reality.

2) The stuuent can see special things not available in the environment.

3) There Ls an increase in retention and interest when using films.

4) There are hundreds of films available and many are free.

5) Films can show realism especially when they are in color.

6) .Films can be easily repaired.
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7) Films can bring the,resource people to the classroom.

8) Films are especially good for conveying attitudes or feelings.

C. Disadvantages in using films:"

1) A film becomes outdated quickly and easily.

2). Films are expensive to purchase or produce.

3) A film might contain too much melodrama.

4). Films tend to consume more time than other media in getting the
*point across.

D. The instructor may increase learning by:

1) Presenting a guide before the film to allow the student to concentrate
on seeing the film and not taking notes.

2) Conducting a discussion prior to the film to alert students to
important points.

3) Stopping for discussion during the film rather than at the end.

4) Supplementing with related materials.

5) Discussing at the end of a film.

6) Using the projector capabilities of still framing, reversing or
rerunning when appropriate.

Xl. Filmloops (8mm)

A. Quality filmloops should:

1) Be accompanied by some verbal information either printed or.taped.,

2) Include only basic element or a single concept.

3) Contain printed titles.to increase effectiveness.

4) Have a plain background that does not distract from the area of
concentration.

5) Utilize tight closeups when appropriate.

6) Have smooth'camera motion with no overuse of zoom, dissolve, etc:.

7) Show action the way the learner would see it if he were doing it.

8) Not utilize motion which Is unnaturally slow.

9) Utilize printed titles rather than dissolVes to indicate passage of time.

. c
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.Advantages in the use of filmloops:

1) The film need not be handled'either when loading or rewinding.

2) Filmloops can be repeated as many times as desired.

3) Filmloops are short and contain single ideas.

4) When using the silent filmlOoP the teachers can add their own narra-
tion.

5) Filmloops can be used in large or Small areas with any amount of IVght.

6) Filmloops can easily become a part of a self learning package.

C. Disadvantages in the use of the filmloop:

1) Motion can be stopped for only short periods of time.

2) If a certain segment is desired the whole unit must be repeated.

3) It is difficult to make:copies from the original print unless the
more expensive format of 16 mm is used.

4) Film loops may be. time consuming to plan and produce.

5) Silent filmloops cannot adequately convey verbal interaction.

6) Over implification can decrease learning.

D. The instructor,may increase learning by:

1) Using their own narration to direct the student's attention to
specific things.

XII. Microfilm ,

A. ,Quality\ microfilm should:

1) Be easily readable

2) Hay.a reader7printer readily available for use

B. Advantages in using microfilm:
III

1) Large quantities of information can be readily available.

2) Irreplaceable materials can be preserved and still used.

3) Large quantities of material can be stored in a small space.

4) Microfilm is becoming less.expensive to buy than some original
materials or even copies.
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C. Disadvantages 1n using microfilm:

1) The filming equipment is expensive.

2) The reader-printer is expensive.

D. The instructor can increase learning by:

1) Providing a guide or bibliography'to pertinent materials.

XIII. Models

A. .Quality models should:

1) Have the important parts clearly identified.

2) Have an accompaying guide to unlabeled parts.

3) Clearly evidence a relationship to actual size.

4) "Fie as much like the "actual" as possible.

5) Have movement ability if possible.

6) Be adaptable to realistic performance of skills

7) Be easy to assemble and disassemble.

B. Advantages in using models.

1) The student can disassemble or assemble to see the relationship
between various parts.

2) The student has the opportunity to practice in order to reduce
anxiety in the real situation.

3) Many basic models do not change, thus model does not become outdated
quickly.

C. Disadvantages in using models.

1) Models are a stationary unit which cannot be changed or updated.

2) Models are not the real thing in color or texture.

D. The Instructor may increase learning by:

1) Making models available to the student for independent practice.

2) Providing an identification guide.

3) Providing worksheets to be filled oUt in relationship to the model.

4) Having the student orally identify parts of the model.

1'J3
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XJV. Videotape

A. Quality videotape should:

1) Utilize narration rather than live dialog for demonstrations when this
contributes to smoothness of presentation.

2). Utilize printed titles and words to increase effectiveness.

3) Have gbod technical quality, for example:

clear, sharp, picture,
no noise interference
synchronizatibn of voice and picture

4) Employ good camera action,

i.e. smooth motion,,
appropriate use of zoom, fade,, dissolves;
motivated angles and changes,
Closeups where appropriate,
good picture composition.

5) Utilize graphics which are neat, readable and in a form to be handled
.- with ease.

6) Have an uncluttered background.

7) Utilize colors appropriate to the black and white or color format,
whichever is used.

8) Feature appropriately dressed talent; avoid flowered clothing, shiny
or loud jewelry.

9). Be used for.presentations not immediately available to a large group
all at one time.

B. Advantages in using videotape:

1) Videotape can show motion and special closeups.

.2) Videotape can be tailor-made to the teacher's and student's needs.

3) Videotape can be easily erased and reused.

4) A situation can be recorded and replayed for evaluation either in part,
or whole.

5) The performance of special teachers or material can be supplied to
large groups of students.
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C. Disadvantages in using videotape:.

1) Videotape usually requires extra filming light for good quali+y
pictures.

2) Many technical problems can, be associated with videotape egLir-s-t.

3) Some cameras and video tape recorders reacyirefte servIce cf

technician.'

D. The instructor can increase learning by:

1) Slowing thr4-narration for increased comprehension.

2) Using the slow motion or stilt frame capabilities of the recorder.

3) Evaluating the video taped activity with the student.

4) Avoiding the "straight face" lecture format.

5) Utilizing "cliff hangers", on open ended questions.

6) Planning for student involvement.

7) Posing more problems and presenting more raw data with fewer con-
clusions.

XV. Programmed Materials

A. Quality programmedtroterial should:

1) Have precise objectives, the achievement of which can be measured.

rrcvide 'immediate knowledge of results at frequent intervals.

Utilize small steps, each building.on the other, so the student may
.)roceed independently.

4) `how evidence of repeated testing or tryout with students as part of
it development.

Include a description of terminal behaviors which are significant.

De carefully seauenced.

7) Hive 'iequencing based on careful content analysis and testing.
6

1,) Have an appealing format (i.e. linear may have.Tore appeal than
branching).

1 5
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B. , Advantages in using programmed material:

1) The student can work at his own pace..

2) Programmed material can instruct efficiently with little-or no
teacher participation.

C.

3) Programmed material is useful not only for new material, but also
for review. or remedial work.

Disadvantages in the use of Programmed.materials:

1) There may be decreased contact between.student-and teacher.

2) Programmed learning can be a mechanical,-unintellectual "lock-step"
kind of learning.

3) Programmed material depends primarily on studehts' reading ability.

D. The instructor may increase learning by:

1) Providing f011ow-up material with student's participation.

1 0 G
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Module No. 2 Title Page

Writing Behaviorally-Oriented Objectives

Prerequisites: None .

Di rections : 1. a. Read the Introduction on p. 2.

b. Read the Performance.Objectives on p. 3.

2. If you think you are prepared for the assessment without
studying this module, see p.. 9 for the test and p. 10

for the self-evaluation.

3. If you,haVe.successfUlly completed the test and self-
evaluation, proceed to the next module.

6

4. If you were not successful or if you choose not to be
assessed now, proceed with this module.

a. Read the References listed on p. 4.

b. Read the Learning Experience on p. 5.

Note: 'Your resource person is available to help you
while you are studying this module..

109
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Introduction

The purpose of this module is to guide you while studying what behaviorally-

oripnted objectives (or performance objectives) mean and how to write them.

;.;:' Many articles and'even books have been written about different kinds of objectives.

The reason for that is because the statement (or the identification) of what the

students should be able:tO do at the end of instruction is not an easy task for

any teacher. In the Information Sheet you will find several recommended. resources,,.

to study.

r I
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Performance Objectives

Upon completion of this module, the terminal performance expecte:d is expressed

in the

Terminal Objective:

Usrng.your occupational specialty you will write behaviorally-oriented
objectives which will be meaningful and measureable.

The performance expected as a terminal objective is further. clarified i

Enabling Objectives:

1. State the students' terminal performance derived from the goal
of the instruction.

2. Describe the conditions under which the terminal perfOrnance will
be done.

3. Develop the evaluating method of students' terminal performance
which will include the level of.acceptance.
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References, EqUipment and Materials Needed
to Complete This Module

1. Video tape: Designing a Vocational Course

Mager, R., and Beach, K. Developi.nq Vocational, Instruction. Palo Alto,
California: Fearon-Publishers, 1967.

3 Bjorkquist, D. What Vocational Education Teachers Should Know About indivi-
dualizing Instruction. In N. Frantz, Jr., (ad:), Individualized Instructional
Systems for Vocational and Technical Education: A Collection of Readings.
Athens, Gedrgia: VocationaiinstructiOnal Systems, 1974.

4 Pucel, D., and Knaak, W. 'Individualizing Vocational and Technical Instruction.
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing'Co., 1975.

5 Mager, R. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Palo Alto, California: Fearon
Publishers, 1962.
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'Learning Experience 7 Performan'te Objective and Directions

Objective

Using your occupational specialty you will write' behaviorally-oriented

objectives which will be meaningful and measurable.

Watch: Vi.deo tape "Designing a Vocational Course".

Read: , 1. Learning Experience Information Sheet, (part I on p. 6).

2. Mager- R., and Beach, K. Developing Vocational Instruction,
(reference/No. 2, pp. 28-34).

3. Bjorkquist, D.' What Vocational Teachers Should Know About
Individualizing Instruction, (reference No. 3, pp. 64-67).

4. Pucet, D., and Knaak, W Individualizing Vocational and Technical
Instruction, (reference No. 4, pp. 76-79).

5. Mager, R. Preparing Instructional Objectives, (reference No. 5,
especially pp. 10-24, recommended,*not required).

6. Learning Experience - Information Sheet, (part 11 on p. 6).

Practicei Follow the instructions in the Learning Activities on p. 8.

Evaluate: 1. Complete the self .administered test on p. 9 and the checklist
on p. 10.

2. For your evaluation discuss your written answers,with your resource
.person.

3. rf you were successful in your evaluation, proceed to the next module.
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Learning Experience rnformation Sheet

Part I. Introduction to your study

You will watch the video tape "Designing a Vocational Course", which will

introduce you to how a vocational course is designed. You will need this informa-

tion later on while studying Module No. 3 "Overview of Development and Planning for

a Course". The most important for you now is to carefully follow the last part of

the video tape, which explains what performance objectives mean and how to write

them.

You will read several pages in the book written by Mager and Beach (1967) which

deals with how-to write the performance objectives for a course. After this reading

you will gain information of how to develop performance objectives for individualized

instruction from the article written by Bjorkquist (1974). In the book of Pucel and

Knaak (1975) you will find a different approach to this problem and several examples

of how to write the performance objectives for an occupational instruction program.

If you wish to improve more on your skills related to performance objectives,

it is recommended that you can study the programmed textbook written by Mager (1962).

iy pp. 10-24 should be interesting for you.

Part II. Conclusion

After you have watched the video tape and read all pages described above, you

will 'have learned about the performance objectives pretty well You will have devel-

oped your own opinions and conclusions related to this topic.

While yriting the performance objectives the most important thing to remember

and follow Is that the performance objectives consist of:



1. Statement of students' performance at the end of instruction (which

was derived from the goal, of that instruction).

2. Conditions under which the performance will be executed (e.g. what

students will be given, in what environment the performances will be

done, etc.).

3. The expected level of students' performance (which describes the method

of evaluating of students' outcomes at the end of the instruction).

Every performance objective should contain these three parts regardless of

whether or not it is written for an occupational program, course, course unit, lesson
,

and for group or individually taught instruction.'

A



Learning Experience Learning Activities

After studying this module you should complete the following attivities:

1. Write at least 10 verbs, suitable for your occupation, that express
an action.

2.. Select the performance statements from the list presented below which
you think are behavioral innature. Circle the |effer beside each of
them :

a. Students will understand the function of a diesel engine.

b. Students will know the parts'of beef animals'.

c. Students will describe the key parts of a dFesel engine.

d. Students will identify the parts of a beef animal.

e. Students will solve quadratic equations.

f. Students will understand how to solve quadratic equations.

3. Try to write the sfatement.of what students will perform at the end
of instruction in your occupation derived from goal of your instruction.

Note: realize that your students' goals can be very broad
e.g. "to become a draftSman" or narrower e.g. "to
prepare a soup" or very narrow e.g. "to,,measure
voltage". ,

4. For each performance statement written in Learning Activities Item No. 3
list the conditions 'under which that performance will be executed.

5. For each students' performance stated.in Learning Activities Item No. 3
put down the acceptable level of that performance.

Note: You ,should check your performance with your resource person.
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Learning-Experience Tes-t

Answer.in brief written form the folloWing questions:

1. Describe the difference between a goal of instruction and a performance

objective for that instruction. Give an example.

2. Select what you consider to be the best behaviorally stated objective
which you prepared during the learning activities (No. 3, 4, and 5.).
Write a statement describing, how you will ascertain whether or not a
student has accomplished this'obective based on: 1) the performance

statement, 2) the statement of conditions under which the terminal
behavior 01-1 be performed, and 3) the level of performance specified in
the objective.

After.you have finished this test and the checklist on p. 10, discuss your answers

with your resource person.
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Learning Experience Checklist

Directions: You will use this checklist for' your own evaluation. Please
answer the following questioat'by-circling one of three
possible responses:

Do the performance objectives you wrote in thelearnjng activities on'p. 8.

1, express clearly your instructionl intent? yes' not certain. no

2. include:

a. performance statement?

b. conditions under which perform4ice
would be executed?

c. level of acceptance?

Level of Acceptance:

yes not certain no

yes

yes

If you answered either no or not certain to any questions

not certain no

not certain no

above, you will

decide cooperatively with your resource person what resources recommended i-1 this

module yo0 should study again.-
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Module No. 2 - Teacher's EValuation

Teacher's 'evaluation of the learning process offered in this module.

Dear Colleague:

We would like to have some of your impressions of this module. We nee&these

impressions for the evaluation of our program Which you are now studying.
,

Would you, please, answer_the following questions by circling one of' three'

possible responses? Thank you for helping us.

o

1ZO

The Program Authors
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Evaluation of This Module

Questions

Was this module interesting to you?
Y

yes not much no

I

Was this, module written clearly?
/ yes not.much no

Was this module too short? yes not much no

Was this module too long? r,

yes not much no

Was this module directed to the most important
learning points only? ^ yes not much no

Did you understand the objectives of this module? 'yes not much no

Did the borlks and/or articles recommended in this module

a. relate to the content of this module? )yes not much no

b. help you...in 'the achievement of objectives? yes not much no

Did the video.tapeS, tapes and/or other aids
recommended in this module

.

a. relate to the content of this module? yes not much no

b. .help you in the achievement of objectives? \i/es not much no

Did the learning activities

.,

a. relate to the content of this module? ,yes not much no

b. help you in the-achievement of.objectives? yes not much no

Were the test and checklisf items

a. worded clearly? yes not much no

b. concentrated to the most important points .

ofcyour learning? yes not much no

Did the checklist help you in your evaluation? yes not much no

Did you learn from this module what you had expected? . yes nOt much no
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Your special comments:

What do you think should be improved.in this module?
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Module No. 3 Title Page

Overview of Development and Planning for a Course

Prerequisites: Completion of the following modules:

1. No. 1. - Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials

2, No. 2. - Writing Behavioral ly-Oriented Objectives

DirectiOns:

1. Be sure you have successfully completed all prerequis-iteS.

2. a. Read the Introduction on p. 2.

Read the Performance Objectives on p. 3.

3. If you think you are prepared for the assessment without studying this
module, see pp. 17, 24, 29 for the test and pp. 18, 25, 30 for:self-
evaluation.

4. IJ you have successfully completed the test and self-evaluation, proceed
to the next module.

5. If you were not successful or if you choose not to be assessed now,. pro-
ceed with this module.

a. Read the references listed on p. 4.

b. Read the Learning Experience I on p. 5.

Note: Your resource person is available to help you while you are
studying this module.

c.
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IntroductiOn

The purpose of this module is to.inform. Ou how .a course.is developed 'and

what to do before you start to teach a course.

The word "course" has several meanings. The definition of "course of study"

by-the American Vocational Association, Inc. (AVA) says:

Course of study is an inclusive outline of the objectives,
experiences, skills, projects, demonstrations, related
information, and methods involved in teaching-a school
subject, covering a special period of time.

In some vocational schools the wond "course" is Used to describe the program

.

to prepare for an occupational field e.g. cosmetology. In some other schools it means
\

a'subject in the preparation for an occupational field. Some examples are intro-

duced on p. 10.

Whether you teach the whole occupational field like 'Baking" or a smaller

part of afield like the "Dental Materials", part bf the program for "Dental

Assistant"; depends on your occupatlbnal field and the school's organization.

Regardless of how big a piece of instruction you teach, the rules for working

with it are the same.
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Performance Objective's

Upon completion of this module, the terminal per'formance expected is expressed

- in the

Terminal Objective:

Based upon the knowledge of how a course is designed you will plan for a
course in,your occupational field.

The performanbe expected as a terminal objective is further clarified in

Enabling Objectives:

. Write the introduction to the course in your occupational field
(Leairning Experience O.

2. Plan for the course in your occupational' field (Learning Experience II).

3. Plan for the individualized course.in your occupational field .,(Learning
Experience' Ill).
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References, Equipment and Materials Needed
to Complete This Module

1. Resou-rce material attached to this module: Definitions of Terms in Vocational,
Technical and Practical Arts Education,

2. Video tapes: a) Designing a Vocational Course
b) Planning a Vocational Course

3. Video tape playback deck

4. Mager; R., and-Beach, K. Developing Vocational Instruction. Palo Alto,
California: Fearon Publishers, 1967,

5. Pucel, D., and Knaak, W. Individualizing Vocational and Technical Instruction.
Col&bus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1975.

6. Bjorkquist, D. What Vocat'fonal Education Teachers Should Know About
Individualizing Instruction, In N. Frantz, Jr. \c Ed.), Individualized Technical
Systems for Vocational and Technical Education: \A Collection of Readings.
Athens, Georia: Vocational: rnstructional Systems, 1974.

a
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Learning Experience I Performance
Objective and Directions

Objective

You will write the introduction to the course in your occupational field.

Watch: Video tape "Designing a Vocational Course".

Read: 1. Some definitions of terms related to this module (e.g. definition
of course, curriculum, vocational curriculum and others which you
think will be useful for your teaching practice; (reference No. 1).

2. Mager, R., and Beach, K. Developing Vocational Instruction,
(reference No. 4, pp. 10-24). and

Pucel, D., and Knaak, W. Individualizing Vocational and
Technical Instruction, (reference No. 5, pp. 63 -73).

3. Learning Experience I - Information Sheet on p. 8.

Practice: Follow the instructions in the Learning Activities on p..16.

Evaluate: 1. Complete the self-administered test on p. 17 and the checklist on

P. 18.-

2. For your evaluation discuss your written answers with your resource
person.

3. If you were successful in your evaluation, proceed to the next
Learning Experience.
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Learning Experience II Performance
Objective and .Directions

Objective

You will plan for the course in your occupational field.

Watch: Video tape "Planning a Vocational Course".

Read: 1. Learning Experience II - Information Sheet on p. 19.

Practice: Follow the instructions in the Learning Activities on p.23.

, Evaluate: 1. Complete the self-administered,test on p.24 and the checklist
on p.25.

For your evaluation discuss your written answers with your
resource person.

3. If you were successful in your evaluation, proceed to the next
Learning Experience.
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Learning Experience III - Performance
Objective and Directions

Objective'

Based on your competency achieved in Learning Experience II, you will plan -

for the individualized course in your occupational field.

Read: 1. , Learning Experience H1_7 Information Sheet'on p. 26.

2. Puce!, D., and Knaak, W. Individualizing Vocational and Technical
Instruction, (reference No. 5). Required pages: 19-25.

Recommended pages: 89-97, 97-129, 232-239.

3. Bjorkquist, D. What Vocational Education Teachers Should Know Alflout
Individualizing |nsfrucfion , (reference No, 6, pp. 64-73).

A

Practice: Follow the instructions in the Learning Activities on p. 28.

Evaluate: 1. Complete the self-administered text on p.29 and the checklist on
p. 30.

For your evaluation discuss your written answers with your resource
- person.

3. If you were successful in your evaluation, proceed ,to the,next
module.
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Learning Experience I Information Sheet

You have watched the video tape "Designing. a Vocational Course" in which

the basic informatioci about the development of a course has been presented.

Let us repeat the basic things Only.

The request for a certain vocational course should be derived from the needs

of society. The. broad goal of that certain course is stated in terms of the

intended outcome of the course, for example "to be an electrician".

Before the students' enrollment in the course it is necessary to inform them

what the course is like. Some examples of course introductions can be seen on

pp. 10-15. Notice the parts of the introduction.

Now the question is "How was the content of the course designed?"

It was based on a task analysis. What a task analysis means you have read in

the books Mager (1967) and Pucel (1975).

In the video tape you have seen that the content of the occupation e.g.

"Coffee Shop Food Preparation" was divided into major work areas or "blocks of
. .

duties":

To cook on a range
Bake pastries

, Prepare fowl etc.

Each of these blocks was divided into smaller parts cafled 'duties". The

block *'"To cook on a range" can be divided, into these duties:

Preparing soup
Preparing hot dishes
Preparing eggs, etc.

While watching the video tapeyou heard the definition of tasks: "Taks are

necessary steps which need to b.e done before one can complete the larger piece of

work or activity called a duty."
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For example: Duty: Preparing soup

Tasks: Selecting ingredients
Cleaning vegetables
,Chopping vegetables
Simmering together

You have read the definition of a task in. Mager (1967):.- "A task is a

logically related set.of actions required forothe completion of a JA objective.

Stated another way, a task is a complete job element."

Mager's definition is not consistent with the video taped definition written

above. If you recall what you have read in Mager (1967), and Pucel (1975),. you

w i l l notice that the p r i n c i p l e of breaking down the requested content of an occupa-
t

tion is the same. The only problem is that the terminology is not stanOrclized.

The important_ thing is the -completeness of tasks in the proper Seg.lenCe:.

the example above, the sequence was developed by answering .the questionhat js

'the first (second, third, etc.) step t n preparing soup ?"

The tasks and related performance objectives should identify what knowledge,

skills and attitudes the students have to learn in the course.

1.34
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Introduction To a Course - Examples

1. Cosmefoloay, Minneapolis Area Vocational Technical School p. 11.

2. =lectro-Mechanical Technology, St, Paul Area Technical Vocational Institute,
p. 12.

3. Auto body, Kelsey Institute of Applied Arts and Sciences, Saskatoon, Canada,
p. 15.

1 3 5
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MINNEAPOLIS AREA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL

1101 Third Avenue So., Minneapolis, Minn. 55404

COSMETOLOGY

General Description

Cosmetology is the care and beautification of the hair, skin and nails which includes the shaping. styling,
permanent waving and coloring of hair, scalp and hair treatments; facials, make-up and manicufing. After
the satisfactory completion of 1500 hours of training, both a written and a practical e_mination are given
by the Minnesota State Board of Hairdressing and Beauty Culture. A.-license :s i..sued by the Board to
those who obtain acceptable grades.

Types of Employment in Industry

As a cosmetologist enters the profession she usually performs a variety of services or may be an assistant
to a hair stylist. An experienced cosmetologist may -specialize, becoming a hair stylist, a hair coloring
technician, or a make-up artist. Those interested in supervision and salon operation may work as managers
in large salons, own their own shops, or be employed as instructors in beauty schools. Occupations such
as demonstrator and representative for a manufacturer of cosmetics or ,beauty shop equipment include
travel opportunities. Salaries compare favorably with those in other professional fields. Cosmetologists
work a five day week.

Length of Course

Approximately ten months: The course starts the last week in July. Students are in class eight hours a day.

Entrance Requirements A student needs to h'ave a liking for people, an interest in good
grooming, finger dexterity, good coordination, sales ability, good health and freedom
from allergies. Because the practical work is based on theory Which is science oriented,
students need to be able to understand and remember this kind of subject matter.
Biology, chemistry and other science courses offered in high school provide helpful
background information. Students submit an application and a transcript of high school
records. The State Board requires that a health history form, completed by a physician
and notarized, be submitted by an accepted student on the first day of class attendance.
Training hours cannot be counted until the health history form is turned in to' school
and is filed with the State Board. At the beginning of training, students work-on manne-
quins and on each other. They must be willing to do this in order to gain experience
before working on patrons. Students provide white uniforms and shoes and buy *a kit of
personal equipment costing $50.00.

Brief Outline of Course Includes Theory and Practical Work in:
Sanitation and Sterilization
Dermatology
Trichology
Electricity
Light Rtes.
Anatomy
Facial Treatments

et Eyebrow Arching

22

Manicuring
Shampoos and Rinsf.:s
Scalp Treatments
Hair Coloring
Hair Bleaching
Lash and Brow Tinting
Hair Cutting
Hair Styling

Care and Styling of Wigs,
. Permanent Waving

Chemical Hair Relaxing
BUsiness Manaeement
Minnesota Hairdressing and

Beauty Culture Laws

High school students may make application upon completion of the tirstsemester in the senior year.

136.
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St. Paul Area Technical Vocational Institute

GENERAL INFORMATION

Public Area School The Institute is a parts of the
St. Paul School system and serves the residents of
the St. Paul area and the State of Minnesota. It meets
standards established by the Minnesota State Plan for
Technical Vocational Education and is approved for the
instruction of veterans, orphans of war veterans, State
and Federal rehabilitation students, technicians for
national - defense and 'manpower needing, training or
retraining t& meet the changing needs 'of industry.

Student 'Enrollment The mediaii' age -of the student
body is eighteen years and six months. Most students
are high school graduates. Placement in a particular
program is preceded by the counseling process which
brings the student into focus with his interests, abilities,
physical assets and attitude toward learning. Appraisal of
the student's progress is made quarterly. Unsatisfactory
?rogress may necessitate a change of objective.

eLength' of ourses Courses vary in length (See inside
of brochure): The full time day program is based. on a
seven. hour day 8:00- A:M. - 3.:30 P.M. Student
progress and time required to complete the courses
will be ^ determined by variable factors previous
schooling,' capacity to learn,. motivation, work habits
and economic' ikelfale..All students pursuing adiploma
of graduation 'must complete the required curriculum.
This will make them highly desirable and useful
employees in their chosen occupations and will enable
them to meet standards of industry for entry employees..

Tuition Free Mirinesota residents meeting minimum
requirements may attend tuition-free until-they reach
age 21. If their twenty-first birthday occurs during the
school year September to August they may com-
plete- the school,year without paying tuition. -

Veterans Affairs Veterans or sons and 'daughters
veterans who believe they are entitled. to any; educa-
tional benefits administered by the Veterans Adminis--
dation should apply directly-to the regional office of
Veterans Administration at Fort Snelling for
Certificate of Eligibility.-The Institute counseling office
is touch with the Veterans Administration and will
assist students in processing the various forms. State
law no. 89-358 entitles Minnesota Veterans who entefed,
service prior to age 21 and who madefipplication to .

^attend school within two years of their discharge from
the service or before their 29th birthday to attend any
Minnetota area school tuition free.

Tuition Charge All students 21 years of age by
September I 'must pay tuition. Tuition rate is set each
year by the St. Paul Board of Education.

Housing: \Non-Residents Student dormitories are not
available. Arrangements for housing should be made on
an individual basis Students doming to St. Paul may find
living accommodations at the YMCA or YWCA which
are within walking distance of the school.
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Placement Service Without Charge -- The coordinator
for the school assists the graduatei in finding place-
ment. He makes 'follow-up visits to facilitate satisfac-
-tory employer-employee relations. The coordiriator is
In continuous communication with trade and industry.
Additional placement services are provided through
cooperation with Minnesota Manpower Services.

Admissions
High' School Sru*nts in senior Year contact the

counselors in their, respective schools for admission
0 information.

High School Gparluates, 'Wafts and Other Interested
Applicants should come in and take the prepla.cement
tests which arc administered the first Monday. of each
month at 8.00 a m. and the second Monday of each
month at 6:00 p.m. (If a holiday should fall' on one of
these Mondays, the testing date automatically, moves
up to the following Monday.) An interview is scheduled
at the time of testing for a later date.

Admissions of Deaf Students Services for . deaf
students have been through a special project of the U.S.
DepartMent of Health, Education and Welfare. Students
who have hearing losses which restrict their oppor-
tunities for success in regular post-high,schocil programs
will receive supportive services including special prepara-
tory classes, remedial instruction, tutoring, counseling
and interpreting services. Students must contact a
Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor. (Areas not having
Counseling Service, call or write TVI) Referral Informa-
tion should include transcripts, test information, audio-

, logical and otological information. It is highly desirable
that complete psychological and vocational evaluations
be obtained from an appropriate rehabilitation facility.
(Sample evaluations are available upon request.) This
special program for deaf students will serve students
from Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, South Dakota, plus surrounding states
nd Canada as appropriate.

munications should be directed to program for
dea dents.

Manpower ogram The Manpower Developmental
:Training Progra is a cooperative effort by the St. Paul.
Board of Educate , the Department of Man power
Services, and St. Pa TV!. The Manpower Develop-
mental Training Act pro es training in occupational
'Categories where shortages o ualified personnel exist.
These programs provide an op tunity for qualified
Students to develop individual skill the area of their
interest. If you qualify for this program su may receive
financial aid. To squalify you must 'be un ployed or
underemployed. 'For more information regar train-
Mg and,eligibility for training please contact you )cal
bepartMent of Manpower Services, before making forn
application at TVI.

Q

0

.FURTHER INFORMATION Phone 1-612-227-9121
or write Admissions Office, St. Paul Technical Voca-
tional Institute, 235 Marshall Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota
55102.



Nature of the Work .

Thi2 Electrical Mechanical. Service
Techni:ian is able to install, service and
maintain moving electrical mechanical
equipment. h the mechanical area he is
familiar with methods of power trans-
mission by moving belts, gear trans-
missions, variable pulleys, dry, fluid and
spring clutch mechanisms. Knowledge of
water pumps and valvese air switches,
hydraulic thermostats, solenoid valves
and timer coiltrolsAliong with gas valves,
pressure 'regulators and manual controls
are a necessary part of his service cap-
abilities.
In the electrical area he is called upon to
diagnose and repair or replace compon-
ents 'such as timers, switches, relays,
heaters, and circuit protectors.
A technical knowledge of gas and pres-
sure systems, 'reftigeration theory, solid
state trouble shooting and ability to
circuit-trace also assist his advancement
in the service field.

Employment Opportunities

Employment opPorfunities lie in severa
different areas:
"Home Field Service" includes repair an
maintenance, in the home, of laundry an
kitchen appliances, home refrigeration
air conditioning and heating.
"Ir.-Shop Service Work" may include
repair or as6embly of such dcvices as
transinisqions, timing mechanisms, and

subacw:nnes of major equipment.
J'b titles associated with such work)re
Laboratozy Tedmician or Laboratory
Assistant.

1 3 8

Related areas of work may include eceiV-,
ihg or sales of parts and equipment
necessary for repairs, customer relations.
and positions bearing titles such as
Factory Service Representative, or Field
Service Trainer.
Additional pay is usually available in
overtime and premium pay during peak
work loads,, Lay-offs because of slack
work loads are practically .nonexistent.

Qualifications
The student must be able to work well
with his hands and be in good health.
He should have an aptitude for math,
and algebra. Neat handwriting, and .a neat
appearance, along with a pleasant person-
ality are essential traits for those working
people.
The student should be able to work well
with and without supervision, and have
good command ofrhis senses. Accurate
color vision is essential. Good reading
ability is very helpful.

Course of Study
The student, through shop assignments
and study guides, along with self-study
courses, develops ability in circuit tracing
and analysis.

Cost of Materials
Student should have about $100 for tools
and text.
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Two-Year Program

Course Number 'Title

EMechT 110
EMechT 111
EMechT 112

Math 150

EMechT 120

: Drwg 152
Math 160

EMechT 130
IndAd 1 1 0
Math 180

FIRST QUARTER

Basic Electronics
Introduction to Hydraulics
Introduction to Refrigeration

Math I

SECOND QUARTER t
Refrigeration Service

Sketching Circuits .1

Math 11 1
3

4

THIRD QUARTER.
Appliance Service
Industrial Organization
Math III

Total
Hours.

Quarter
Credits

240 8
60 3
60 3

60 3

300 9

60
60 3

300 9
60 3
60 3

.1. ;/ 44,
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Kelsey Institute of Applied Arts and.Sciences, Saskatoon, Canada

AUTO BODY

Length of Course 21 Weeks
Term Sept. 3, 1974 to March 27, 1175
Admission Requirements Grade X, at least 17 years of ago.
Tuition $154.00

STAFF:

. A Wood, Jny..(Auto Body). Program Head
D. Chudy. Jny. (Auto Body)
L. Janzen; Jny. (Auto Body).
P. Wlasenko, Jny. (Autb Body)

Training will include theory and practice in each of the phases of auto body repair. The student
should develop skills in the'Use of metal working hand tools, welding. frame straightening, wheel align-
ment. painting and upholstery equipment.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION
Welding fusion. bronze, spot and arc welding automotive metal, cutting, welding aluminum and silversoldering.

Basic Metal Work threading. tiling, cutting, bending, raising, shrinking, grinding, solder and coldfilling. and fibre glass repair:

Collision Repairs estimating; repairing fender, front end and side; aligning body shell, fitting win-dows and windshield, electrical maintenance.

Panel Replacements dismantling, servicing and aligning deck and door assemblies, door and quarterpanels.

Refinishing preparing materials, sanding, feather-edging. masking. priming, mixing and matching,spraying and force drying .-

Trim and Upholstery removing and installing trim, cleaning upholstery, sewing and cementingfabrics; removing, seating and installing glass.,

Frame Repair and Alignment repairing damaged frame horns; swayed, mashed, sagged and twisted
frames. steering alignment and wheel balancing.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(a) the Canada Department of ManuoWer and Immigration through the Canada Manpower Centres

may. under certain conditions. assist students with training costs and in some instances provide
training allowances while enrolled hi approved courses of not more than one year's duration.
For el;g.bility and further details contact your nearest Canada Manpower Centre.

(PI Sasicalche:.an Student (cans Plan Loans may be available under ttlis plan to students reqinring
financial assistanc Arplicattrn forms are avadabie from

Stuoent Asctstance Section,
De, artmert of Co.ltihuing Education,

r) -,./hd:Own Centre.
REGINA, Saskaid'ierran
StP 3K?
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Learning Experience I --Learning Activities

After studying this Learning Experience you should perform the following activities:

1. Review given examples of course introduction presented on pp. 10-15.

2. Put down the parts of a course introduction.

3. Develop your own course introduction format.

4. Write the introduction to the course in your occupation. Adjust the for-
mat and text of your introduction to the writing style being used in

'your particular school. You are encouraged to think out any improvements
you can make in the course introduction.

5. Discuss your course introduction with your resource person. Do the
corrections you both agreed on.
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Learning Experienced , Test

Complete the following test item:

Present corrected introductiO'n to your course which you prepared while
practicing (Learning Experience 1 Learning Activities on p. 16).

After you have finished this test and the checklist on p. 18,discuss your re-
sponses with your resource person.
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Learning Experience I Checklist

Directions: You will use this checklist for your own evaluation. Please answer
the following questions by circling one of three possible responses:

1. Did you include every necessary part for your
course introduction? yes

2. Did you adjust your course introduction to the
format being used in your school? yes

3. Did you write your course introduction clearly
and briefly? yes

4. Did your course introduction include any
Improvements-over the one being used in yOdr
school? yes

Level of Acceptance:

not certain no

not .certain no.

not certain no

not Certain no

If you answered either no or not certain to any question above, you will decide

cooperatively with your resource person what yoy should study again.
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Learning Experience II - Information Sheet

You were introduced to the design of a course in Learning Experience I.

You will probably not design a total course, but rather you will be given the con-

tent of the course you should teach.

While planning for the course you have to keep in mind the folfowing three

questions, which you already heard while watching video tapes "Designing a Voca-

tional Course" and "Planning a Vocational Course":

1. What should the students learn in the course?

2. How should they (earn?

3. How will you evaluate their levels of achievements in the course?

Before you start to teach the course, you should proceed by the following steps:

1. You should realize the broad goal of your course, answering the question:

"What are the final aims of my students. after having completed

the course"?

The answer could be:

"To be prepared for an employment e.g. as an electronic technician

or hairstylist, etc.".

2. You should review the content of the particular course according to

your own job experiences.

3. a. If the content is divided into certain duties blocks, duties, and

tasks, you should review.whether all duties and tasks which the

students would need in their jobs are included.

b. If the content is not broken down, you have to do it in a way similar

to which it was done in Learning Experience I.

4. You should review the sequence of tasks..

5. You should group the tasks into course units and lessons.
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6. You should write the performance objectives for every course unir .

"A course unit is a major part of a course. It includes several

lessons".

7. The following step is very important in your planning for a course. To

help your students fulfill their goal, you will state whdt they should

PERFORM after hdving completed the course. You should also state the

conditions under which their performance will be executed. These state-
,

ments are two parts of the PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES of your course. The

third part which is the evaluation of outcomes you will prepare later in

step 9.

When you prepared all steps presented above you have stated WHAT the students

should learn in the course.

8. Now the question is,HOW the students should learn.

To answer this question you have to state the conditions of their learning.

Review the list of equipment, tools, literature and ether aids to be used in the

course. Also be sure that the working conditions in workshops are similar to real

ones in the work field. Carefully prepare the other teaching-learning conditions

not only in the workshop but in the classroom as well.

Design the teaching Methods for your course. You can briefly describe the

teaching methods for each course unit. They will be specified while planning for

particular lessons.

9. The last step in planning for a course js the final evaluation of the

course. You already prepared partial evaluation of the outcomes while

writing the performance objectives'for course units. Now you should pre-

pare the final examination of your students which would show what

competencies the students have achieved and how well they did after

145



completing the course. You iii II measure their final performance by

stated level of acceptance.

10. After you have done all these nine steps you should present-the most

important of them to'your students. You can do it in thdkintroduction

to the course. It is very important for the students to Know what the

course is like and what they will be able to perform at the end of the

course. Also,-the level of their performance will be of interest to the

students.

Conclusion:

The summary of what you have learned in Learning Experience II you can see

on Block Diagram on p. 22.
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Learning Experience II - Learning Activities

After studying-this Learning Experience you should perform the following

activities:

1. Follow the steps presented in Block Diagram on p. 22 which means:

a. Put down the goal of the course in your occupation._

b. Prepare the task Fist in proper, sequence.

c. Group the tasks into course units and lessons.

d. Write the performance objectives for course. units.

e. State what :the students should perform at the end of course.
State the conditions of their performance.

f. Set the conditions .of the teaching-learning process- by following
the steps presented in Block Diagram under the block "Set.
Conditions".

g. Prepare the evaluation of what the students should perform at the end
of the course

Write every part of'the course on a separate page. Keep your writing

brief and clear.

2. Develop the format of the course plan consistent with that being used in
your school. You are encouraged to include in the format some new ideas
and improvements.

3. Put the course parts worked out in the activities item 1 in the format
developed in the activities item 2.

4. Discuss your plan for a course with your resource person. Do ifle correc-
tions you both agreed on.
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Learning Experience II - Test

Answer the brief written form test item No. i.

Do test item No. 2.

Test items:

1. What are the basic ideas in planning any teaching-learning pro.dess?

2. Present corrected plan for the course which you prepared while practicing
(Learning Experience II Learning Activities p. 23).

After you have fi-nished this test and the checklist on p. 25, discuss-your responses
With your resource persOn.
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Learning Experience ii - Checklist

Directions: You will use this checklist for your own evaluation.
Please answer the following questions by circling one of
three possible responses:

1. Did your written course plan include:

a. The goal of the course? yes

b. The task list in proper sequence? yes

c. The tasks grouped into cou'r'se units and lessons? yes

d. The performance objectives which contained:

the statement of the students performance? yes

the conditions under which performance
will be executed? yes

the evaluation of outcomes?

e. The teaching-lea rning.conditions?

2. Was the developed format of a course plan
consistent with that being used in your school?,

3. Did the developed format include any improvements
over' the format being used in your school?

Level of Acceptance:

yes ,

yes

yes

yes

not certain no

not certain no

not certain no

not certain no

not certain. no

not certain no

not certain no

not certain no

not certain no

If you answered either no or not certain too apy,question above, you will

a

decide cooperatively with your resource persgh what you sKould study again.
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Learning Experience III. Information Sheet

Some vocational schools emphasize individual learning using self-pacing

learning packages. Other vocational schools prefer group teaching with some indi-
.

vidualized attention. In your teaching practice you will teach the students using

both group and individualized methods.

If you are a teacher in a vocational school that prefers group teaching, you

shouldIse, the individUalized approach with every student especially while he is ,

. practicing his skills in a workshop. You should.be prepared for the possibility

that your school might soon switch to, complete individualization of the learning

protess. The main reason for.this switch is that every student has a different

is.aireaicly_adjwsted_to_dlfierent.=_typ_ea_of learnimgIf ybu

wish, you can read morei abouttheSe problems in Pucel (1975),pp. -97.

For your accomplishment of this module yoU should read. the article in the

book Frantz (1974) pp. 64-73 and Pucel (1975) pp. 19-25.

If you are a teacher in individualized vocational school, you will need basic

oup teaching strategy also. You will deal with the students in a group giving
/

them sooner basic information' about a course they have chosen. You will- also give

them information about learning from self - learning packages and about learning from

demonstrations, etc. You can use knowledge and.-sills you have already gained.

while studying about group teaching 'methods. The reading assignments for yqu are

the same as is written above: The purpose of this modular: is not intended ±o teach

, 1you how to write learning packages. If you are interested in that kind of-writIng,'

you may wish toread Pucel (1975), p. 97-129 and p. 232-239 and to contact:your

supervisor.

You have successfully studied in Learning Experience I and'll how,.a course

was developed and how to plan for a course. If you'. look at the Block Diagram on
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..22 of this module again, you will notice that the procedure of how to plan for

an individualized course will be basically the same. The differences are as follows:

1. The students will learn mainly by utilizing the learning packages in the

course. If individualized learning packages are used, the teacher should
be as familiar with these as the students are. You should know the content

of the learning packages well.

2., You should prepare the introduction to the course which would include the
course objectives, the explanation of how to work with learning packages,
the, explanation o'f the organization of the course work, and the explana-
tion of the students' evaluation.

-

.a.

3. The students will proceed in the .course at their own pace, of course with
some time limitation. In some schools the students can be enrolled in
the course at almost any'time. While planning for the coarse you should
realize this time frame which wifl.certainly require careful organization
in the use of workshbps, working places, equipment, tools, machines, etc.

5
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Learning. Experience III - Learning Activities

After studying this Learning Experience you should perform the following

activities:

I

1. Ask your experienced colleague teacher if you may visit his instruction
where the learning packages or other individualized methods are used.
Put down a few notes about your observatign related to

a) the organization of the instruction.

b) the teacher's and students' activities.

c) the use of materials and audio-visual aids.

d). your colleague's preparation for the instruction.

2. Look again at your plan for the course you prepared while studying the
Learning Experience II. Based on this_ plan, on your knowledge already
gained, and on your observation of the individualized learning process,
try to-prepare the,plan for the individualized course.

3. Discuss your learning activities io item No. 1 with resource person to
be sure that you have done them'well.

4. DISCUSS your plan for a course with your resource person. Do the correc-
tions you both agreed on.
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Learning Experience l I I Test

Answer in brief written form test items No. 1 and 2.

Do test item No. 3.

Test Items:

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages o'f group and individualized
'instruction?

,2. If you already teach by the use of learning packages, put down several
critical comments related to the occupational and pedagogical value of
them.

3. Present corrected Plan for an individualized course which you prepared
while practicing (Learninb Experience lil Learning Activities p. 28).

After you have finished this test and the checklist on p. 30,. discuss your
responses with your resource person.
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Learning Experience III Checklist

Directions: You will use this checklist for your own evaluation.
Please answer the following questions by circling one of three
possible responses:

While planning for the individualized course:

1: Did you plan the organization of your
course regarding variable time for
students' learning process?

2. Did-you prepare the introduction to the
course which included:

a. the course objectives?

yes not certain no

yes not certain no

b. the hints for working with the
learning packages? .yes not certain. no

c, the methods of the students' evaluation? yes not certain- no

3. Did you prepare the list of resources; yes not certain no

Level of Acceptance:

If you answered either no.or not certain to any question above, you will decide

cooperatively with your resource person what part of this module you should study,

again.
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Module No. 3 Teacher's Evaluation

Teacher's evaluation of the learning process offered in this module.

Dear Colleague:

We would like to have some of your impressions of this module. We need these

impressions for the evaluation of our program which you are now studying.

Would you, ploase, answer the f011owing questions by circling one of three

possible responses? Thank you for helping us.

The Program Authors
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Evaluation of This Module

Questions

Was this module interesting to you?

Was this module written clearly?

Was this module too short?

Was this module too long?

Was this module directed to the most important
learning points only?

Did you understand the objectives of this module?

Did the books and/or articles recommended in this
module

a. relate to the content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Did the video tapes, tapes and/or other aids
recommended in this module'

d

a. relate to the content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Did the learning activities

a. relate to the content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Were the tests and checklists items

a. worded clearly?

b. concentrated to the most'important points
of your learning?

Did the checklists help you in your evaluation?

Did you learn from this module what you had expected?
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Answers

yes not much,, no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not Much no

yes not much no

yes not much no



Your special comments:

What. do you think should be improved in this module?
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Module No. 3 Resource Material
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University of Minnesota
Department of Vocational and Technical Education

. Definitions of Terms in Vocational, Technical, and Practical Arts Education

The following terms are from the American Vocational Association's publication,
Vocational- Technical! TemlinoNody, March 1970.

Accountability

-- A process applied to a program which paralle8s,and is usedjn conjunction with
financial accounting. Expected outcomes of the learning experience are pre-stated In
terms permitting pre-and post-testing to determine the extent to whiCh objectives have
been achieved,'and to permit a comparison of costs and benefits of various approaches
to instruction. Stated objectives are expected to be reansfic within legal, fisCal,
and resource constraints; and, to reflect current population needs for occupationa0
preparation, and, urrent manpower and Job reguirementsa

Accreditation

A process whereby an organizltion or agency recogni2es an institution or program of
study as having met certain predetermined qualifications or standards.- The process
normally includes :the setting of standards, a self-study by the institution or program,
examination by a team of outside-specialists, a-decision by an independent accrediting
commission, and publication of a list of accredited institutions or programs.

institutional accreditation covers an institution as a whoee. Programmatic accredi-
ation covers a specgik program such as Oaw or nursing.

Accreditation by an agency recognized by the U.S.. Commissioner of Education confers
eligibility for a variety of federal benefits.

Advisory committee

-- A group oi petisons, usually from outside the field Of education, selected because
of their knowledge and expertise in certain areas to advise educators regarding voca-
tional programs. Such committee's canoperate at the federal,'state and local levels
and often function under names other than that of advisory committee.

Agricuitural education
_--

-- Usually refers to the cualculum In a college or university structured to piepare
. and assist teachers of agriculture in secondary schools. Sometimes used synonymously
with the term vocational agriculture.

Agricultural a-112n

An occupation involving knowledge and skills in agriculture. The primary agricultural
instructional areas which will also serve toy classifying agricultural occupations are:
agrculturad pfoducilon, agricultural supplies, agricultural mechanics, ornamental
horticulture, agricuitural resources, and forestry.
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Agricultural mechanics shop

-- a school shop, properly designed, having necessary.equipment and adequate
supplies-to make possible an instructional erogram to .meet the mechanical, struc-
tural, power and other needs of the farm, farm home, and Other agricultural occupa-
'tions which require mechanical skills.

Agricultural Occupations

occupations involving knowledge and skills in agrimiltural subjects have the
following characteristics: (a) en a farm or in another business, agency, or organie
zation which performs one or more of the agricultural functions oftprOducing, pro-
cessing, distributing, and servicing farm productS, (b) employs workers who need
competencies in one or more of the -primary areas of plant science, soil science,
animal science, farm management, agricultUral,mechanitatien, and agricultural leader-
ship. Examples :cnclude occupations which deal with: agriCulture, forestry, park,
and recreational area managers; -processing food, feed, tobacco, and related pro-
ducts; selling farm and garden equipment and supplies; gardening landscaping, and
groups keeping; farm irrigation; soil and water management technicians; forestry
conservation; repair of agricultural machinery, horticultural farming; servicing
agricultural production. .

All-around mechanic

-- an industrial term used .to designate- a training individual possessing the skills
and knowiedges necessary to do practically all of the jobs within a.specifiedtrade
or occnpation. '

American Vocational Association, Inc._n_nn

-- the national, professional organization of teachers__ administrators, supervisors,
and eeaegee-eduentors engaged in he variot6-phases of vocational, technical, and
practical arts education,. Its objectives are the promotion, improvement, and pree
tection:of sounlvecationaletechnical, and practical arte education programs and
the professional as vancement of its members.

Applied. art

-- an area of study Oon)ieg with the principles of art as related tc the planning,
desIgn.ine, mnau;'nen6.rjng, or arrangement of such commodities as clothing, shelter,
household furniture, and equipment.

Annrentieo tra412ino

-- an organized system foe providing young people with'the manipulativv skill n and
technical or. theoretical knowledgo'needed for competent performance in skilled
occupations. Tho program usually involves cooperation among school, la-6or, and
management, since norenticos learn the skills of the craftsman through on-the-job ..
work onporiencee and the related information in the classroom. The minimum terms
'and conditions of apprenticeship are regulated by state and local statutes oe
agreenonm.:s.
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Area vocational school or program

a.school or program involvieg a large geographical territory usually including
more than one local basic administrative- unit. It offers specialized training to .
high school students, who are preparing to enter the labor market. it also provides
vocational or technical education to persons who have completed or left high school
and are available for fulletime study. These schools are sponsored and operated by
local communities or by the state.

Avocational interests.

-- those pursuits ,:OT hobbies which are distinct from the 7,:egular'work or occupa-
tion of the:. individual and which are followed for recreational purposes.

Business education

-- a program of instruction which consists of two parts: (a) office education; a
vocational education program for office careers through initial, refresher,. and
upgrading. educatior leading to employability and advancement in office occupations,
and (b) general business education, a .program to provide students with .infOrmation
and competencies which are needed by all in managing personal business affairs and
in using the services of the business world.

Certificate of completion (certificate of training)

:eritten recogeiition granted to members of vocatienal class upon satisfactorily
completing the requirements of a course of instruction. Such certificates are ee
presented when courses are not taken for credit towards graduation,.

Citizen committee

--. this teeni is used extensively in agricultural education In referring to advisory
committees.'

Com-munity college

-7 colloge operated by the board of education o..'j a local basic administra-
tive unity (ineleiding the independent local board for one Or more community colleges).
Instruction is adapted in content, level, and schedule to the needs of the local
community.

i721prehensive high school

-- a secondary school with a number 62 departmouts(e.e., academic, industrial,
business) oVoring a diversified program to meet the needs of pupils with varying
interosts.and

Consutt

-- a 7:ecop:niznd o.e.,eert (not vc::ZeJ with administrative authority) in a specialized.
fiold whoso.m;vic :01.1'ht i cho ..7wrAlvo!'uent.og a program of education and/or
its fpcil..i.tios.-
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Cooperative education

e- a' program for persons who are enrolled'in a school and who,, though a cooperative

arrangement between the school and employers, receive part-time vocational instruc-
tion in the school and on -the -job training through part-time employment. It pro-

vides for alternation of-study in school with a job in industry of business, the two
experiences being planned and supervised by.school and employer so that each contri-
butes definitely to the student's developmenieein'his chosen occuPation.- Work periods'
and school attendance may be on alternate days weeks, or other periods of- time,. but.

the hours at work are during the school, dayeand.equal or exceed the hours spent in
school' during the regular schoolerearlfis:plan of training is used extensively
in'vaxious phases of vocational'educatione,

Coordinating teacher (teacher-coordinator)

-- a eember of the school staff who teaches'the related and technical subject matter

involved in WOTk experience programs and:ieerdinates classroom instruction with on-

the-jcb training.

Coordinating (cooperative education),

-- a member 'or the school staff responsible for administering cite school program
and resolving :~41 erobleme that arise between the school regUlations and the on-
the-jcb activites of the employed student. The coordinator acts as liaison be-
tween the school rild employers in programs of cooperative education or other part-
tilRe job train in.

Colensalar, geidance

-- An expeeieeeed 'red eeaind person who helps another individual to understand:
htmsei.F aed iti 5 eepurtunities, to make. appropriate adjustments, decisions; and
choices ie the lieht of his uniqeo characteristics, and to initiate a course of
treinin or wok in harmony with his selection. -

Course ce2-Study. - .

ae or Euide of: the objectives,,experiences, skills,,projocts,
demtieetSejons, eeleted informatione end methods end evaluation involved in teach-
iref echeol eubeee, covering R specified period oftime.

Craft a.,'11;eory

-- V eroep of :ecet craftsmen, selected r."ow. a specific tredo or occupation,

appointed to ra:elso .he school on metiers pertaining to teaching the particular
oerepption. I:overall:re the committee should irclude an equal number of reprc-
settat:eee end mennel!cet.

(`1.i ,Vtil

t h C01.157,L3 (q..'Sigil'7)0. to cover h:: i,71,:;trtc:tior: deldgnat(.s.;.1. Aqd,
:11y al;:o .!:r) Cho Owl? body of (-ours on!
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Curriculum laboratory

-- an area especially equipped with desks, chairs, reference books, duplicating
equipment, and other facilities needed by persons -designated to develop courses of
instruction and special types of teaching materials.

Day trade classes

---courses conducted for persons regularly enrolled in
selected a trade or industrial pursuit and who wish to
ment in the oce4ation. Training,is comprehensive and
manipulative processes and also in those technical and
which are needed by the skilled and competent worker.

Demonstration plot

a full-time school who have
prepare for useful employ-
includes instruction in
other related subjects

-- a plot of ground used for instructional purposes in the field of agriculture,,,,
It is used for demonstration purposes and to show in a realistic way various
practices, procedures, and techniques in agriculture.

Directed practice dent,teathin )

-- a teaching assignment to enable the student teacher to acquire skill in teach-
ing methods under the direction of a supervising teacher.

Distributive education

-- a program of instruction, in marketing, merchandising, and management. The
program is concerned with training needed for purposes of updating, upgrading,
career development, and operation_ 0 management.

Distributive Education Clubs of America

the national organization for students enrolled in distributive education classes.
Tho club is an integral-part of the instructional program. - It provides opportunity
for :leadership,- scholastic development, vocational competence, civic awareness,
competition, economic understanding, organizational training, and further develops
a professional attitude toward careers in retail, wholesale, and service occupa-
tions.

Distributive °o=. a:L.ions

-- those occupations folioweeby proprietors, managers, or employees engaged pri-
marily in marketing or merchandising. ofgotds or services. Stich tctupations are
found in various business establishments, including, without being limited to,
retailing, wholesaling, manufacturing, storing, transporting, financing, and risk
bearing.

Diversified occaTLLsaLinEall

a high school course in' which students are given sUpervised work exgerience in
any are of a variety of occupations, combined with related classroom instruction,
This typo of program is suited especially to-communities where the need for workere
is too limited to justify separate courses for'each occupation. This. program is
usually under the direction of the trade and industrial education division and
sUpervised by a teacher coordinator.
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Evaluation

S term used in education indicating the procedure for determining the
effectiveness of instruction.

Evening school
e

-- an institution that offers an organi ed program of courses for the convenience
of adult Students. Claiies-are held dur ng.the.non-working hours of employed
persons.

Executive officer a =the state board for vocational education

-- the legally designated state official directly responsible to a state board
for vocational education for the administration of the policies of vocational
education determined by the board.

Exploratory courses
..

-- school subjeCts designed to provide the student with a broad, general, over -all
'yiew of the knowledges and skills involved in a fiel&of,learning or an occupation.
CoUrses:whichprovidestudents with exploratory and introductory experiences in a
;wide range of occupations Serve as an aid in chqosing a vocation..

FaMilr,lifeeducation

an educational 'progret concerned With the improvement of family, living. It
may involve many educational subject fields such as homemaking, health, social -.

studies, and many,differentgroups such as the schools, clOs, community agencies.

Field trips
,

.

...,

z .,

a plannedvi'sitatiOn by a group of students to some''farm organizationor estab-
lishment-outiide the classroom for the purpose. of observing.and seeking. firsthand
nformatioiihbout its operation or of acquiring skills and' experiences not
possible. in the classroom.

Fitigerald At

i.--Ithe National:Apprenticeship Law-enacted n 1937 "to promote the furtherance of
labor standards of apprenticeship...bring togetheremploYere and labor for the
development of programs of appTintiCeship and to cooperate with state agencies
in the formulation of standards of apprenticeship." The act is administered by
the Bureau of. Apprenticeship and TrainingirU.S.,Department-Of Labor.

Follow-up, study, vocational

-- a survey to determine what occupations the students and graduates of mocationhl
education courses enter and how effective their training was in relationShip to
actual-needs'of the job.

J. 6 5
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Future Farmers of America

-- a national organization of students who are enrolled in agricultural educa--
tion classes in the public secondary schools of the nation. It is an integral
part of the instruction in agricultural education and is provided for tin the
George-Barden and Subsequent National Vocational Education Act. It was incor-
porated by the 81st Congress in 1950. The foundation upon which the FFA is built
includes leadership ad.character development; sportsmanship, cooperation, service,
thrift, scholarship, improved agi.iculture, organized,recreation, citizenship, and
patriotism. ,=

FutureHomemakers of America

-- the national organization of.students studying home economics in public and
private secondary schools, ThiS,,youth organization provides opportunities for
developing leadership abilities, for preparing youth to participate in community
organizations, and for developing -individual,and'group initiative-in planning
and carrying out activities related to the home. On the local, state, and
national levels it operates through the framework of the home economics education
program of the secondary schools.:

General industrial Course

-- a class organized to give specific preparation for an occupation in a group
where shop instruction in several closely allied, trades is conduCted simultaneously.
CourseS maybe organized to give preparation for one or more production jobs that
do not fall into the trade classificaiton,

1f1112.1g....11E2dburse.

-- a multi-activity program in industrial arts.

General unit 'shop

11

a school shopconfined to industrial arts educatipn within a family of occupations
such as metalworking, woodworking, or electricity. For example, a general metal-

. working shop would contain facilities related to the specific occupations
of machine shop, foundry work, sheet metal, and the like.

George-Barden Act000

-- the federdl lawenacted in 1946 which provides for "the further development
and promotion of`vocitional.education in the several states and territories."
It authorizes a federal appropriation for grants-iny-aid to states for use in
vocational programs which meet certain minimum standards in agriculture, home
economics, distributive education, trade and industrial education, and vocational
guidance. On August 8, 1956, fishery trades were included. The act is administered
by the U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.°

Title ii within the Health Amendments Act of 1956 authorized a program for the
extension and improvement of practical nurse training and other similar health
oCcupations. This Title was revised and extended with the passage,of P.L. 87-22*
in 196f.
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Title III was added to the George-Barden Act of 1946 by an amendment pro-
videck!by Title VIII of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (11.1.. 85-864)
which provided "that funds appropriated...shall be used exclusively for the
training of individuals designed to fit them for useful employment as highly
skilled technicians in recognized occupations requiring scientific knowledge...
in fields necessary for the national defense."

Grant-in-aid

-- a financial grant, frequently in the form of periodic payments, made by. a
government or agency to another government or agency by way of assistance for a
special, purpose. For example, funds are granted by the Federal Government to the
states for the promotion and improvement of vocational. education, under the terms
of the federal vocational education acts.-

Guidance services

-- those activities which have as their purpoSe helping pupils assess and under-
. stand their abilities, aptitudes, interests, environmental factors, and educa-

tional needs; assisting pupils in increasing their underitandings'of educational
and. career opportunities; and, aiding pupils in making optimum use of educational
and career opportunities through the formulation of realistic goals. _These
activities include counseling pupils and,parents, evaluating the abilities of
pupils, assisting pupils in personal and social adjustment, and working with
other staff members in planning and conducting guidance prograMs.

Guidance, vocational

the Trocess of assisting indivtdUals to understand their capabilities and
interests; to choose a suitable, vocation, and to prepare for,' enter, and make
successful progress in it:

High school classes in agricultural education.

-- classes organized. and conducted in public secondary schools for pupils who
wish to secure systematic instruction in agricultural education. Such instruc-
tion is organized on graded levels dealing with exploratory agricultural exper-
ience, principles and'practices in farming, agii-business, and technical agri-;
cultural occupations with eMphasis on supervised participating experiences in
each area.

Home economics

-- the termAised to designate the' discipline at the college level which prepares
students for. such professional fields as: home economics teaching, dietetics,
cooperative extension,, social welfare, public health, institution administration,
research.
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Home economics education

-- a program of instruction which fs planned for the purpose of assisting. youth
and. adults to understand and solve proglems in home and family living and/or to
prepare for employment and upgrading. in occupation's involving knowledge and skills
in home economics subjects. Subject-matter areas include: child development;
family relationships; food and nutrition; clothing and textiles; family economics_
and home management; housing, home lbrnishings and. equipment; and, family health.

Home experiences and projects

-- learning activities related to personal and family problems which are planned,
carried out, and evaluated by the pupils in their-homes, under the guidance of
the teacher and parents, for the purpoSe of personal development and improvement
of home life.

Homemaking education

1Cterm frequently used to designate secondary and adult programs.which have
as their goal education for home and family living.

Home mechanics course

a course in the construction and repair of simple, household equipment and
the understanding and Maintenance of mechanical and electrical household
appliances.

Home parctice

-- the practical application of specific school learnings to home activities for
the purpose of developing skill in and-appreciation of sound homemaking procedures.

Industrial Ain.'

- - application of the principles of design to the planning and production of manu-
factured products.

Industrial arts education

instructional.shopwork of a non-vocational type which provides general educa-
tional experiences centered around the industrial and technical aspects of life
today and offers orientation in the areas of appreciation, production, consump-
tion, and recreation through actual experiences with materials and goods. "It

also serves as exploratory experiences which are helpful in the choice of a
vocation.

Industrial education

-- a generic term applying to allt types of education related to industry, including
industrial arts education, vocational industrial education (trade and industrial
education)', and much technical education.

In-service training.for teachers

-- instruction and supervision for employed-instructional personnel for the pur-
;pose of improvingtheir professional abilities.
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Instruction sheets

-- written teaching aids which contain organized material for the use of indivi-

dual students. There are four common types:

Operation sheet -- gives directions on how to perform .a single manipulative

operation
Job sheet -- gives directions on how to perform, completely and in proper

sequence, the operations necessary to complete a production job
Information sheet -- contains essential facts necessary for the understand-

ing of an instructional unit which is largely informational in nature
Assignment sheet -- directs the study to be done or assignment td be

carried out by the student on the lesson topic, and may include questions
to determine how well the lesson has been learned.

Itinerant teacher

-- one who teaches individuals or a group of individuals in different locations
in lieu of having them come to a central point.

Job

-- a specific, assigned task which provides the media by which the student
practices and develops'skills for an occupation.

Job analysis

-- a detailed listing of duties, operaitons, and skills necessary to perform a
clearly defined, specific job, organized into a logical sequence which may be
used for teaching, employment, or classification purposes.

Joint apprenticeship council

-- a group of representatives of employers and labor, organized to cooperate
with vocational schools in setting up; conducting, and maintaining standards for
apprenticeship programs:

Journeyman

-- a worker who has satisfactorily completed his apprenticeship and is classified
as a skilled worker in his trade.

Junior college

-- an institution of higher education which offers the first two years of
college instruction, frequently grants an associate degree, and does not grant
a bachelor's degree. Offerings include transfer and/or terminal programs (with
an immediate employment objective) at the post-gecondary instructional level
and also may include adult education programs. "It is an independently organiteo
institution (publie Or non-public) or an institution which is a part of the
public school system or an independently organized system of junior colleges.
The term does not refer to the lower division of a four-year institution, even
if this lower division is located on a campus. entirely different from the campus
of the parent institution..
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Local director of vocational education

-- the school administrator appointed to supervise the total vocational education

program in a school district.

Manpower Development and Training Act

-- a federal act administered by the Department of Labor and the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare. Its function is the training of the unemployed

and underemployed as well as the retraining of persons who are displaced due to

automation and technological changes.

Multiple-activity general shop

-- a school shop designed and equipped to offer two or more areas of instruc-

tion in industrial arts. Such a shop may contain facilities for teaching
drawing, woodworking, metalworking, graphic arts, and electricity, or a
similar combination of teaching areas. It is sometimes called general shop,
comprehensive (composite) general shop, or laboratory of industries.

Occupational information

-- systematically organized data"used by guidance personnel for the purpose of

helping persons make a vocational choice. Material concerns fbe nature of the

work, duties, responsibilities, and comprensations involved in the several voca-

tions, inc/uding information about employment outlook, promotional opportunities,

and entrance requirements.

Occupational standard

-- an established measure for judging the quality of work performed in a trade

or occupation.

Office education

-- a vocational education program for office careers through initial, refresher,

and upgrading education leading to.employability and advancement in office

occupations.

Office education curricula

-- a series of related and required courses leading to vocational competency in

a specific 'ccupational category which is taken in addition to the required sub-

ject matter taken by all students. Typical occupational curricula include:
(a) 'stenographic, typing, filing, and related occupations, (b) computing and

accounting occupations, (c) material and production and recording occupations,

(d) information and message distribution occupations, (e) accounting, auditing,

budget, and management analyst occupations, (f) personnel and training admini-

.stration occupations, (g) administrative specialization occupations, (h) miscell-

aneous clerical occupations, (i) supervisor office position occupations, (j)

management office facilitation function, (k) data processing occupations.
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Office occupations

-- those activities - performed by individuals in public and/or private enter-
prices - which are related to the facilitating function of the office. They in-
clude such items as recording and retrieval Of data, supervision and coordinationof office activities, communication, and reporting of information regardless ofthe social, economic or governmental organization in which they are found. TheDictionary of Occupational Titles proVides a source of information concerning thenature of office occupations.

.

On-the-job training

-- instruction in the performance of a job given to an employed worker by the
employer during the usual working hours of the occupation. Usually the minimum
or beginning wage is paid.

Opportunity school

-- a term applied to a school providing specialiv0 courses to meet widely variedadult needs such as those of illiterates, applicants for naturalization, workersneeding retraining, or adults seeking various types of vocational training.

Part-time programs, vocational

-- programs conducted for workers during the usual,working hours of the occupa-tion. The three general kinds follow:

Part-time trade extension classes -- instruction given to employed workers
for the purpose of increasing or extending their skill and knowledge in
the trade or have been engaged.

Part-time trade preparatory classes -- instruction given to workers who have
left the full-time school for the purpose of fitting themselves for useful
employment in trades, occupations, or fields of industry other than thosein which they are or have been employed.

Part-time general continuation classes -- instruction given to employed
persons for the purpose of enlarging their civic or vocational intel-
ligence. Instruction is not confined to trade or industrial pursuits
but may cover any subject relative to civic or vocational needs offeredto workers who return to,the school during their usual working hours.

Placement service

aSsistance in helping persons to locate work, either part-time or full-timein the field for which they are trained, which is consistent with their abilities,experiences, and backgrounds. When offered by the school, it is a phase of thevocational guidance program and involves liaison with employers to learn of jobvacancies and success or failure factors of student-learners or graduates.

Planning center (industrial arts)

-- the area in a shop or laboratory where
mechanical drawing equipment, maga-zines, reference and textbooks are available for students to use when developingshop jobs or projects.
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Planning sheet (industrial arts)

-- a prepared form to aid pupils in learning how to organize their work
effectively.

Plant training

- - any type of instruction giVen by the employer in his own establiihment during
working hours.

Practical arts education

- - a type of functional education predominantly manipulative in nature which pro-
vides learning experiences in leisure-time interests, consumer knowledge, creative
expression, family living, manual skills, technological development,, and similar
outcomes of value to all.

Practical nurse education

,- a program offering training in approved schools and leading to licensure as a
practical or vocational nurse. The trainee is being prepared to (a) give direct
nursing care to patients whose health situation is relatively stable, (b) assist
qualified professional nurses in caring for patients whose health situation is
more complex. The minimum requirements are set by the state board for vocational
education while it is accredited by the profession for meeting desirable standards
and licensed by the state in order to protect society from malpractice and in-
competent individuals.

Pre-employment training_

-- organized, brief, intensive instruction for entrance into employment in a
specific job or retraining for workers leading to new duties or a new position.

Preparatory training

-- programs preparing enrollees for employment.

- Private vocational school

-- a school established and operated by an agency other than the state or its
subdivisions, and supported by other than public funds, which has as its purpose
the preparation of students for entrance into or progress' in trades or other
skilled occupations.

Professional education course

-- courses that deal with the study of the history, philosophy, psychology,
content, methods, etc., of education.

Progress chart

-- a running record showing the operation, jobs, projects, or other assignments
completed by the individual students in a class.
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Project

-- an article, activity, investigation, or problem chosen by or assigned to a
student. The student is assisted by the teacher in its planning and completion.

Project method (industrial arts and homemaking)

7- a-motivating technique of instruction in'which the teaching units are combined
and related to normal life activities being encountered by the students.

Public service tralyllan

vocational courses organized to train persons, such as firemen or policemen,
employed in state or municipal departments.

Public vocational school

-- a secondary school under public supervision and control and supported by
public funds which provides instruction that will enable high school youth and
adults to prepare for, enter, and make progress in a skilled trade or occupa-
tion of their choice.

Regional conference or clinic

-- a meeting (usually annual) of representatives of several states. The sessions
are celled by the U.S. Office of Education, for the purpose of dealing with pro-
blems of common interest to the states represented. Meetings may be confined to
a single phase of vocational education or may include them all; regional confer-
ences are called by the Commissioner; clinics are called by the Division of
Vocational Education.

a.

Rehabilitationj vocational

-- the service of preparing disabled persons for remunerative employment through
diagnosis, guidance,. physical restoration, training, and placement.

ReAmbursable voretiolleIproarem

.- tt C;h1n or curriculum of-Zered through a public school, teacher-training
inst:tut4on or under contract - which is organized and conducted in accordance
with the provisions of the state plan for vocational education approved by the
U.S Office of Education. Such programs are-eligible to recaive funds from the
state (from staee and federal vocational education appropriations) to cove e in
pert certnin costs already incurred. ,Whether, or not aid actually is rfceived is
immaterial

Related sehjeees

ctassreom and laboratory courses deaigned to increase knowledge, 11)71(10i:stand-
ieg, and ebility to solve technical and theoretical problems concerned with a
rartiellae eeeopation,

Resourcenperson

-- a person who is a participant in a discussion concerning a problem or subject.
His extensive experience and broad nowledge of the subject enable him eo render
authoritiativo opinions.

17
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Retraining programs

-- courses which provide an occupational changing type 'of instruction serving to
prepare persons for entrance into a new occupation or to instruct workers in new,
different skills demanded by' echnological changes.

School farm.(school farm laboratory)

-- a farm, or farm land, - owned or leased by the Public-school and farmed by
'students - used to facilitate instruction in vocational or general agriculture.

Service occupations

-- those occupations which have.as their primary purpose the rendering of personal
service to the customer or maintenance of existing equipment.

Short-unit course

-- a self-contained training program of relatively short duration for the purpose
of giving instruction in a single phase of a subject or in the operation of a
specific machine.

Skilled mechanic

one competent to perform, with a high degree of expertness, the work in one
or more specialized divisions of a given trade.

Skilled operator

-- one competent to perform efficiently and expertly one or more kinds of repeti-
tive production or single purpose jobs on machines or other special equipment'
demanding manual dexterity.

Smith Hughes Act

-- the basic federal vocational education act, passed in 1917, which established
the principles of federal financial aid and cooperation with the states in pro-
moting public vocational education (not leading to a baccalaureate degree) in
agriculture, trade and industries, and home economics for persons 14 and over.
It includes a permanent appropriation and is administered by the U.S. Office of
Education. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

State Board for Vocational Education

-- the agency, created by a state, having major responsibility for the administra-
tion and general supervision of vocational education in that state It is res-lon-
sible for maintaining certain minimum standards in the expenditure of federal funds
allotted to the state for vocational education.

State director for vocational education'

-- an administrator designated within the state to be directly responsible t) the
fxecutive officer of the state board for, vocational education for the administxr-
tion and operation of the total vocational education program' in the state.
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State Plan

anegreement between a state board for vocational education and the U.S.
Office of Education describing (a) the vocational education-program developed by
the state to meet its own purposes and conditions, and (b) the conditions under

whiCh the state will use federal vocational education funds tsuth conditions must
conform to the federal acts and the official policies of the U.S. Office of
Education before programs may be reimbursed from federal funds).

_State reports

-- annual statements by a state board for vocational education-to the U.Sn

Office of Education, concerning the enrollments and the receipts and expenditures

of money, ,showing that. federal funds have been expended in accordance with the
federal acts and the rules and regulations of the U.S. Office of Education, and
that federal funds have been matched by total state and local funds. It includes

A descriptive account of the progress of vocational education within the state,

Steering committee

s- a group of qualified persons appointed to give direction to a project in its

initial stages and usually followed by an advisory committee to extablish policies

and operating procedures.

Studen:sleazEmerderitworke31

a member of a high- school cooperative education program legally employed as a'',

part-time worker and so classified by the Wage and Hour and Public Contracts
Divisions of the U.S, Department of Labor for wage and hour regulation purposes;

Student teacher

-- a person enrolled in a school of education who has been assigned to assist a

regular teacher in a real school situation. No compensation is paid for this

service.

Suagvised agricultural activities

-- an integeal part of the training program provided by the school either it a
school laboratory adequate in scope and facilities, onthe home farm or a school-

selected farm where student participating experiences are supervised by tae
instructor involved, and /or in other selected agricultural busineses and agri-

cultural occupations where experiences also are supervised by the instructor. ,

Supprvisine teccher

an expeienced teacher who is responsible for directing the practice tea0.-

lug aetJvWes of student teachers. a

Sueervisor

the profeasional person responsible for the promotion, development, mainten-

ance, and the imprevement'of instruction in a given field. Supervisors nay operate

at the local, area, or state level and much of their .work is concerned with in-

service training for-vocational teachers.
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Supervisory trainint

-- organized instruction to assist foremen and supervisors, in industry and
business, in various phases of their work including training workers, personnel
relations, and legislation.

Survey, community

-- a fact-finding study of socio-economic conditions and resources, community
agencies, industries, business, farming, institutional practices, problems and
,practices of families, etc., as they exist at a given time in a given community.
It is used by the school as a guide in revising school offerings to meet local
needs.

Survey, occupational

an investigation and evaluation to gather information about a single industry
or the occupations of an area to determine the need for training, the prevalent
practices, the labor supply and turnover, for the purpose of maintaining the voca-
tional program at a realistic level.

Survey, vocational education

a study to obtain necessary information as a basis for the proper development
of programs.of vocational education. It serves to identify the needs for voca-
tional training, recommend suitable types of classes, assist in'the development
of new instructional processes, and evaluate the results of work already done.

Teacher certification

the approval action, based on minimum standards adopted in the state, taken
by legally authorized school authorities on the professional and technical quail:
fications of teachers.

Teacher-education institution

-- an educational agency responsible for the proper preparation of teacheys.
Each state board folavocational education designates the institutions within the
state responsible for.the preparation of vocational teachers.

Teacher-educator (teacher-trainer)

-- a qualified professional person responsible for the preparation and in-service
training of teachers. He assists teachers or prospective teachers to secure the
professional knowledge, ability, understanding, and appreciation which will enable
them to meet certification requirements or advance in teaching positions.

Teaching aid
el

- an auxiliary instructional device, such as a chart, dra wing, picture, alm,
mo -up ox a working model, intw.ded to facilitate learning.

Teaching load
.

-- a term used to designate the number of hours per day 'or week and the number
of students assigned to an individual teacher.
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Technical a rictLALars

- - an inclusive term which embraces a cluster of agricultural occupations engaged
in the science, mechanical, and technical phases of production, distribution, manu-
facturing, use, processing, and marketing of farm products.

,

Technical education

-- education to earn a living in an occupatioh in which success is dependent
largely upon technical information and understanding of the laws of science and
principles of technology as applied to modern design, production, distribution,
and service.

Technical high school

-- an educational institution at the secondary level which is vocational in
objective, technical in subject matter content, and usually terminal in character.

Technical institute

a school at the post -high, school level which offers technical education in one
or more fields to prepare people for employment in positions which lie between
the skilled workers and professional scientists or engineers.

Technician (industrial)

a worker on a level between the skilled tradesman and the professional scientist

or engineer. His technical knowledge permits him to assume some duties formerly
assigned to the graduate engineer or scientist. For example, technicians may
design a mechsnism, computer the cost, write the speciiications, organize the pro--
duction, and test the finished product. There are technicians in other occupa-
tional fields.

Technology

the application of scientific principles in research, design, development,
production, distribution, or service. It often is used to denote a segment of the
applied sciences, i.e., electronic technology,

'Terminal course

-- (nes which completes the subject matter of a specific area with employment as ,

the Immediate objective.

'rrade an2lys's

the proceciure of breaking down a trade or.occupation-to determine the teach-
able.content in terms of eperations, tools, processes, and technical information to
be organized into a course of study and arranged according to a sequence of diffi-

1 7 7.
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Trade and industrial education,
O

instruction' which is planned to develop basic'manipulative skills, safety judg-.
ment, technical knowledge, and related occupational information for the purpose
of fitting persons for initial employment in industrial occupations and upgrading
or retraining workers employed in industry.

Trade and Industrial Education Clubs

- - organizations composed of vocational industrial education students whose ob-
jeCtives are to develop leadership qualities as they perfect their shop skills
and knowledges.

Trade preparatory programs

educition to prepare for entrance into useful employment in an industrial
occupation and provide an opportunity to continue a general education. It is the

type of vocational education given in full-time day trade or technical institute
classes.

Trade school

-- a public or private vocational school which trains youths and adults in the
skills, technkCal knowledge, related industrial, information, and job judgment
necessary for success in one or more skilled trades. These schools provide
opportunity alsp for continuation of general education.

Traini agreement

an outline of le4ming experiences an employer agrees to provide fora student
learner enrolled in the various cooperative education programs.

'United States Office of Education

-- a division .of the Federal Government, within the Department. of Health, Educa-
ticn, and Welfare, established by Congress in 3.867 for the purpose of advancing .\

the cause of education.throughout the nation. The Division of. VoCational and Tech.\
nical Education in the Office of Education is responsible for the administration
of the vocational education acts including the allocation of federal funds to the
states for 'Ticatiolial education.

Unit of instruction

7- the .smallest division of instruction for which a full lessen is taught.' A
f.ingle operation in a trade may constitute a unit of instruction.

Unit shop

-- a school shop dosigned and equipped to provide training in a single industrial
occupation or a single kind of material or type of work.

Unit trade course

instruction organized for persons attending full-time school and preparing for
advantageous entrance into a specific trade or industrial pursuit. Courses are
based solely on instruction for a particular trade or'occupation.
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Upgrading or updating training

supplemental or extension training for the purpose of advancement or improving
a worker's efficiency.

Vestibule training

- - a program organized in the plant, .by the employer. for the short, intensive,
preliminary training or "breaking in" of new employees on special.machines and
operations.

Vocational and technical,, education

-- training intended to prepare the student to (mid* living in an occupation in
which success is dependent largely upon technical information and anounderstanding
of the laws ofescience and...technology as applied to modern. design,, production, dis-
tribution,,and service.

. Vocational cuericulum

-- a carefully selected group of courses.or a sequence of subjects the content of
which will provide the rieceSSai)skill and knowledge for success in a specific
occupation.

Vocational education

-- "Vocational or technical training or retraining which is given in'schoolsior
classes (including field or laboratory work, incidental thereto) under public
supervision and control or under contract with d state board or:local educational
agency,. end is conducted as part pf a program designed to fit individuals for
gainful employment as semi-skillek: or skilled workers or technicians in recognized
occupations (including. any program designed to fit. individuals for gainful. employ-
want in business and office Occupations,'an& any program designed to fit indivi
duals for gainful employment whichmay be assisted by federal funds under the
Vocational Education Act of 1946 and supplementary vocational education acts, but
excluding any program t6 fit individualsfor.employment in occupations. which. the
Commissioner determines', and specifies in regulations, to be generally considered
professional or as eequireing a baccalaure'mte or higher degree). Such term
includes voestionaleguidance and counseling in connection with such training,
instruction related to.the occupation for which the student is being trained or
necessary for him to benefit from suchtraining, the training of persons` engaged
as, or preparing to become, vocational education teachers, teacher-trtiners,
supervisors, and directors for such training, travel Of'students and vocational
education personnel, and the acquisition sand maintenance and repair. of instructiona
supplies, teaching aids, and equipment, but does not.include the construction or
initial equipment of buildings or the acquisitiOn or rental of land."'"

ee,

defined in Public'Law 88-210..
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Vocational Education Act of 1963

enactect"to authorize federal grants to states to assist thei to maintain,
extend, and improveiexisting programs of vocational education, to develop new pro-
grams of vocational education, and to provide part-time employment for youths who
need the. earnings from such employment to cnntinue their vocational training on
a fulL-time basis, so that persons-of all ages in all communities of the states' -
those in highschoe,,those who have completed or discontinued their formal
education-and are preparing to enter the labor market, those who haye already
entered the labor market but"need to upgrade their. skills or learn new.oneS, and
those withspecial educational handicaps - will'have ready access to vocational
training or retraining which is of high quality, which is realistic in7the light
of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, and WhiCh is suited
to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from,suCh-training."

Vocational school

-- a school which is organized separately under a-principal or director for the
purpose of offering training in one or more skilled. or semi-skilled trades or
occupations.. It is :designed to meet the needs of high school students preparing
for employment and to provide upgrading or extension courses for those who are
employed.

VOCational subls5

.*7 any school subject designed. to develop specific skills, knowledges, and informa-
.

'4ion which enable.theAmarner to prepare for or to be more efficient in his chosen
trade or occupation.

Work experience

employment undertaken by a student'twhile attending school, The job may be
designed to provide practical experiena.of a:general character in-the work-a-day

Work exDorience..,ttion (occupational emejteasa)
,

--- .;employment Undertaken ispart of therequirements of a school course and de-
proVide planned Oxperiencti, ihthe. chosen 'occupation, which Are super-

vised &c/a teicher-coerdinator and the employer.'

Work StUdX_E71'9111

Pdministerod by the local educatilinal agency and made reasonably available C':o.
:the extent of'nvaidable funds) to it eligible youths in the area served by such
aiger.cy. Employment underthe program may be for the local educational agency or
some other public agency or institution and will be furnished only to students who
r.a) have boon accepted for enrollment as full-time students in an approved voca-
tional oduca.ion program, (b) need earnings to continue their vocational oducazion,
and (c) aro rAr least 15 and less than 21 years of age, No student shall be empoyuCk
under the pr;. gram more than 15 hours inrany class uf,ok or paid more than $45 in
any alonth or $350 in any academic year, except in special cases

as defined in Public Law '88-210
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Young Farmer Association

-- the organization of students enrolled in young farmer classes. Objectiyes
are to provide:leadership training on a participating basis andto help bridge
the gap between membership in farm youth organizations and adult farm associa-
tions.

Young- farmer classes
. .

-- groups of farmers, usually between 16 and 25 years of age and not otherwise
enrolled in school, who are taught by'regular or special teachers of vocational'
agriculture to aid them in becoming.satisfactorily establFtshed 'in, arming.

i8i
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Module No. 4 Title Page

Construct a Lesson Plan

Prerequisites: Completion of the following modules:

Directions:

1. No. 1 Audid-Visual Equipment and Materials

2. No. 2 Writing Behaviorally- Oriented Objectives

3. No. 3 Overview of Development and Planning for
a Course

1. Be sure you have successfully completed all prerequisites.

2. a. Read,the Introduction on p. 2.

b. Read the Performance Objectives on p. 3.
3. If you thiRk you are prepared for the assessment without

studying this module, see p. 12 for the test and p. 13

for self-evaluation.

4. If you have successfully completed the test and self-
evaluation, proceed to the next module.

5. If you were not successful or if-you choose not to be
assessed now, proceed with this module.

a. Read theReferences listed on p. 4.

b. Read the Learning Experience on p. 5.

Note: Your resource person is available to help you
while you are studying this module.

4
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Introduction

The purpose of this module is.to provide information on how:to plan a lesson

for instruction. Lesson plans are detailed or expanded parts of unit or course

plans. Lesson plans list specific *learning objectives and describe how instruction

will ,be organized in order to be maximally meaningful to the students. There are

probably as many lesson plan formats as there are instructors, however, all formats

include some necessary elements. You might choose different lesson plan formats

for different types of lessons (i.e. a lecture-discusslon, a demonstration, a lab

exercise). The format should provide aS much structure as is necessary to assist

the teacher in the presentation. The lesson plan should also include descriptions

of the learning activities in which students will engage to accomplish the objec-

tives of the lesson. The way Ln which student accomplishment of the lesson

objectives will be evaluated should also be described.

o
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Performance Objectives

Upon completion of this module, the terminal performance expected is

expressed, in the

Terminal Objective:

Using your, ,occupational specialty you will plan for a lesson.

the performance expected as a terminal objective is further clarified in

Enablin.g Objectives:

1. List the learning objectives fo'r the lesson.

2. List the essential elements.of the lesson plan.

3. Identify the student activities for achievement of the lesson
objective.

4. Evaluate the plan in accordance with the objectives of the lesson.

C
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References', Equipment, and Materials Needed
to Complete This. Module

1. Mager, R. and Beach,. K. Developing Vocational Instruction.
Belmont, California: Fearson Publishers, 1967.

2. Pucel, D., and Knaak, W. Individualizing.Vocational and Technical
Instruction. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,

- 1975 (only recommended, not required).

3. Video tape recorder and playback equipment.

4. Video tape blank.



Learning Experience Performance
Objective and Directions

Objective

Using your occupational specialty you will plan for a lesson.

Read: 1. Mager, R. and Beach, K. Developing Vocational Instruction,
.(reference No. I, pp. 62-67).

2. Learning Experience- Information Sheet on p. 6.

3. Fucel, D., and Knaak, W. Individualizing Vocational and Technical
Instruction, (reference No. 2, only recommended, not required).

Practices Follow the instructions in Learning Activities on p. 11.

Evaluate: 1. Complete the self-administered test on p. 12 and the checklist
on p. 13.

2. For your evaluation discuss your written answers with your
resource person.

3. If you were successful in your evaluation, proceed to the next
module..
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Learning Experience Information Sheet

Ordinarily, lesson plans are detailed or expanded parts of unit or course

plans. The lesson plan helps teachers to organize what they are going to teach

in a pa-rticular lesson, how they will'do i+,,and how they will evaluate student

performance at the end of a lesson.

A lesson is a unified segment of instruction. It should be completed in one

class period of instruction. If a lesson requires more than one class period, it

should probably be divided into more than One lessen. However, a lesson dealing

witn a relatively simple skill or pOncipiemay, rectbire- only part of a class period,

in fact, only a few minutes. In any ease, the lesson plah should include all of the

elements indicated below.

Lesson plans can and do take a number of different forms; however, there are

certain elements that should be included in any lesson plan: objectives, content,

learning activities, teaching Strategy, equipment, materials and evaluation. These.

will be discussed in more detail below.

Good lessop-p*s should be neither too general nor too specific. A lesson

plan that is too general will not give you necessary information and guidance for

your lesson. Too detailed plan will divide sour attention between the class and

your notes. It is difficult to follow the lesson plan and'+each the class at the
q.

same time. 1

Obviously, the optimUm length for a lesson plan is determined by the type of

torlesson being(taught; however, the teacher should prepare a lesson plan which will t,

facilitate ongoing instruction. As a rule of thumb, a lesson plan should not

oxcned one page in length.

The elements that.a lesson plan should Contain include the following:.

1. Objectives: The objective or objectives should be stated in terms of

observable. and measurable behavior. The objectives should be covered

1`0



In the introduction to the lesson.

Note: in module No.: !'..you will. learn how to introduce' a lesson.

Content: Nn outline r thr n6nceotsl, facts, and examples which are

related to the achievement of The lesson and the coarse objectives should

appear in the plan.

3. !earning .:!ivities: A lesson plan should include a description of the

activity which students will engage.in during the achievement of the

ctjeCtive., it is essential that the activities be planned to help

student; to accomplish the objective. This does not mean that during the

lesson a teacher is noi.apt.liberty to alter his objective and its related

learning activities as he judges necessary..

`tnategy: A list of teaching strategies should be included in the lesson

plan. This list wil-1 be closely related :o the learning activities and

sHou!d contain 4.:estions, examples, problems to be solved, etc. The selec-

tion of proper teaching strategies depends on what type of a lesson (lecture,

lap exercise, etc.) iII be taught, what content will be taught, the

lesson, prior student experiences, attitudes, and-feedback.

Tlote: in module No. F.: you will learn some basic teaching strategies.

TJ ipment nni

Hsson

The teacher should list the equipment and

r',21HrHd durio:; r4:0

de {_r (:f the evaluation proeedOre planned for the

hould LeHrclude0. The evaluation should determine whether or not

The have a ,ieed The lesson objective or objectives.

ha'e read about the essential elements of a lesson plan. Now it becomeS

necessary to selet or dove:Gs your own format that you wjll use for your lesson

'plan. Att.]ch6d (1). q) nre sls of formats.

19i



Conclusion:

Competent teachers plan .their work and provide students with-opportunities to

move toward established goals. Lesson plans pro\ide the teacher wi.th the structure'

and planning for a lesson which is necessary for working,successfully with students.

Note: If you are a teacher in a school which prefers an individualized ins'tt'uction

method, your preparation for p lesson will be different-. There are so many

`different types of individualized instruction that your.planning for a lesson

will depend on what your school situation requires. The basic difference

between individualiZed lessons and lessons taught in groups is student self
*.

pacing. The basic elements of a lesson plan described previously will also

be included in a lesson for individualized instruction. In some vocational

schools there is no particular time allotted for a lesson.

You should plan for every particular student and you should be prepared at

any time to help him achieve his objective. You Should follow the progress

of every student from the beginning of a course and provide feedback to

students about their achiOements.

If you are deeply interested in planning the individualized instruction

you will find detailed information in eucel, Knaak (1975).
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Course Title
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DAILY LESSON PLAN FORM

Teacher

Problem Area:

Problem o'r Topic:

Objectives:

Teaching materials, equipment; references and learning resources:

Motivation:
(Review Questions.)

(Questions and.activities)

Student Learning Activities:

Teaching Procedure:

Assessment Tasks:
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Lesson Unit Objectives:

Procedure

-10-

LESSON PLAN

Student Activity
Est.

Time

191
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Learning 'Experience Learning Activities

After studying this Learning Experience you should perform the following

activities:

1. Develop a lesson plan .format.

2. Prepare the lesson plan in your occupation which would include the
essential elements.

3.. Discuss your lesson plan with your resource person. Do the corrections
you both agreed on.
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Learning Experience Test

Complete the following test items!

1. Submit corrected Lesson plan which you prepared in Learning Activities
item No. 2.

2. What are the basic differences in teaching-learning process between
groups and individually taught lesson?

After-you have finished this test and the checklist on p. 13, discuss your

responses with your resource person.
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Learning Experience Checklist

Directions: You will use this checklist for your owh evaluation. Please .answer

the following questions by circling one of three possible responses:

Did you in your lesson plan

a. include all essential elements?

b. relate the Information and skills
acquired in the lesson to the overall
objective of the course?

c. relate the information and skills
acquired in the lesson to the objective
of the lesson?

d, consider the amount of time required to
learn material presented?

e. plan alternate learning activities to
re-op- students reach their objective?

197
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yes not certain no

yes not certain no
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Module No. 4 Teacher's Evaluation

Teacher's evaluation of the learning ptocess offered in this module.

Dear Colleague:

We would like to have some of your impressions of this module. We need these

impressions for the evaluation of our program which you are now studying.

Would you, please, answer the following questions by circling one of three

possible responses? Thank you for helping us.

The Program Authors
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Evaluation of This Module
O

Questions

Was this module interesting to you?

Was this module written clearly?

Was this module too short?

Was this module too long?

Was this module, directed to the most important
learning points only?

Did you understand the objectives of this module?

Did the books and/or articles recommended in this module

a. relate to the content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Did the video tape3, tapes and/or other aids recommended
in this module

a. relate to the content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Did the learning activities

a. relate to the content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Were,the test and checklist items

a. worded clearly?

b. concentrated to the most important points of
your learning?

Did the checklist help you in your evaluation?

Did'you learn from this module what you had expected?
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yes not much no

yes not much no

'yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much. no

yes not much no
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Your special comments:

What do you think should be improved in this module?

a
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Module No. 5 - Title Page at:

Plan and Execute.an Introduction and 6 Summary for a Lesson

Prerequisites: Completion of the following modules:

Directions:

). No. 1 - Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials

2. No. ,2 - Writing Behavioral-Oriented Objectives

3. No. 3 Overview of Development and Planning a Course

4. No. 4 Construct a Lesson Plan

1. Be sure you have successfully completed all prerequisites,

2. a. Read the Introduction on p. 2.

b. Read the Performance Objectives on p. 3.

a

3. If you think you are prepared for the assessment without studying,
this module, see p. 10 for the test and p. 11 for seff-evaluation.

4. If you have successfully completed the test and Self-evaluation,
proceed to the next module.

5. If you were not successful or if you choose not to be assessed
now, proceed with this module.

a. Read the References listed on p. 4.

b. Read the: Learning Experience on p.

Note: Your resource person Is availabl&to help you while
you are studying this module.
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Introduction-

In this module you will be shown how an introduction and a summary of a lesson

should be'planned and executed. Your success will depend on your creative ability

to apply the content of this module in real conditions: in front of your students.

ti

The good introduction motivates your students and prepares themfor what they are

about to learn. If they are jnterested in what they are going to learn in the

lesson, it is likely that they will succeed in learning. The summary of the lesson .

is also important. The students will create a structure in which they will con-

tinuously organize the information that they have gained. After the summary of the

lesson, they will realize much better the relations between knowledge and skills that

they have learned in .this. particular lesson and in previous ones.

O
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Performance Objectives

Upon completion of this module, the terminal performance expected is expressed

In the

Terminal Objective:

You will plan and execute an introduction and a summary of a lesson in your
course.

The performance expected as a terminal objective is further clarified in
O

Enabling Objectives:

1. Describe the elements of an introduction and a summary of a lesson.

2. State the lesson objectives explicitly to your students.

3. Provide the students with the acceptable reason for accomplishing the
objectives of the lesson.

4. Relate the lesson to a previous Lesson and to students' own experiences
and knowledge.

5. Conclude the lesson repeating the major points of the lesson.

6'. Involve the students in summarizing the lesson.

2 05
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References, Equipment and Maferials Needed
to Complete This Mbdule

1. Video tape: Execution of Instruction

2. Video tapes - blank

3. .Video .tape playback deck and recording equipment

4. Tape recorder and blank tapes

5. Mager, R. Developing Attitude Toward Learning. Palo Alto,
California: Fearson Publishers, 1968:
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Learning Experience - Performance
Objective and Directions

Objective

You will plan and execute the introduction and.the summary of'the lesson in

your course.

Watch: Video tape "Execution of Instruction"

Read: 1. Mager, R. Developing Attitude Toward Learning, (reference No. 5,
first 12 pages)

2. Learning Experience - Information Sheet on p.,6.

Practice: Follow the instructions in the Learning Activities on p.. 9.

Evaluate: 1. Complete the self-administered test on p. 10 and the checklist
on p. 11..

i.

2. For your evaluatioh discuss your written answers and your
performance on the video tape with your resource person.

3. If you were successful in your evaluation, proceed to the
next module.
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Supplements

Module No. 5: Plan :and-Execute an

Introduction and A' Summary for A lesson
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Learning Experience - Information Sheet

You have watched the video tape "Executing of Instruction", which provided

information about how to introduce and summarize a lesson. How to select and use

other teaching strategies was also discussed in that video tape.

You have been shown how to go smoothly through an introduction of a lesson

the real teaching-learning situation and finally to a lesson conclusion.

You have read several pages of the book (Mager, 1968) related to the content

of this module.

You have also studied successfully the module No. 4 "Construct a lesson plan".

While. reading the following pages, realize, please, the relations between your

reading and what you had watched, studied, and read before. Try to build some

structure based upon all the knowledge and skills-that you have gained.

Planning and executing an introduction of a lesson

While writing the lessom'plan you should make some notes on how you will intro-

duce your particular lesson. Put down several points in proper sequence which could

occur im an introduction of any lesson of your course. Follow them while planning

the introduction of any lesson in your course and adjust them for the particular

lesson. You will see some of these points underlined in the following text.,

"What is the reason for the introduction"? someone might ask. There are

Several reasons: One of them is concentration. After a break or at the beginning

of a class period the students do not immediately concentrate on the topic to be

studied. Several sentences whiCh may not relate to the content of the lesson can

switch their attention to you.

Try to create a warm personal contact with your students when you meet them for

the first time. You can expect much setter learning results if you do. Do not

stand in front of them like a cold fish. Your friendly and respectful behavior will

'209
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encourage the students to learn, ask questions, and cooperate with you in working

toward the accomplishment of the learning objectives. This is the important part

in the motivation ofyour students.

When you have succeeded in creating a friendly .environment you can prepare your

students for the contents of your instruction. You should review the topics of the

last lesson to refresh the students' memories. The students have to know what you

will be talking. about and what they will do in the lesson. They should know what

they will learn and why, and what they will be able to perform at the end of the

lesson.

After the introduction has been completed, you will begin the instruction which

may include lecturing, discussion, practical work in a workshop or some other instru

ctional activities.

Planning and executing a summary of-a lesson 4
.

',',1

The procedure of planning and executing a summary of a' lesson will be similar

to tht of an introduction to a lesson on p. 6.

You have to put down in your lesson plan several points which should conclude a

lesson. Follow them while plantling a conclusion of any lesson and adjust them to th

particular content of the lesson.

After completing the main body of the lesson you should begin with a conclusion

to the lesson. You will. briefly summarize what the students should have learned or

performed. Emphasize the most important knowledge and skills which they should have

learned.

You can ask the students to repeat the high points of the lesson, or yob can

ask some questions related to these high points. The most important.purpoSes of the

conclusion are to emphasize the significant points which the students should learn

and to provide some structure so they may relate these points to each other and

learnings th4y have acquired previously.

21.0
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Do not take the students' break time for.your lesson. After the bell rings

they will not pay attention to your comments. anyway.

Conclusion

While preparing and executing the introductions and summaries of your lessons

or other teaching-learning strategies, realize that you cannot find a teaching

strategy that will fit all subject matter or all si-udents. You can be given some

hints and examples but you will continue to seek better ways to teach. You will

work with young ambitious people who wart to learn. How much and, how well they will

learn will depend on more than how good you are in your occupational field. It will

also depend on your attitude toward your students and how well you apply the different

teaching strategies.

If you want to b'e a good teacher, be fair and friendly to your students, do not

look down on them, be patient, be well prepared for every lesson. On the other hand

remember that your students' learning generally will be more efficient if they

actively participate in the learnitig process.

Note: If the students learn only by learning packages, every student will progress
at his own pace. The introductions and summaries should, be written in all
learning packages as it is in this module.. Your position will be similar to
that of yoUr resource person.
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Learning Experience - Learning Activities

After studying this module try to prepare the introduction and the summary of

the particular lesson.

1. .Follow the hints you were given in- this module and think out your own
ideas also. Put them down.

2. Imagine yourself in front of the students and try to introduce and summarize
the lesson by the notes you have prepared. Use a tape recorder to record
your performance. Use the class or workshop environment without students.

)3

3. Listen to your introduction and summary making some notes on what, in
your own opinion, should be done better.

4. If you have the opportunity to be video taped at least once before you
stand in front of the students, it will help you more than being tape
recorded only.

Nate: Expecially while practicing you should ask your resource person
for help.
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Learning Experience - Test

Answer in brief written form test item No. 1.

Perform test item No. 2. Your performance.will be video-taped.

After you have finished this test and the checklist on p. 11, discuss your answers
and performance with.your resource person.

Test items:

1. Plan the introduction and the summary of any lesson of the course
in your occupational field.

2. Execute the introduction'and the summary of the lesson in front of the
students. Use the plan prepared in test item No. 1.

213
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Learning Experience - Checklist

Directions: You will use this' checklist for your own evaluation. Please answer
the following questions-by circling one of three postible responses:

1. After introducing the lesson to your students,did they:

a. know what the purposes of the lesson
would be? yes not certain no

'b. show an interest In the contents of the
'lesson?

c. show an interest in the-activities in
the lesson?

yes not certain no

yes not certain no

d. know what they were expected to per-
form at the end of the lesson? yes not certain no

e. see how this lesson related to some-
thing they had [earned previously? yes not certain no

2. After the conclusion of the lesson, were your studentt able. to:

a. identify the most important knowledge
and skills which they should have
learned in the lesson?

b. relate the, knowledge.. and skills gained
_in this and,previous lessons to an
overall structure?

yes not certain no

yes not certain no

Level of Acceptance:

If you answered either no or not certain to any question above, you will

decide cooperatively with your resource person what part of this module you should

study agO,n.
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Module No. 5 - Teacher's Evaluation

Teacher's evaluation of.the learning process offered in this module.

Dear Colleague:

We would like to have some of your impressions of'this module. We need these

Impressions for the evaluation of our program which you are now studying.

. Woufkryou, please, answer the following questions by circling one of three

possible responses? Thank you for helping us.

The Program Authors
2;

215
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Evaluation of This Module

Questions

Was this module interesting to you? yes not much no

Was this module written clearly? yes not much no

Was this module too short? yes not much no

Was this module too long? yes not much ' no

Was"this module directed to the most important
learning points only? yes not much no

Bid you understand the objectives of this module? yes not much no

Did the books and/or articles recommended in this module

a. relate to the content of this module? yes not much no

help you in the achievement of objectives? yes not much no

Did the videO' tapes, tapes and/or other aids recommended
in this module

a. relate to the ,content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Did the learning activities

a. relate to the content of this module? yes not much no

yes" not much no

yes . not much no

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Were the test and checklist items'

a worded clearly?

b. concentrated to the most important points of
your learning?

Did the checklist help you in your evaluation?

Did you learn from this module what you had expected?

216
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yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

-yes not much no

yes not much no



Your- special comments:

What dO youlthink should be improved in this module?.

a
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Module No. 6 - Title Page

Select and Execute Different Teaahlu Strateules

Prerequisite §: Completion of the follow' q modules:

Directions:

1. 'No. 1 - Audio-Visual Equipment and MateHals

2. No. 2 - Writing Behaviorally-Oriented Objectives

1.. Be sure you have successfully completed,all prerequisites.

2. Read the Introduction on p. 2.

b. Read the Performance Objectives on

c. Read the References on-p. 4.

d. Read the Learning Experience ow.p.

ID 3.

Note: U of M professors and your resource person will help
you while yo.0 are_studying this module.
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Introduction

In this module you will learn how to select and how to use teaching strategies

for an instruction in a classroom and in a workshop. You will also learn what-kind

of teaching strategy you can apply for individualized learning. (.

The learning approach in this module is different from those modules which you

have studied before. This module uses small group teaching strategy,and learning

activities.

In this module you will have the opportunity to take what you have previously

learned in this course or other courses and put it together in an instructional

. presentation.
, -

You will practice verbal and non-verbal instructional presentatiOns. You will

learn how to react on your students' actions, behavior and experiences. You will

learn hoW to use your students' feedback for the improvement of your instruction.

You will practice problem-solving methods of learning which help to develop the

students' technical and creative thinking. Based on your knowledge of how students

learn you,,will practice reinforcement of their learning.
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Performance Objectives

Upon coMpletion of this module, the terminal performance expected is expressed

in the

Terminal Objective:

You will select and execute different teaching strategies in your,course.

The performance expected as a terminal objective is further clarified in

__.,Enabling Objectives:

1. Use at least three teaching skills in a single -lesson.

2. Select and use appropriate. teaching methods for instruction.'
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References, Equipment and Maferials

.Needed to Complete Thip Module

1. Video tape: Execution of Instruction

.2.- Video Tapes - blank

3. Video tape playback and recording equipment

4. Tape recorder and blank tapes
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Learning Experience-Performance Objective and Directions

Objective

You will select and execute different teaching strategies_ in your cobrse.

Watch: Video tape "Execution.of InstruCtion.'

Practice: Follow the instruction given by your professor.

Evaluate: You' will be video taped before you start and after you finish this

module. You will evaluate cooperatively both video tapes with your

professor and resource person.

r4
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Module No. 6 - Teacher's Evaluation

Teacher's evaluation of the learning process offered in this module.

Dear Colleague:

We would like to have some of your impressions of this module. We need these

impressions for the evaluation Of our program which you are now studying.

Would you, please, answer the following questions by circling one of three

possible responses? Thank you for helping us.

225
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Evaluation of This Module

Questions

Was the content of this module interesting to you?

Did you understand the objectives of this module?

Did the video tapes, tapes and/or other aids recommended
in this module

a. relate to the content of this module?

b. help you in the achievement of objectives?

Do you think that group teaching method used in thi
module was appropriate?

Would you prefer the.self-pacing method used in previous
modules in this module also?

Did you learn frpm this module what you had expected?
. ,
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yes not much no

. ,

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no

yes not much no



Your special comments:

What do you think should be improved in this module?

s.
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